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The monthly review, 0 Politis, has just published its 17th issue.
The goal of this publication is to create a medium of scholarly,
theoretical and political education. Directed toward a wide
reading public, with studies and articles that are clearly written, it

has established itself as one of the most serious cultural ventures
in Greece.
Our efforts have been supported by many university instructors,
scholars and researchers both from Greece and abroad, in
addition to young scholars covering the entire range of social,
political and historical studies.
In every issue of 0 Politis there are commentaries on Greek
politics and society, international politics, translations of theoretical texts by foreign authors, book reviews and a monthly
presentation of new books and magazines.
The following essays, published in various issues of 0 Politic, are a
small sample of its total activity:
S. I. ASDRACHAS: "Research on Agrarian Incomes During the Tourkokratia" (no. 8) ; PAUL DUMONT: "The Ottoman Working Class on the
Eve of the Revolution of the Young Turks: The Particular Characteristics
of the Ottoman Proletariat" (no. 2) ; ANGELOS ELEPANTIS : EAM: History
and Ideology. Preconditions for a Scholarly Analysis of RAM" (no. 5) ;
PHILIPPOS ILIOU: "The Circulation of Greek Books: The 'Megala Travig•
meta' of 1823" (no. 13) ; Alms KYRIAKIDOU-NESTORAS: "On the 'Wild
Thought' of C. Levi-Strauss" (no. 15) ; PAVLOS LOUKAKIS: "Problems of
the Marginal Structure of the Greek Area: Perspectives on Reorganization"
(nos. 3/4); Musrovoutos MANEsts: "The Constitutional Protection of
Academic Freedom" (no. 6) ; D. N. MARONITIS: "Tradition and Originality:
'The Return of the Estranged One' by G. Seferis" (no. 5) ; MICHALIS
PAPAYtANNAms: "On the Membership of Greece in the EEC: Material
for the Comparison of the Economy of the Southeastern Countries"
(no. 9) ; GIORGOS PAPADIMITRIOU: "The Aegean Problem" (no. 17);
VAsItas PANAYIOTOPOULOS: "The Industrial Revolution in Greece, 18321871" (no. 12) ; GRIGORIS SIPAKIS: "The Traditional Dramaturgy of
Karagiozis" (no. 5) ; NIKOLAI TonoRoFF: "On the First Accumulation of
Capital in the Balkans" (no. 5) ; Nicos HADJINICOLAOU: "Four Greek
Painters of the Twentieth Century: Theophilos, Kontoglou, Gbikas,
Tsarouchis" (nos. 2 & 3/4) ; MARIO VITTI: "The Two Vanguards in
Greek Poetry, 1930 to 1940" (no. 1).
"
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O Politis is published monthly. Subscription requests should be mailed

to: 0 Politis, Kekropos 2, Athens (Plaka), Greece.
Subscription rates Europe: 6 months-400 drachmas; 1 year-750 drachmas. United States & Canada: 6 months-500 drachmas; 1 year-900
drachmas. Previous issues of 0 Pallas are available bound in separate
volumes (Volume I. 1976 & Volume II. 1977).

Since the publication of the last issue of the Journal, two
events took place that will mark the intellectual life of Greece
for years to come. In October of 1979, the Nobel Prize for
Literature was awarded to Odysseus Elytis, thus making him the
the second Greek poet to be so honored in sixteen years. This
record of poetic accomplishment has been equaled only by Italy,
and it confirms in an international context what most people who
follow Greek letters have known for a long time—that Greek poetry
has achieved a level of linguistic and national resonance of rare
quality, that it has succeeded to a unique degree in reflecting the
historical resiliency of both the Greek language and the Greek
people.
However, there is a less sanguine aspect to this most recent
triumph of Greek poetry. It proves once again, and perhaps, at
long last, conclusively, that the state of Greek prose is, to say
the least, unenviable. The development of modern Greek prose
has been haphazard and derivative at best, while, at its worst,
being defined by the most parochial and mediocre of talents. The
awarding of the Nobel Prize to yet another Greek poet, therefore, should become a challenge to Greek prose to vindicate itself
as a form of national and linguistic expression as vibrant and
authentic as poetry.
The second occurrence — and by far the most significant from
the standpoint of its immediate consequences — was the announcement in September of 1979 that Nicos Poulantzas had
committed suicide. This sudden and unspeakably tragic loss of
Greece's most prominent social scientist at the height of his
creative powers has cast a pall over Greek scholarship that will
not be raised easily or soon. In a land where, until recently, the
very idea of the social sciences was either abused or outlawed,
Nicos Poulantzas forged a totally new — and revolutionary —
image of the Greek researcher of social data. In addition, Pou5
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lantzas was the first of an entire generation of young Greek
scholars who gave new life to a Marxism that had been bound
to partisan discipline and — by consequence — partisan blindness
and stupidity. All of Poulantzas's work was dedicated to the proposition that Marxism was not an incomprehensible collection of
dogmatic assertions, but the best — and, in certain cases, the only —
way to explain the complex phenomena of humanity's social existence. Furthermore, as an active participant in the European
working class movement, he was a constant example of the synthesis between action and reflection that defines every authentic
Marxist intellectual.
Poulantzas's loss was of such enormous dimensions that one
cannot measure its effects immediately. However, his death does
not in any way affect the momentum of the intellectual movement
of which he was a part. Inside and outside of Greece today, young
Greek scholars are investigating, reassessing, and occasionally
overturning, the received history of their nation. They are reconstructing Greek social reality from the obscurity and distortion to
which it had been consigned by previous regimes of academic
lackeys. Greek history is no longer the royal preserve of a few
court jesters, but has become the rightful heritage of the entire
Greek people.
Nicos Poulantzas did much to create this new sense of national and intellectual responsibility. In his honor, the lead article
of this issue of the Journal is a translation of one of his last
essays to appear in print. Its combination of political militancy
and scholarly sobriety is, in the end, the most fitting tribute possible to the gravity of Poulantzas's presence and to his contribution to our understanding of both Greece and the world.
—The Editors

Is There a Crisis in Marxism?
by NICOS POULANTZAS

Before entering into the discussion of our subject, the crisis in Marxism, we should stop to notice that there are many people talking about
that crisis right now. The political, ideological, and theoretical meaning
of the crisis varies, of course, according to who is doing the talking.
Naturally, the old — but also the newly-converted — opponents of Marxism
talk the loudest, exploiting certain problems in Marxism to declare that
Marx is dead and Marxism is obsolete. This is nothing new. Throughout
the history of Marxism, its opponents, and rightist intellectuals in general,
have worked hard to present it as a discredited theory. But in some countries
of Western Europe today, that standard tactic is assuming new and extreme
forms. In fact, after a long period in which the dominant ideology was
in retreat on every front — a retreat which began in Europe with the rise
of labor and countercultural movements (May 1968) , but which was
already evident in the U.S. with the movement against the war in Vietnam — we now see a kind of regrouping of the dominant ideology in new
forms. This regrouping coincides with a general attack on Marxism on
all fronts. Both the reshaping and the counterattack of the dominant
ideology involve contradictions, as is always the case with ideology. But
these contradictions are much sharper than before because the reproduction
and diffusion of the dominant ideology are not systematic but dissociated.
This is so because the center of gravity of the ideological apparatuses which
reproduce it tends to be displaced from institutionally organized discourse
(schools, universities, books, etc.) to the mass media (radio, television,
the mass press, etc.) .
The Contemporary Dominant Ideology

We can, very schematically, identify three determining elements of
the contemporary dominant ideology. First, irrationalism, which takes
extreme form in the thought of the "New Philosophers," but is not confined to them. The attack on Marxism is part of a more general attack on
This essay was originally published in Greek in the March 19 and March 20
editions of the Athens daily, Ta Nea; it was subsequently published in a revised
and expanded form in 0 politic (No. 25, March-April 1979). The translation into
English and publication in the Journal is of the essay's second edition, and is by
permission of the editor of 0 politis.
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rationalism, including the philosophy of the Enlightenment (viewed as
a precursor of Marxism), in the name of fantasy and "impulse" or in
connection with the revival in Western Europe of religious cultism in
various forms.
Second, neoliberalism: this amounts to an attempt by the dominant
ideology to exploit and distort the legitimate struggle for human rights,
as well as to return to the myth of "Western civilization" as the touchstone of democracy and political progress. On the socioeconomic level
and in the context of the present economic crisis, neoliberalism propagandizes the need to free the economy from state intervention. Thus, it
reveals the bankruptcy of Keynesianism and the welfare state, that is to
say, it reveals the retreat of the state from social policies. Neoliberalism
combats Marxism by arguing that the latter's theoretical premises imply
the Gulag archipelago just as surely as clouds bring rain.. For isn't the USSR,
they say, a country where Marxism is in power, and doesn't the USSR
and the other "socialist" countries have clearly totalitarian regimes which
shamelessly violate civil rights and political freedoms?
Third, authoritarianism: paternalistic reason which stresses discipline
and restraint from over-indulgence in democratic freedoms. The themes of
authoritarianism come across clearly in the 1975 Report of the Trilateral
Commission, the famous expert committee which included President
Carter before his election, the Prime Minister of France, Raymond Barre,
the Italian industrialist, Giovanni Agnelli, and the president of the
Japanese banking consortium, Mitsubishi. The rise of authoritarian reason
encompasses the decline of democratic institutions in modern societies, the
increased importance of bureaucracy, and the particular importance of the
ideological state apparatuses to an oppression based less, perhaps, on
the use of physical force and more on its internalization by individuals
as symbolic violence.
These elements, however mutually contradictory they seem, have an
internal consistency and cohere into a single world view. We know, after
all, that liberalism has often coexisted with authoritarianism throughout
the history of bourgeois political philosophy. For example, for Rousseau,
liberalism in social relations was compatible with the view that "every
citizen should be as independent as possible of other citizens and as
dependent as possible on the state." The English Physiocrats were simultaneously devotees of liberalism in economic affairs and advocates of
despotism in politics, so that the state could preserve social peace in the
interest of private enterprise.
It is still not clear why the convergence of liberalism and authoritarianism is no longer completed by rationalism but by irrationalism.
I think the explanation is that the center of gravity has shifted from organized brute force to internalized oppression, a fact which is translated in
a complex way onto the symbolic-ideological level. A further reason is
the ever-intensifying technocratic logic of sociopolitical relations, creating
in individual subjects a tendency to flight from reality which expresses
itself symbolically in irrationalism.
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We should emphasize as well that the regrouping of the dominant
ideology in recent years is related to a major defeat of the working class
movement, in particular to last year's parliamentary elections in France
and the deadlock of the strategy of the historic compromise in Italy, and
in general to the relative weakening of the political aspect of labor struggles in Europe. The relative retreat of Marxism from the ideological
forefront has been a consequence of the defeat or decline of the working
class movement, especially in countries such as France and Italy, where
defeat was experienced more intensely, but also in Germany and Spain.
Marxism is somehow less fashionable now than it was two or three years
ago. As a result we face a raging anti-Marxist counterattack by the entire
right and "liberal" establishment in every area of public life. The reactionary backlash is facilitated by the political retreat of the working class
movements.
The T heoretical Orientation of the Anti-Marxist Counterattack
The anti-Marxist counterattack within the social sciences is not always
overt, but frequently takes complicated and disguised forms. Specifically,
there is a revival of fossilized Weberian positivism on the one hand and
Anglo-Saxon empiricism on the other. Denial of the crucial importance
of theory in the social sciences is a typical feature of the attack on Marxism.
We see a revival of empiricism and a denial of the organic relation between the social sciences and politics; that is, value judgments and judgments as to fact are dissociated, as in the thought of Max Weber.
Among the epochal contributions of Marxist thought to the social
sciences is the close relationship it established between a systematic theoretical approach (which, as the most authoritative contemporary epistemology affirms, is the only route by which to arrive at a specific analysis
of a given situation) and an emphasis on the organic connection between
a political standpoint and intellectual work. It is dear that, although positivism-empiricism on the one hand and irrationalism on the other seem
mutually contradictory, they both exclude theory, and hence represent
elements of a unified world view, namely, the contemporary reorganized
dominant ideology which opposes itself now, as in the past, to Marxism.
Another characteristic element of the present situation is the wave
of opportunism sweeping over a large part of the intelligentsia of Western
Europe. When Marxism was fashionable these people rushed to present
themselves as authorities on the subject, or at least kept quiet about their
disagreements. Today the same people compete to see who can be more
anti-Marxist, who can claim more categorically to have "gone beyond"
Marx. Indeed many indulge in shameless self-criticism of their "Marxist
past": the "New Philosophers" are typical examples of this since some of
them, such as Andre Glucksmann, were previously Maoists.
Of course, the ideological conjuncture is still different in Greece,
where Marxist concepts gained considerable influence among young intel-
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lectuals and students after the fall of the dictatorship. But I think that the
conjuncture will soon change in our country as well, both because outside
influence is always important (particularly now that our need for Europeanization is being trumpeted everywhere) and because Marxist concepts
have not grafted themselves satisfactorily onto the social sciences in our
country. We don't have an adequate native production of Marxist works
capable of counterposing themselves to the ideologies of irrationalism,
empiricism, and neoliberalism. Already, neo-Weberian positivism and,
especially, Anglo-Saxon empiricism are gaining ground, although they
lack the courage to identify themselves. And since, in our country, anyone
is what he says he is, these tendencies seem at present to coexist "creatively" with Marxism.
The further development of these tendencies will be particularly
harmful not only because of their profoundly anti-Marxist character but,
above all, because they will inhibit the development of original Greek
theory. A new and very promising development following the fall of the
dictatorship was that people began to feel the need for a serious theoretical
standpoint such as is essential if we are to emerge from the "illusionary
reality of everyday life" and the narrow scope of fragmentary empiricism,
and construct scientific analyses. But those anti-Marxist tendencies flatter
demagogically the spirit of seeking the easy way which has been cultivated
among Greeks for so long, even though we know that there is no "royal
road" to knowledge, as Marx said. For some young Greek intellectuals in
Greece and abroad, Marxism amounts to no more than an oversimplified
affectation, or the rhetorical display of a pseudo-Marxist vocabulary. In
their work, theoretical concepts are reduced to empirical categories, thereby
opening the door to a series of compromises with the dominant ideology.
For example, certain recent studies of Greek reality which refer rhetorically and a priori to the need for class analysis are unable to support their
specific conclusions with a minimally serious account of the class struggle
in Greece.
We also encounter ever more often a kind of anti-Marxism which
is not perceived as such by its advocates, as in the views expressed in
publications which move in the ambience of the Parisian "New Philosophers." The interesting but dangerous aspect of this phenomenon is that
it objectively facilitates the dissemination of the official ideology and of
the neoliberalism through which one sector of the "up-to-date, progressive" intelligentsia supports and promotes the rightist authoritarian state.
Is There a Crisis in Marxism?

The rise of the themes of irrationalism, empiricism, and authoritarianism is not in itself a symptom of the crisis in Marxism. I think that
the ideological break between Marxist and anti-Marxist though, insofar
as it exists, is actually a very positive development. For the recent establishment of Marxism at the forefront of the ideological conjuncture, and in
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particular its confused coexistence with anti-Marxist tendencies, amounted,
in my opinion, to a rather unhealthy situation for Marxism itself: there
was the danger of the academicization of Marxism and of its conversion
into an established ideology.
We should also not enclose ourselves in a Eurocentric vision, oblivious
to what is happening on a world scale. Regardless of current developments
in Western Europe, Marxism has profoundly marked contemporary
thought (Sartre called it the unsurpassable horizon of our age), and it
is not only gaining ground steadily in the underdeveloped countries (in
Latin America for example), but is also advancing in Anglo-Saxon countries
such as Britain and the U.S. Paradoxically, Anglo-Saxon empiricism is
appearing in Western Europe just as progressive intellectuals in its place
of origin begin to turn massively toward Marxism. But there is today a
crisis in Marxism which is quite unrelated to the crisis its opponents
proclaim. On that point, in spite of all the disagreements between us as
to the nature of the crisis, I agree with [Louis) Althusser, who recently
spoke of a creative and hopeful crisis in Marxism.
To say that the crisis in Marxism contains creative elements is not, of
course, to imply that its underlying causes are positive. On the contrary,
it was the major negative aspect of the countries of the so-called "actually
existing socialism," where lip-service to Marxism is the official state dogma,
that precipitated a collapse — which had been threatening for a long
time — in Marxist thought. Yet that collapse can be salutary if, through
it, Marxism can overcome the dogmatic torpor and dessication into which
it has been led.
The first underlying cause of the crisis in Marxism is the by-now
general recognition, to which we have been led by history itself, that the
regimes which exist in the countries of "actually existing socialism" have
suspended democratic liberties. This realization has induced almost all
the Western European communist parties to adopt a critical stance and to
distinguish their own positions from those of the Soviet Union. The second
cause of the crisis, inextricably intertwined with the first, is the very profound division of the international working class movement, which had
already begun to appear at the time of the first Sino-Soviet split.
These issues gave the first jolt to the kind of Marxism which is not
a crystallized dogma or official state ideology. But through them we came
to the realization, among others, that we do not have an adequate Marxist
explanation, based on serious theory and scientific evidence, for the
situation which prevails in the countries of "actually existing socialism"
and for the by-now armed conflict between them. Even though many
Marxist scholars—from the classic Trotskyists to Ellenstein and Bettelheim—have studied the Eastern European countries, we still do not have
a satisfactory account of those regimes. This means that the political right
and the specialists in the Gulag archipelago are free to exaggerate the
confusion and unreliability of Marxism.
We should view this situation in the context of the present conjuncture in Western Europe. Until a few years ago, the communist parties and
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the Ieft socialists (such as the French Socialist Party, which differs from
classic social democracy) were confined to an oppositional role within
the political systems of their countries, but now, for the first time, and in
spite of all their recent failures, there is a real possibility of their participation in state power. In this context it has become dear that dogmatic
Marxism is not only unable to devise a new strategy for the conquest of
or participation in state power in contemporary conditions — that is, to
find a way to the democratic transition to democratic socialism but
is also completely incapable of creating new insights into contemporary
reality.
More specifically, certain dominant views of Marxism itself have been
discredited, above all the view of Marxism as a complete and perfect
system of interpretation of all human phenomena codified in the form of
"laws" (mainly the famous laws of "dialectical materialism" institutionalized during the Stalinist period) which are really nothing but dogmas
formulated in the crudest way and backed up with quotations from the
so-called "classics" of Marxism. Such is the kind of Marxism which is
known as "Marxism-Leninism" and which was utilized, as we know, by
Stalinism and by Stalin himself.
I have made this point repeatedly, and most recently in my interview
in the newspaper Ta Nea of August 17-18, 1978. But even though my
statement was, I think, completely unambiguous, my friend George Katiforis thought it appropriate to attack me in the same newspaper, emphasizing that Marx and Engels never presented their analyses as a totalized
theory. His comment is completely correct, but I don't believe I ever maintained the contrary. It is in any case undeniable, and should be stressed,
that the Stalinists thought of Marxism as a universal dogma, and that
by calling it "Marxism-Leninism," codifying it and raising it to the status
of a religion, they imposed it upon the world working dass movement
for entire decades, excommunicating every other voice, objection, or
question.
That "Marxism" is definitely in crisis. Even the French Communist
Party, one of the most backward of European communist parties with
respect to Eurocommunism, whose recently published theses for its upcoming congress represent, from that point of view, an actual step back
from its earlier positions, has abandoned the expression "MarxismLeninism" to denote its official theory, and replaced it with the expression
"scientific socialism."
Thus, even within the communist parties, the view begins to prevail
that not only is Marxism not a complete and universal system, but that
it cannot function other than creatively. This does not mean that Marxists
should simply "adapt" the same old theoretical concepts to new conditions.
Marxism is creative when it succeeds in transforming, or even abandoning—
in line with historical and theoretical developments and always within
the bounds of its own intellectual structure — certain concepts (for example, the dictatorship of the proletariat) and creating new ones.
A second point, less obvious than the first, is that the crisis of Marxism
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as a totalized theory of human phenomena calls upon us to perceive breaks,
omissions, and contradictions both in its theoretical apparatus and in its
specific analyses. There is no such thing as a science of sciences, "dialectical materialism," which dictates to the entirety of the social sciences
and to which historical materialism is a tributary — a view which, as we
know, pervaded even the natural sciences under Stalinism (Lysenko) .
Marxism, if it wishes to be creative and not dogmatic, must open itself
to the other disciplines. It must be both open to the other social sciences
and aware of the boundaries which define it as a discipline. This opening
involves serious theoretical problems. We must avoid an eclectic attitude
which views the various disciplines, "including" Marxism, as mutually
complementary. Say, a little psychoanalytic theory, a little linguistics, and
a bit more Marxism. One of the great errors of so-called "Freudian
Marxism" is that it regards the various disciplines as different ways of
observing the same object. In fact we can only speak of a discipline when
a theory, by raising certain problems, has defined its own specific, unique
object.
The specific object of Marxism is the dass struggle on all levels:
economic, political, ideological. Marxism is reuired by its object to construct a theory of the history of social formations. The specific object of
psychoanalytic theory is the individual subject. Psychoanalysis does not
complement Marxism by investigating a different aspect of the same
object, that is, the individuals who make up a society. If that were so,
there could then be an eclectic discipline, Freudian Marxism: Marxism
for the society as a whole, psychoanalysis for the individuals who compose
it. The specific object of psychoanalytic theory is the unconscious. We can
say the same of linguistics, which becomes a discipline in relation to its
own object, namely, language and discourse. It follows that the direct intervention of one discipline through the theoretical investigation of the
object of another discipline is not possible. Consequently, the terms
"Marxism and psychoanalysis," "Marxism and linguistics" and so on
are, from this point of view, fundamentally in error. This is not to say
that every special discipline should be closed upon itself, ignoring all
others. On the contrary, undogmatic and creative Marxism, like every
discipline, should be in touch with many other disciplines in order to
grasp the universality and complexity of human phenomena. But that
contact should respect the limits of the specific objects which constitute
the other disciplines as such. And if we Marxists think of Marxism as the
fundamental discipline of our age, that is not because it defines in a dominant way every object of intellectual inquiry, whereas the other disciplines
are merely subsidiary, but because we believe that the class struggle, the
specific object of Marxism, is the central element in history and social
reality.
The same issue reappears in a different light when we come to theories which treat the specific object of Marxism, namely, social reality in
its historical dimension, but which examine it from another perspective.
To what extent can Marxist political science "borrow" elements from
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systems theory or Marxist economics borrow elements from Keynesianism?
This problem, which is related to the crisis of dogmatic Marxism,
is a complex one. How can Marxism emancipate itself from dogmatism
without falling into eclecticism? The issue poses itself in Greece with
unsettling frequency. Many self-styled Marxists uncritically incorporate
elements of neo-Weberian positivism and Anglo-Saxon empiricism into
their analyses, while others who work entirely within the bounds of those
tendencies add to their analyses, with greater or less dexterity, a little
Marxist sauce in order to follow the crowd.
The issue, as I emphasized in my debate with Ralph Miliband (in
Robin Blackburn, ed., Ideology in Social Science) is the following: we
must always keep in mind that concepts and methodological approaches
do not exist in isolation but are woven into a certain intellectual problematic, whether a given scholar is conscious of that problematic or not, whether
or not it is manifest in his or her work. Even Anglo-Saxon empiricism has
an epistemology which consists precisely in its exclusion of theoretical
consistency in the name of direct experiential truth.
Marxism obviously cannot borrow isolated concepts from other
disciplines and use them in its own problematic without first seeing to
what degree the philosophy underlying those concepts is compatible with
its own. A Marxism which did so would be reduced to eclecticism and
pseudo-intellectual babbling; the borrowed concepts would not only not
enrich it, but they would operate within it as linguistic barriers or even
disorienting forces.
Often, however, there is the possibility of harmonizing other theoretical approaches with Marxism, that is to say, with the fundamental conceptual system of historical materialism. This possibility can take many
forms. The most important are the following:
1) Some scholars have an approach which explicitly agrees with
Marxism on basic issues. A case in point is Annales, the well-known
French school of historiography. In such a case some concepts and conclusions can certainly be incorporated into the conceptual apparatus of
historical materialism.
2) Some scholars work without a clear theoretical framework
whereas their procedures and results can only be understood with the aid
of an implicit logic compatible with Marxism.
3) Some scholars profess to be anti-Marxist, but are really opposed
only to a caricature of Marxism such as Stalinist economism, whereas their
operative intellectual philosophy is perfectly compatible with an authentic
Marxist approach.
4) Some scholars have an anti-Marxist problematic which is extrinsic to their work. Their work is actually grounded on theoretical presuppositions which are concealed by their overt argument and coincide
with Marxism on fundamental points.
The last two of these categories, as I argued in my last book (State,
Power, Socialism), apply to the work of Michel Foucault. Indeed, some
of Foucault's analyses enrich Marxism greatly, even though in his latest
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book (The History of Sexuality) he expounds an explicitly anti-Marxist
problematic, but one directed against a caricature of Marxism. In any
event, Foucault's anti-Marxism is by and large not related organically to
his intellectual conclusions, but gives the impression of something
tacked on.
Within the limits of these categories, then, Marxism can be enriched
with elements of theories concerning its own object. In that sense, our
recognition of the omissions, disjunctions, and contradictions in Marxism
and of the crisis of Marxism is indeed hopeful and can be creative.
The Renewal of Marxism

The crisis is not limited to dogmatic Marxism. It affects creative
Marxism as well, although the two crises are not the same. Contemporary
epistemology has demonstrated that a discipline does not progress except
through crises, breaks, and conflicts. Such is the case with creative Marxism.
The crisis of the kind of Marxism which was dominant until recently is
a crisis of all Marxism. We begin to perceive the fetters of dogmatism
on us still, on us who have overcome it, who rejected it long ago.
The weight of dogmatism manifests itself even today in delays and
omissions concerning a number of basic issues, delays and omissions which
have facilitated the current resurgence of the dominant ideology inasmuch
as we have failed to occupy a certain area of the theoretical-ideological
field. I don't shrink from the conclusion that the crisis of dogmatic Marxism has revealed the nakedness of us all in the presence of fundamental
problems. Overthrowing a dogma is one thing, but finding something to
put in its place is another and much more difficult matter.
Let me review some of the areas in which we still have no adequate
answers. In respect to problems of social classes and of the state I think
that creative Marxism has advanced satisfactorily. The same cannot be
said of the study of ideology in general and of ideological constructs.
I do not think that creative Marxism has succeeded in constructing a real
theory of ideology, although it has successfully criticized the traditional
dogmatic view of ideology as "false consciousness." This delay is due
in part to the difficulty which Marxism has had in understanding cultural
tendencies and problems of our time such as the youth movement, the
women's movement, the environmentalist movement, and so forth. The
same can be said of the study of legal systems and of the law in general;
although we have cast off traditional dogmas as to the merely "formal"
nature of democratic freedoms, we still do not have a real theory of
justice. As a result we are unable to formulate a positive concept of human
rights and freedoms clearly distinct from neoliberalism. We have not
developed theoretically the need to deepen and transform representative
democracy and to establish new institutions of self-management and direct
democracy at the base.
The same holds for the nation, which is still a real puzzle for Marx-
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ism. Although we have rejected the dogmatic, economistic accounts of
nationalism which ignore its special role in the shaping of social reality
and the transition to socialism, we are only beginning to suspect what
direction an authentic Marxist study of the subject would take. Not to
mention the immense gaps which exist in regard to a new revolutionary
strategy which will be distinct both from Stalinism and traditional social
democracy.
I have emphasized the inadequacies and weaknesses of creative Marxism. I want to add that they must be seen as new horizons opening up with
the crisis of dogmatic Marxism. Through its questions, its negations, and
its conquests, Marxism can turn its crisis into a creative and salutary experience.
—Translated by Sarah Kafatou
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Prisoners' Rights in Greece:
A Comparative Analysis of
the Greek Code of Corrections
and the Council of Europe Standards*
by NIKOS PATOURIS

Imprisonment is the sanction most commonly imposed by states upon
individuals who violate their laws. Prison life is associated with the deprivation of many human and legal rights of the incarcerated offender.s
Some of these deprivations are necessary results of the institutional structure
of prisons, while others are attributable to unduly restrictive laws, the
lack of effective judicial review, and the arbitrary interference of the state
in the lives of inmates. Moreover, imprisonment, stigmatizing the offender
in a legal and social sense, prevents him from reentering society in a
normal status upon his release.
In the United States, the heightened awareness of these problems,
resulting from the incidents at Soledad, San Quentin, Attica, Rai Ford,
Pontiac, Walpole, and Rahway prisons, has prompted attempts for legislative reform? In addition, the courts have begun to intervene in a wide
range of substantive and procedural issues involving prisoners"

1

* This study was supported by a 1978 Fellowship for European Legal Studies
and Research by the Council of Europe. All opinions expressed here are those
of the author and do not necessarily reflect the official Council of Europe policies
Or positions. The author would like to express his gratitude to James Marketos
for his valuable editOrial assistance.
I See, e.g., Gresham M. Sykes, The Society of Captives: A Study of Minimum
Security Prisons, 64-83 (1971), K. Gardikas, "Ti volt txi, fficootrixtxd Xed %OMv cxct ircxxoXouOttaTa 'EU notvtxtc xmtatiboic", }I' Iloevtati Xpovw.ri Mom.
Xpov.) 193 (1958).
1 For example, see R. Goldfarb, L. Singer, After Conviction, 11-12 (1973).
a Until recently, the Federal courts refused to review prisoners' claims alleging
violations of constitutional rights. Wright v. McMann, 387 F. 2d 519 (2d Cir. 1967),
was one of the decisions that marked the entry of Federal courts into the prisoners'
rights litigation. In that case, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held
that there were some instances where Federal courts could not deny relief to an
inmate alleging obvious violations of his constitutional rights. Several Federal
district courts followed that approach, accepting prisoners' actions under the Civil
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On the international level, similar efforts have been undertaken
under the auspices of the United Nations and other regional organizations
such as the Council of Europe. The Standard Minimum Rules for the
treatment of prisoners adopted by the Economic and Social Council of the
UN in 1957 4 were the first UN answer to accelerating demands for action
in the area of prisoners' rights. Recently, problems relating to the implementation of these rules were discussed in the Fourth Congress on the
Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders 5 and at the meetings
of an ad hoc group established for that purpose.' The Fifth UN Congress
on the Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders concluded that
the Standard Minimum Rules should not be changed substantially.'
Finally, during the 1975 session of the UN General Assembly, two important resolutions regarding prisoners' rights were passed.'
Similar movement has taken place in the Council of Europe. The
revised text of the Standard Minimum Rules,'" the case law of the EuroRights Act (42 U.S.C. § 1983). E.g., Palmigiano v. Travisono, 317 F. Supp. 776
(D.R.I. 1970) (outgoing prisoners' mail may not be opened or read without a
search warrant; incoming mail may be inspected only for contraband or pornography
or highly inflammatory writing); Fortune Society v. McGinnis, 319 F. Supp. 901
(S.D.N.Y. 1970) (granting an injunction against banning the newsletter of Fortune
Society from all state prisons on the theory that it violated inmates' first amendment rights).
The "hands off" doctrine was seriously undermined by the Supreme Court's
decision in Haines v. Kerner, 404 U.S. 519 (1972). In that case, the petitioner had
alleged in a pro se petition physical injuries suffered in disciplinary confinement
and a lack of due process in the procedures leading to such confinement. The Court
held that "whatever may be the limits on the scope of inquiry of courts into the
internal administration of prisons, allegations such as those asserted by petitioner,
however unartfully pleaded, are sufficient to call for the opportunity to offer supporting evidence ..."
Resolution 663 (xxiv) of 31 July 1957. See Report on the First United
Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders.
Doc. A/CONF/G/1 (May 1956).
° See Report, Fourth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime
and the Treatment of Offenders, Doc. A/CONF/43/5.
6 See two of its reports, Report of 25-29 Sept. 1972 meeting, Doc. ESA/SP/
AC. 1, 10 March 1972 and report of 18-22 Nov. 1974 meeting, Doc. ESA/SDHA/
AC.7/2, 19 March 1975.
Fifth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, working paper prepared by the Secretariat, Doc. A/CONF. 56/6
p. 36. Also, Report prepared by the Secretariat, Doc. A/CONF. 56/10, p. 35.
Resolution 3452 (xxx) of 9 Dec. 1975, reprinted in [1975) YB at 624-25
(Declaration on the protection of all persons from being subjected to torture and
other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment) and Resolution 3453
(xxx) of 9 Dec. 1975, reprinted in [1975) YB at 625-26 (Torture and other
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment in relation to detention and
imprisonment).
Resolution (73)5 of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe
sitting at Deputy level (9-19 Jan. 1973). See also infra at 18.
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pean Commission on Human Rights referring to prisoners' rights protected by the European Convention," and publications by the European
Committee on Crime Problems reflect a growing concern for prisoners
and prison conditions.
In Greece the problem of prisons has also begun to attract the
attention of jurists. Hesitant criticisms of the Greek Correctional Code
are presently appearing in university textbooks." During a 1977 Athens
symposium on prisoners, theoretical perspectives on the function of prisons and their role in the rehabilitation of offenders were discussed, and
the need for reform of the Greek prison system was generally accepted."
Since the problem of change in Greek prisons is inextricably interwoven with the construction of a more humane and modern correctional
system, future prison reform demands a reevaluation of the entire correctional policy. Such a reconsideration should be preceded by an evaluation
of the Greek prison system under the standards prescribed by other nations
and such international organizations as the Council of Europe, of which
Greece is a member. This appears to be a useful and theoretically necessary step prior to any policy decisionmaking because it provides policymakers with the experiences and perspectives of other states and with
the international norms on the rights of prisoners.
This study will focus on the Greek Code of Corrections and all
relevant Greek laws and statutes as well as legal standards regarding prisoners developed in the United States and the Council of Europe. The
lack of access to Greek correctional institutions prohibits extensive reference to empirical data or documents on the present conditions of
Greek jails. The scarcity of empirical information is also due to the
viewing of criminal justice problems by European scholars in terms of the
written law without adequately addressing what occurs in reality." This
.

1

" A survey of that law can be found in European Commission of Human
Rights, Case-Law Topics I, Human Rights in Prison (Strasbourg, 1971).
11 See S. Anagnostakis, IzScrcv.ta ntxppov mot% 'Entcrcigt-tig, EuxppovtaTtx6
LlExato: rev tx6 Mipoc, Passim (Thessaloniki, 1978), P. Papadatos, rsv txk etpy k
odyxpov% apOcaoytx% xat eoeptortocnolc dcwrepainutuxlic Itatitxijc,
Tditog II, pp. 134, 136 (Athens, 1977). See also F. Bioubi, "Bapunotvittooq,
-Exonv xt &XXo Ttpdctono," To Rua 29/5/77, 6, reporting that Greek jurists who,
as political prisoners had experienced for themselves the conditions of Greek prisons,
had been suggesting a series of measures for the improvement of the Greek correctional system. Criticisms and recommendations for reform can also be found in
Yotopoulou-Marangopoulou "11 pXdxtail xoct of cptachx6c," TO Mild 29/12/77
and 30/12/77, 5, "AsottaTsc %at Asop.ocpacxxec," Tdt 'Ercixatpcs 17-23/4/75
(No. 350), 31-46.
12 See KR' How. Xpov. 79-80 (Jan. 78), Td N&a 10/12/77, and li"EXanDapoTunta 9/12/77, 2. During the summer of 1978 it was announced that the Greek
National Center of Social Research was conducting a research project on the conditions of prisons in Greece and their effectiveness in combating recidivism. As of
the date of publication the findings of the project had not been announced.
"See Goldstein-Marcus, "The Myth of Judicial Supervision in Three Inquisitorial Systems: France, Italy and Germany," 87 Yale L. J. 240, 245 (1978).
.
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study, however, attempts to utilize empirical materials to the extent of
their availability.
The Philosophical Rationale Underlying Punishment

A proper evaluation of the role and function of prisons within the
Greek criminal justice system necessitates a review of the philosophical
rationale of punishment and a description of the various sanctions imposed
under the Greek Penal Code. Such an analysis provides the basis for
determining whether imprisonment effectuates the theoretical goals of
punishment. The examination of the system of sanctions will also aid in
understanding the relationship of prisons to the entire criminal justice
system.
The philosophical rationale underlying punishment is prevention,
which is either general or special." General prevention is defined as preventing others from violating the law either by discouraging them through
the threat of punishment (general deterrence) or by educating and acculturating them to the norms established by criminal law (internalization of norms)." Special prevention aims at preventing the individual
offender from committing any future offenses through one of the following ways: (1) by confining him for as long as he is dangerous (incapacitation) ; (2) by intimidating him through sufferance of the punishment imposed (special deterrence) ; (3) by providing therapeutic, educational, and other programs to assist his resocialization (rehabilitation)."
Under the influence of the German unitary theories of punishment
(V ereinigungstheorien), Greek jurisprudence recognizes three different
phases in the process of punishment: the legislative definition of the
sanction to be imposed; the computation and imposition of that sanction
by the judge; and the execution of the imposed sanction by the individual offender. Each of these phases is dominated by different policy priorities. Thus, the main consideration in the first phase is general pre" See N. Chorafas, lIor.vot6v A Macov, TOiloc I, 36-42 (gxbootc 9.17 1918),
A. Katsandonis, IlotvotON? Mammy, rem& Mipoc, TOvoc II, "`11 8c8acixecIta nspf
notvtg %at vivo)? riacpaAstag," 42-45 (1978), N. Androulakis Itoeveadv Aixatov,
ravtx6v Mipoc, Ts0xoc A', 53-65 (no date), I. Manoledakis,
Ompta To0
Ilotvoto0 Amato?), Tdp.oc B', 201-204 (1978), P. Papadatos, revexal 'Apxat
cruyxpdvou dp0oXortx76 xat div0pconeutotq6 clycsyxAmtaTtxlic noXycmilc, T6p.o5 I,
79-87 (1973), M. Bakatsoulas, rev mat cloxat lweppovtccmqc, 2 (1971). Manoledakis and Papadatos id., include retribution among the goals of punishment as well.
See infra, text accompanying note 21 infra.
"See 3. Andenaes, "The General Preventive Effects of Punishment," 114
U. Pa. L. Rev., 949, 950 (1966).
1° American commentators usually distinguish between deterrence, rehabilitation, prevention, and incapacitation. A recent study, however, has adopted a similar
continental framework. See American Friends Service Committee, Struggle for Justice:
A Report on Crime and Punishment in America, 50-51 (1971).
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vention, whereas prevailing goals for the second are both special and
general prevention. In the third phase, emphasis is given to special
prevention."
Retribution, defined as punishing the offender in proportion to the
blameworthiness of his conduct, is not recognized as apurpose of punishment. Yet it is employed to forbid the imposition of excessive punishments for reasons based on special or general prevention. As a result,
while prevention explains the social benefits of punishment, the blameworthiness of the act sets the limits beyond which the latter should not
proceed. Retribution does not require that an offender always receive a
sentence proportionate to the blameworthiness of his act; " it only sets
the absolute upper limit of punishment, which cannot be exceeded for
reasons of special or general prevention."
Another approach 2° deals with prevention by proposing a theoretical
balance between the protection of the individual's rights and the potential
benefits derived from the punishment. This approach admits that crime
prevention is not to be pursued at any price. A punishment based upon
prevention considerations should be imposed if it is indispensable to the
serving of the collective interest. If crime prevention is achieved by
the excessive interference of an individual's rights and liberty, and the
social benefits resulting from the punishment do not outweigh that infringement upon the individual's freedom, that punishment is not legally
necessary. This balancing approach corresponds to the value of protecting
the rights of the individual, which is an essential part of the collective
interest. The former, however, is subordinate to the latter.
Finally, a third perspective accepts retribution along with general
17 See especially Katsandonis, supra note 14 at 42-45. A similar approach has
been adopted in The United States in a recently published study, G. 0. W. Mueller,
Sentencing: Process and Purpose, 57-58 (1977). The renowned English philosopher, H. L. A. Hart, has also recognized that different philosophical justifications
are relevant at different points in any normally acceptable account of punishment.
This theory distinguishes retribution as a general justifying aim of punishment from
retribution in the distribution of punishment. According to Hart, the pursuit of this
general aim of retribution is qualified and restricted out of deferrence to principles
of distribution requiring that punishment should be only of an offender for an
offense, with due consideration given to the ideas of justification, excuse, and
mitigation. H. L. A. Hart, Punishment and Responsibility, 8-17 (1968).
Is See R. Pugsley, The Philosophical Rationale for Definite-Sentencing Proposals, 16 (1977) (unpublished research paper, Criminal Law Education and
Research Center, New York University School of Law), arguing that if an individual
deserves a particular punishment he should receive it regardless of deterrence considerations.
" Androulakis, supra note 14 at 68-69, Papadatos, supra note 14 at 80. The
same approach is being supported in the United States by G. Mueller, supra note 17,
at 88. For an insight into the German theory, see Alternative Draft of a Penal
Code for the Federal Republic of Germany (translated by J. Darby), American
Series of Foreign Penal Codes, No. 21 (1977).
" Chorafas, supra note 14 at 41-42.
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and special prevention as a goal of punishment during the phase of the

imposition of sanctions by the judge." It starts from a different perception
of punishment, however, in which the legislative definition of the sanction, its imposition by the judge, and its execution by the offender are
synthetically perceived as the manfestation of a single and coherent concept of punishment. Accordingly, the three goals of punishment — namely
retribution, general, and special prevention — coexist in all of its manifestations, but in varying degrees of intensity each time.
The Greek Penal Code " accepts prevention as the main justification
of punishment. All penal sanctions are determined by the law in light
of general and special prevention considerations. Moreover, the latter
sometimes lead to punishments exceeding the limits determined by the
blameworthiness of the act of the offender. The offender is then punished
not only in terms of the crime he has committed but also in terms of his
dangerousness. Thus, Articles 88-93 of the Code provide heavier punishments for recidivists. Article 81 empowers the court to impose a pecuniary
punishment in addition to confining the offender if the offense is motivated
by greed, although a pecuniary sanction is not provided for by statute.
Moreover, the Code allows for the use of "security measures" and the
concurrent imposition of a criminal sentence. As a result, as it has succinctly been pointed out," security measures are not imposed only in cases
where a criminal sentence is not appropriate because of the offender's
mental or physical condition.
Similar considerations of general and special prevention policies
govern the computation of punishment by the court. The term of punishment for each offense prescribed by the Code is a narrow range with a set
minimum and maximum sentence. Judges choose an appropriate sentence
within that range based upon the guidelines and principles contained in
the Code.
Article 79 of the Code, which "contains in summary form the guiding
principles of the entire statute," " sets the fundamental 25 basis for the
judicial computation of punishment. According to this article, "Din
computing a punishment within the limits prescribed under statute, the
court shall consider both the nature of the offence and the personality of
the offender."
Article 79 requires the judge, when imposing punishment, to take
Manoledakis, supra note 14 at 201-204.
See The Greek Penal Code (translated by N. Lolis), the American Series
of Foreign Penal Codes, No. 18 (1973). This article uses the terms and translation
employed in that work.
25 Androulakis, supra note 14, TE5xog B', at 120-21.
24 Introductory Report to the Code. Sea A. Vavaretos, Row cl* K63 [II. K.]
at 13 (1971).
25 Other guidelines are contained in Articles 84 (setting out mitigating circumstances to be considered by the court at the imposition of the sentence), 88-93, 81
(setting out aggravating circumstances); 42, para. 3, 376 (permitting the court not
to punish the offender even though it has found him guilty), etc.
21
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into account both goals of the criminal sanction: general prevention (by
considering the nature of the offense) and special prevention (by considering the personality of the offender). In determining the nature of the
offense, the court should look at its objective and subjective gravity, injury
resulting from or danger presented by the act, the extent of intent or the
degree of negligence of the offender, the quality, type, and purpose of
the offense, as well as circumstances of time, place, method, and means
that attended its preparation or commission (Art. 79, para. 2). In considering the personality of the offender, the court takes into account the
following factors: the degree of his criminal disposition as evidenced by
the offense and particularly the reasons that prompted him to commit
the offense, his character, personal, and social circumstances, his life
history, and his conduct during and subsequent to the offense, including
regret and willingness for restitution of any resulting injury (Art. 79,
para. 3).
The Code prescribes that the court shall state in its decision the
reasons for the punishment imposed (Art. 79, para. 4). In interpreting
that provision, however, the Greek Court of Cassation ("Apecog
has held that courts comply with it by simply stating in their decisions
whether they considered both the nature of the offense and the personality
of the offender without referring to the specific facts and reasons that
contributed to their opinion on the concrete offense and offender." As a
result, the courts are not really required to justify their sentencing decisions,
and thus the development and application of a coherent, well-organized
system of sentencing principles cannot be effected. Moreover, the question
of the priority of general or special prevention considerations in Article 79
is rendered a purely academic issue.
The Sanctions Employed by the Greek Penal Code

The Greek Penal Code employs two types of criminal sanctions,
punishment (7corA) and security measures (pkcpcc acsycaatccc).* Security
measures are imposed when the imposition of punishment is impossible
(e.g., custody of offenders where imputability is excluded, Art. 69) or
is deemed insufficient (e.g., entry of alcoholics and drug addicts to a
Curative Institution, Art. 71; transfer to a workhouse, Art. 72; see infra.)
The punishments are either primary (%6pcm, nova° or supplementary
(7capen6p,evat nom°. Primary punishments are the main type of sane26 'Apecoz Hayog [A. H.1 238/78 in KH' nom Xpov. 486 (1978), A. H.
261/1977, and A. H. 976/76 in KZ' How. Xpov. at 651, and 337 (1977), etc.
See Gafos, "11 intp.kploK T 5 itocv%," KH' How. Xpov. 465, 472 (1978)
(criticizing that interpretation). See M. Frankel, Criminal Sentences: Law Without
Order, 108 (1972), proposing that judges should state which among the legislatively
defined sentencing purposes were the basis for each particular sentence.
*The Greek terminology used in this work employs the language of the Code

and the respective legal statutes from which each term is taken.
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tion that the Code imposes for the violations of criminal law." Supplementary punishments presuppose the imposition of primary punishments,
and are imposed either ipso jure or upon the decision of the court.
The primary punishments employed by the Code are the following:
1. Capital punishment (0avocurij nocyl]) is allowable for a small
number of offenses. It is mandatory only in the case of Article 138 of the
Code (plots against the sovereignty of the State), whereas in all other
cases (intentional homicide, Art. 299; armed robbery, Art. 380; espionage,
Art. 148, para. 2, etc.) the law provides for either capital punishment or
life imprisonment. In these cases, Article 86 allows the imposition of
capital punishment only if "the type and means of commission and other
general circumstances show the offense to be universally disapproved or
if the offender is dangerous to the public safety."
2. Imprisonment in a penitentiary (xOcOscpEc) is provided for
serious crimes, and is either for life or for a fixed period that can never
be less than five years or more than twenty years.
3. Imprisonment (cpuXdoccacc) is provided for less serious crimes,
and its duration cannot exceed five years or be less than ten days.
4. Jailing (xpirtiocc) is a form of detention whose duration cannot
exceed one month or be less than one day.
5. Confinement in a Reformative Institution (nernoptai.LOG ay.*
acoppovcauxo0 xectacrcAlut-cog) is provided for minors between twelve
and seventeen years of age. The duration of such confinement shall not
be more than twenty years nor less than five years if the offense committed
is punishable under law by a punishment deprivative of liberty in excess
of ten years or by death; in all other cases, the duration shall not be more
than ten years or less than six months (Art. 54).
6. Confinement in a Psychiatric Institution (lumps* gv.c6c tPukaapt)to0 %0VCCGar3itLOGTOC) is provided for offenders whose criminal culpability is diminished by reason of a disturbance of their mental activity
or deaf-muteness, and who are dangerous to public safety according to
the conditions of Article 38.
7. Pecuniary punishment (xpifitut-cosA nocyA) is provided for less
serious offenses, and cannot be less than three thousand or more than
one million drachmas."
8. Fine (Tcp6otcp.ov) is also a pecuniary punishment provided for
27 Corresponding to the types of primary punishments employed by the Code
is the tripartite classification of offenses into xxxoupriinovroc, ramilp.sX11p.wca, and
irtatal►zut.. An act punishable by death or confinement in a penitentiary is characterized as a xaxotipylizt. Any act punishable by imprisonment or by pecuniary punishment or by confinement in a Reformative Institution is classified as a rcAlp.OX-ipa.
Lastly, an act punishable by jailing or a fine is called a wcatalta. For reasons of
convenience we will use the terms "felony," "misdemeanor," and "violation," respectively, following the terminology adopted in the English translation of the
Greek Penal Code. (On the meaning of "confinement in a penitentiary," "imprisonment," etc., see accompanying text.)
" Article 1, Law Decree 790/1971.
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less serious violations, and cannot be less than three hundred or more
than ten thousand drachmas.
The supplementary punishments provided for by the Code are as
follows:
1. Deprivation of civil rights (ducoatipiptg 7c0XL-cutiov SotatowiTtw),

specifically, of the right to vote or to be a candidate in public, municipal,
or community elections, loss of public positions, permanent loss of elected
offices, etc., (Art. 63). Deprivation of civil rights results ipso jure in
cases where a sentence of capital punishment or life imprisonment or indefinite confinement has been imposed on habitual and professional offenders in accordance with Article 90 of the Code. In cases of life imprisonment or indefinite confinement, the deprivation is permanent, whereas
in the remaining cases of imprisonment in a penitentiary it is for a period
of two to ten years (Art. 60). Deprivation of civil rights can also be
imposed by a decision of a court for a period of not less than one nor
more than five years if the sentence is one of at least one year and the
offense demonstrates the immoral character of the offender through the
manner and purpose of commission, the type of offense, or other circumstances (Art. 61).
2. Prohibition of exercising a certain occupation (&,isay6psixsig
6casolastoc incrryilli,ovroc). If a felony or a misdemeanor has been committed by a flagrant violation of the duties of an occupation for which
a special license is required by the authorities, a court may impose a disqualification from the exercise of that occupation for a period of not less
than one nor more than five years. Such disqualification results in the
revocation of the license, and the offender must reapply for it to the competent authorities after the period of disqualification expires (Art. 67).
3. Publication of the conviction (87itiorstelysK -cirig =mamma-cc)*
etacocpa,csetug). A court may order the publication of a conviction or a
judgment of acquittal if this is required by the public interest or by law
and upon application by the victim or the acquitted defendant (Art. 69).
This measure is usually ordered by a court where the so-called "offenses
against reputation" (defamation, insult, disparaging the memory of a
decedent) are involved.
4. Confiscation (atteunic) of the instruments or products of a
felony or of an intentional misdemeanor may be ordered by a court
according to the provision of Article 76, paragraph 1.
The security measures provided for by the Code are the following:
1. Persons not punished or prosecuted because of a morbid disturbance of their mental activities (v=710 BvitTrip4tc 'cthv itveupatt%6y
Xectoupytibv) or because of deaf-muteness who are dangerous to public
safety shall be kept in custody in a State Curative Institution " for a
relatively indefinite time (Art. 69).
2. Persons showing laziness or a tendency toward an irregular life
post.h icpOG aTcovcov 6tov) may be transferred to a
(cpuyentovich
24

On State Curative Institutions, see pp. 28-29 infra.
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Reformative Workhouse in addition to the punishment imposed, according
to the provisions of Article 72.
3. Alcoholics and drug addicts may be subjected to custody in a
special Curative Institution after the execution of their punishment
(Art. 71).
4. Minors between seven and twelve years of age are subject only
to reformative or curative measures, described in Articles 122 and 123
of the Code (reprimanding a minor, placing him under the care of his
parents, trustees, or guardians, transferring him into a special institution, etc.).
5. If an offender sentenced to confinement in a penitentiary or to
imprisonment for not less than one year is an alien, the court may order
his expulsion from the country after final release from the penitentiary.
6. Instruments or products of a felony or an intentional misdemeanor
are mandatorily confiscated if they may become dangerous to the public
welfare, although there has been no conviction of a specific person for
the offense (Art. 76).
The Greek Code of Corrections: A Concise Historical Review

The treatment of prisoners in Greece is governed by the Correctional
Code (Ecoppow.crux6c Kthat.D." The Code is the first legal text regulating
all aspects of prison life, and it was enacted by the 1967 military regime
four months after it came into power.
The effort to draft a statute dealing with the treatment of prisoners
and life in prison had begun long ago." In 1952 the Ministry of Justice
appointed a five-member committee to draft the necessary laws and
regulations for the execution of punishments under the then new Penal
Code. The committee started its work in 1953 and drafted many statutes,
among which were the Draft of Rules for the Reformative Institutions for
Minors (lxg3toy xavowcsttog Ten botp.opyontx6n .statotavtip.awv
civy/Afx(ov) delivered to the Ministry of Justice in 1954; a Draft of Rules
Concerning the Organization of the Open Air Correctional Institutions
( pooxg6cov v61.1.ov nept 6pyaythaswg dtvocwrGiv owcppotnatouby %MUG'
CST7ip,d4VOY) , upon which Law 3312/1955 was based; a draft of rules aimed
at more effectively combating the dangers resulting from the trade and
use of narcotic substances," etc.
In 1961 the committee managed to work out the first part of the
draft for the Greek Code of Corrections which was published in 1962.
Shortly thereafter, the second part of the draft was framed and
3

° A. N. 125/24-8-1967, 4. E. K. No. 152, T. 1. (4-9-1967).

For a survey of these efforts, see Etcrtiryrtxii 'Execute In( cots axatou
ZaxppovtaTtxoEi Ktb8txoe (Report on the Draft of the Correctional Code, hereinafter "Execote) at 3 4, 11 12. A more extensive account of the history of corrections in Greece can be found in Anagnostakis, supra note 11 at 39-62.
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presented." That body of regulations formed the basis on which the dictatorially-appointed committee relied to enact the first Greek Code of
Corrections."
The Council of Europe Standards Relating to Prisoners

The standards regarding prisoners that have been developed under
the aegis of the Council of Europe can be found in (a) the pertinent
articles of the European Convention on Human Rights and their interpretation by the European Commission, the European Court, and the
Committee of Ministers; (b) the Standard Minimum Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners (SMR) adopted by the European Council; and
(c) the reports and work of the European Committee on Crime Problems
referring to prisons.
The European Convention, or more technically the "Convention for
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms," " has been
in force since September 3, 1953. The Convention was the first international agreement to be concluded by the members of the Council of
Europe after the latter was formed in 1949." The connection between the
"The final version of both drafts can be found in K' Euxppovcouxii 'Enteeti)nacc at 33-110 (TaBxoc 1, 1967).
33 It should not be thought, however, that the military government had the
exclusive responsibility for that Code. Its text does not present major differences
from the pre-junta published drafts. Moreover, according to Anagnostakis, supra
note 11 at 60 n. 93, during the dictatorship higher officers of the Ministry of
Justice had prepared an eighty-article draft that left the regulation of all prison
problems to the discretion of the Minister of Justice. Although this effort did not
succeed, it should not be thought that political considerations did not influence the
correctional legislation of that period. Thus, Law Decree (N.A.) 1200 of 12-20
July 1972 provided for the recall into service of retired police officers in order to
assign them to positions as prison wardens! Id. Unfortunately, the same phenomenon can be observed during an earlier phase of Greek correctional history,
namely during and long after the Civil War of 1946. An illustrative example of
that trend is Law (Ndp.og) 42 of 31 July 1946, ratifying the previous Law Decree
of 29 April 1946 0.E.K. 143, A' ). These statutes vested the members of an ad
hoc British Foreign Mission with the power to organize and supervise the State
prisons, to train their personnel, and administer all affairs relating to prisons including the appointment, transfer, and promotion of prison personnel. A further
elaboration on these issues is beyond the scope of this article.
"Hereinafter cited as Convention, European Treaty series, No. 5. The following states are parties to the Convention: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark,
France, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg,
Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
and the United Kingdom.
as For an extensive account of the history of the Convention, see A. Robertson,
Human Rights in Europe, 6-14 (1963). A detailed historical background of its
drafting is contained in Council of Europe, Directorate of Information, European
Convention on Human Rights (Strasbourg, 1952).
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Convention and the Council is a close one since membership in the Council
is a prerequisite for accession to the Convention (Art. 66 of the Convention). Although it is not a specific text referring to prisons, the
Convention contains several articles concerning various aspects of prison
life. Moreover, it establishes for its implementation control machinery
that remains the most effective system of protection created so far by any
international organization. Since we will examine the interpretation of
the Convention resulting from the enforcement apparatus, a brief description of that apparatus is in order."
The bodies entrusted with the responsibility of monitoring the Convention's observance are the European Commission of Human Rights
(Commission), the European Court of Human Rights (Court or European
Court), and the Committee of Ministers. The Commission and the Court
are created by the Convention (Art. 19) ; the Committee of Ministers is
the governing body of the Council of Europe. The latter body consists of
the foreign ministers of the Council's member states (or their deputies)
and has some special powers in matters related to the Convention.
Proceedings under the Convention can be instituted either by contracting states (Art. 24) or by individuals (Art. 25). In either case,
a complaint is first brought before the Commission. If the complaint is
made by a state," the Commission investigates the alleged facts and tries
to secure a friendly settlement. If such a settlement is effected, the case
is closed, and the Commission issues a report stating the facts in neutral
terms and the solution reached (Art. 30). If not, the Commission is required to draw up a report on the facts and state its opinion as to whether
any breach of the Convention took place (Art. 31). The report is submitted
to the Committee of Ministers and the states concerned (Art. 31, para. 2).
Then the case may be brought before the Court or the Committee of Ministers for a final decision. The Court has jurisdiction over the case if the
respondent state has previously recognized such jurisdiction in general,
that is, in all matters concerning the interpretation and application of the
Convention (Art. 46), or if it has agreed to the submission of the
particular case before it. 38 If the Court finds that the respondent state has
violated the Convention, it states so in its judgment and may also award
satisfaction to the injured party if the laws of the state concerned allow
only partial reparation (Art. 50)." The decisions of the Court are binding
36 For a detailed analysis of the enforcement machinery see A. Robertson, supra
note 35, at 43-106; Golsong, "The Control Machinery of the European Convention
on Human Rights," The/ & Comp. L.Q., Supp. No. 11, 38 (1965).
37 A state can lodge a complaint although no violation of the rights of one
of its nationals is involved (See Art. 24).
38 As of now, the following states have recognized the Court's compulsory
jurisdiction: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, France,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United Kingdom. On January 31, 1979, Greece recognized the Court's
jurisdiction for a three-year period.

" The Court, as an international tribunal, does not have the power to order
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upon the state-parties involved in the case decided (Art. 53), and their
execution is supervised by the Committee of Ministers (Art. 54).
If the Court does not have jurisdiction over the case, the matter is
referred to the Committee of Ministers, which must decide whether the
Convention has been violated. If the Committee finds that it has not, the
case is closed. If it finds that it has, it allows the respondent state a period
in which to take all necessary action. If the measures taken by the state
are not satisfactory, the Committee must decide what sanctions it will
impose. Usually in these cases the Committee decides to publish the Commission's report — such publication having the nature of a penalty. In
no case brought before the Committee so far has it found that a violation
of the Convention has taken place. 4°
A major innovation of the Convention is that it makes it possible for
an individual to complain directly to the Commission against a state-party
to the Convention which the individual thinks violated basic rights
guaranteed to him by the Convention. This procedure, however, is optional
and can be invoked only against states that have recognized the competence
of the Commission to deal with such complaints."
The Commission, upon receiving an individual application, has to
decide initially on its admissibility according to a list of standards set up
by Articles 26 and 27. The requirements of previous "exhaustion of local
remedies" (Art. 26) and that the application not be "manifestly illfounded" are the most important obstacles facing the potential applicant;
they have been used in practice by the Commission to rule inadmissible a
large percentage of individual applications.
If the Commission denies the application, the case is closed. If it declares it admissible under the terms set forth by the Convention, it proceeds to the ascertainment of facts, procurement of a friendly settlement,
etc., according to the procedures described above in inter-state applications. One major difference in this regard, however, is that neither can
the individual applicant present his case before the Court nor can he be
a party to its proceedings."
More extensive work regarding prisons has taken place under the
auspices of the European Committee on Crime Problems (ECCP) . The
on its own initiative the necessary measures for enforcing its decision. Such measures
have to be taken by the authorities of the respondent state. Golsong, supra note 36,
at 65.
° Art. 32, para. 1, of the Convention requires a two-thirds Majority for such
a decision.
Six states have declined to allow individuals to apply against them in the
Commission. They are Cyprus, France, Greece, Spain, Turkey, and Malta.
°This practice, reminiscent of the early days of the Convention when states
were hesitant to give a private individual the right to appear before an international body, has been under attack. A trend to amend the Convention in that
respect appears to be very strong. See What is the Council of Europe Doing to
Protect Human Rights?, Secretariat of the Council of Europe (Strasbourg, 1977)

at 27.
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Committee was set up in 1957 by the Committee of Ministers and met
for the first time in 1938." It is composed of one or more officials from
each member state who are usually high-ranking civil servants or university professors specializing in criminal justice. The ECCP appoints various
subcommittees to carry out its work in crime-related projects. These subcommittees submit the results of their work to the ECCP in the form of
draft conventions or draft resolutions containing whatever recommendations they consider should be addressed to member governments or as
reports describing their work and the conclusions reached. After examining
and approving them, the EECP transmits these texts to the Committee of
Ministers, which then examines and adopts them. This process was
followed in order to raise the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners, and it resulted in a text adopted by the Committee
of Ministers in 1973. This text does not constitute a drastic change of the
UN Rules, but it nevertheless contains certain amendments with regard
to prisoners' contacts with the outside world, criteria governing the separation of prisoners, participation of prisoners in their treatment, and the
organization of after-care programs."
Status of the Standards Within Greek Domestic Law

An evaluation of the conformity of prisoners' treatment with the
standards mentioned above should address itself initially to the question
of the legal status of these standards within the Greek legal order.
An answer can be provided quickly in that respect as to the SMR and the
recommendations and reports of the various expert Committees. Evidently,
neither has any binding effect, although they enjoy a higher moral status
43 For an extensive account of the establishment of the ECCP and, in general,
the activities of the Council of Europe in the field of criminal justice, see European
Committee on Crime Problems, Council of Europe Activities in the Field of Crime
Problems, 7-9 (Strasbourg, 1977). See also A. Robertson, The Council of Europe,
198-201; Manual of the Council of Europe, 252-59 [edited by a group of officials
of the secretariat} (1970).
" See note 9, supra.
43 The ECCP has also been assisted in its work by other organs and conferences held under the auspices of the Council of Europe. One among them is the
Criminological Research Council, which was established in 1962 by the Committee
of Ministers and whose task it is to give technical advice on the preparation and
implementation of the ECCP program. The Conference of Directors of Criminological Research Institutes, which met annually from 1963 to 1972 and since then
every other year, also serves as a forum for the exchange of experience on current
criminological problems, research, and collaboration. Finally, the Conference of
Directors of Prison Administrations was convened by the ECCP in 1972 for the
purpose of facilitating the implementation of the European SMR. Since then, it
meets every two years and enables prison administrators to discuss problems arising
in the prisons of their countries and to put into practice any recommendations
adopted. See European Committee on Crime Problems, supra note 43, at 9-11.
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resulting from the fact that they have been drawn by highly qualified
people from different countries."
More attention should be given to the issue of the status of the
Convention. This issue is closely related to the problem of the status of
international law within the Greek legal system, where drastic changes
have occurred since the adoption of the new Greek constitution of 1975.
For that reason, a brief description of the state of law in this broader
context is necessary. That description will provide the answers to the more
specific question of the status of the Convention within Greek domestic
law and its enforceability by Greek courts.
The new Greek constitution, which became effective on June 11,
1975, 47 has brought an important change to the relationship between
international and national law in Greece. Article 28, paragraph 1, of that
constitution reads: 4° "The generally acknowledged rules of international
law as well as international conventions as of the time they are sanctioned
by law and become operative according to the conditions therein, shall
be an integral part of domestic Greek law and shall prevail over any
contrary provision of the law." According to this article, customary and
conventional international law 4° have an enhanced formal status and can
supersede all prior and subsequent enactments of Parliament. This scheme
is an improvement over the previous regime, under which all international
agreements had the same legal status as parliamentary legislation, and
therefore could be subsequently superseded by it.°°
The Convention, after Greece's reentry into the Council of Europe,"
has the status ascribed to international conventional law by the 1975
constitution. It abrogates all inconsistent legislation prior or subsequent to
its sanctioning. In addition, Greek courts are bound to review the con" In their own words, the Standard Minimum Rules "set out what is generally
accepted as being good principle and practice in the treatment of prisoners and the
management of institutions." Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners — Council of Europe, European Committee on Crime Problems, Strasbourg,
1973, Rule 1.
(1).t.K. 111, A. (9 June 1975 ).
40 A. Blausten & G. Flanz, Constitutions of the Countries of the World,
vol. V (Greece) (1976).
49 A treaty may enter into force in Greece only after it has been sanctioned
by an act of Parliament. Such an act has two functions: it authorizes the President
to ratify the treaty and "transforms" the treaty into internal law. A. Fatouros,
"International Law in the New Greek Constitution," 70, Am. J. Ina L., 492, 49798 (1976).
" On the previous regime, see e.g., T. Buergenthal, "The Effect of the European
Convention on Human Rights on the Internal Law of Member States," Nei and
Comp. L.Q. Supp., No. 11, 70, 87 (1965); Fatouros, supra note 50, at 501-502.
On the present situation, see especially Ph. Vegleris, atIp.13zal TeOv 8txamoimEnov
'roe civONintou xal •có 2tivutyp.ce at 99-107 (1977). Prof. Vegleris maintains,
however, that conventional international law now is not superior to the constitution,
to which it must comply or otherwise will not be enforced. Id. at 98-103.
47 By N. 53/19.9.1974.

formity of domestic legislation to the Convention and not to apply laws
in conflict with it." Unfortunately, Greeks cannot be proud of the observance of the Convention by domestic Greek courts. A recent case decided
by the highest administrative court of Greece proves that what commentators had previously noticed " — that the Convention was not effectively enforced in Greece — remains true to a great extent."
Finally, a word must be said about the influence of the decisions of
the international organs of the Convention on Greek municipal law. Apparently, the interpretation given to the Convention by the Commission
and the Court does not enjoy the status that the Convenion has, at least
in theory, within the Greek legal order. In addition, Greek courts, when
interpreting the Convention, are not bound by the jurisprudence of the
Commission or the European Court. But this is not to say that it has no
See Vegleris, supra note 50, at 117-124.
See T. Buergenthal, "The Domestic Status of the European Convention on
Human Rights," 13, Buf. L. Rev., 354, 371-74, 392 (1964); T. Buergenthal, supra
note 20, at 88. A. L. del Russo, International Protection of Human Rights, 230
(1970); Vegleris, examining the conformity of Greek legislation and court decisions between 1953 and 1974 to the terms of the Convention, concludes that the
Convention was "a useless text in the life of our law, which was being set aside
systematically," supra note 50, at 31-55.
" L.E. 4590/1976, as cited by Vegleris, supra note 50, at 123. The case
concerned the marriage of a policeman despite the refusal of his superiors to give
him permission. That refusal was based on Law 1970/1972, which provides:
as
"

a. [A] policeman applying for permission to marry should have completed his 26th year of age and two years in service since he was
drafted.
b. his future wife should be a Greek citizen, of unblameworthy conduct,
analogous education and social position, as well as devoted to the
national ideals. To grant a permission, there should also be examined
the element of the devotion to the national ideals of [the wife's]
relatives to the second degree of consanguinity.
The appellant was suspended from the service for two months and appealed
to the Council of State. The Court found the law in conformity with the Convention. It interpreted Art. 12 of the Convention, establishing the right of men and
women "to marry and to found a family according to national law governing the
exercise of this right" as permitting domestic law to subject the exercise of that
right to the previous approval of administrative authorities. This interpretation,
however, can hardly be reconciled with the position taken by the European Court
of Human Rights in relation to the similar issue of limitations on certain rights
guaranteed by the Convention or the Protocols thereto. More particularly referring to the question of limitations on the tight to education under Art. 2 of
Protocol No. 1 and on the right of access to a Court under Art. 6(1) of the
Convention, the Court has held that a measure that regulates the exercise of a right
must not injure the substance of the right itself. See Belgian Linguistics Case,
Judgment of 23 July 1968, Series A, No. 6, p. 32, para. 5; Golder Case, Judgment
of 21 February 1975, Series A, No. 18, pp. 18-19, para. 38.
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effect since both the Commission and the Court might subsequently review
that interpretation."

Prisoner's Rights

I
I
4

1. Guiding Principles

The Greek Code of Corrections sets down in Articles 1-4 the principles that govern prisoners' treatment. The essentials of these principles
are as follows:
a) The serving of punishments and security measures aims at the
social reintegration of prisoners through their education and moral improvement (Art. 1). Similarly, the SAM emphasize that the treatment of
persons sentenced to imprisonment shall have as its purpose establishing
in them the will to lead law-abiding and self-supporting lives after their
release and making them fit to do so (Rule 66). Furthermore, Rule 59
recommends that "the period of imprisonment . [be) used to ensure,
so far as possible, that upon his return to society the offender is not only
willing, but able to Lead a law-abiding and self-supporting life."
Unfortunately, the present Greek penal system does not favor the
application of these principles. Imprisonment — certainly an inefficient
method of achieving the offender's resocialization " — holds a predominant position within that system. In addition, no other alternative noncustodial measures exist " despite the trends within the Council of
" See U. Scheuner, "Comparison of the Jurisprudence of National Courts with
that of the Organs of the Convention as Regards Other Rights," in Human Rights
in National and International Law, Proceedings of the Second Ina Conference on
the European Convention on Human Rights, 226-34 (A. Robertson, ed., 1965).

as See European Committee on Crime Problems, Alternative Penal Measures to
Imprisonment, Report by Sub-Committee No. XXVII, at 19 (1976). The majority
of American writers have very little good to say concerning prisons generally and
even less concerning the possibility of reform within prison walls. See e.g., Mueller,
supra note 17, at 110-116; American Friends Service Committee, Struggle for
Justice, A Report on Crime and Punishment in America, 34-47 (1971); "Legal
Values and the Rehabilitative Ideal," 50, J. Crim. L. Crim. and Pol. Sc., 926
(1959), etc.
" Instead of imposing a sentence involving deprivation of liberty, Greek courts
may give an offender a suspended sentence. The application of suspended sentences,
however, is limited to offenses punishable by a prison term of not more than a year
and committed by a first offender (Art. 93) if further conditions laid down in
Art. 100 of the Code are met. In addition, the imposition of these sentences instead
of imprisonment is optional. An extensive account in English of the system of suspended sentence in Greece can be found in European Committee on Crime Problems,
Suspended Sentence, Probation and Other Alternatives to Prison Sentences, at

63-66 (1966).
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Europe " and elsewhere " to develop non-custodial alternatives to replace
sentences involving deprivation of liberty.
Furthermore, there is an inconsistency between the offender's resocialization as a principle governing the execution of punishments and the
purpose and limits of the latter accepted by the Penal Code. Article 79 of
the Code has been interpreted as establishing that the minimum state
response to the offense turns on considerations of general prevention.
The court is obliged to apply the more severe penalties although this might
not be required by special prevention considerations 8 ° (e.g., the court
thinks that the offender will behave in a socially adjusted manner in the
future). How then, one might ask, can the execution of this sanction,
which is in excess of that required for achieving the offender's social
reintegration, lead to his resocialization?
b) Article 2 of the Code introduces the principle of legality (ecpxA
rflc volupbcvcog) into the prisons. According to that principle, the
treatment of prisoners, and their rights and obligations, should always
be determined by law. Law should also be the criterion for determining
what conduct constitutes a disciplinary offense and the type of punishment
to be imposed for it.
The principle of legality, recognized by Article 7 of the European
Convention in the broader context of criminal law, has been implicitly
adopted by the SMR in the prison context. Thus, Rule 56, Paragraph 2,
provides for the establishment of an independent judicial authority to
secure "the protection of the individual rights of prisoners with special
regard to the legality of the execution of detention measures." Moreover,
Rules 27-39 contain detailed provisions to ensure the observance of this
principle during disciplinary proceedings.
The Greek Code accepts the principle of legality in Articles 2 and 3.
Article 2, paragraph 1, provides that all prisoners should be subjected to
treatment in conformity with the provisions of the Code, whereas ac5 ' Res. (76)10, by the Committee of Ministers, March 9, 1976, "On Some
Alternative Penal Measures to Imprisonment," European Committee on Crime
Problems, supra note 56, recommends that states of the Council of Europe examine
their legislation with "a view to removing legal obstacles to imposing alternatives
to imprisonment" and points out particular measures. Resolution (65)1 of the same
body on Suspended Sentence, Probation, and Other Alternatives to Prison Sentences,
in European Committee on Crime Problems, supra note 56, recommends the extensive
application of suspended sentence, probation, and similar treatment in the cases
of first offenders.
52 For the United States, see Mueller, supra note 17, at 116-143; L. T. Empey,
Alternatives to Incarceration (1967). For a similar movement in socialist countries,
see Poklewsi-Kziell, "Alternatives to Imprisonment in the New Polish Penal Code,"
in Wise, E. and Mueller, G. (eds.) Studies in Comparative Criminal Law, 89 (1975).
Androulakit, supra note 14, at 53.65 and Papadatos, supra note 14, at 79-87
argue that this is not permitted under Art. 79 of the Code, which they interpret
as assigning priority to special prevention considerations. This approach, however,
has not been accepted yet in the literature, nor has it been adopted by the courts.
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cording to Article 3, paragraph 2, the type and duration of all restrictions
imposed upon them are also to be determined by its particular provisions.
Paragraph 2 of Article 2, however, introduces an exception to the principle of legality. According to it, "the conditions of treatment may be
modified in a more severe or more lenient way, according to the rules
contained herein." This rule, intended to foster flexibility in prisoners'
treatment, is nevertheless easily susceptible to abuses since it does not
describe who may make such modifications or whether these modifications
should also be sanctioned officially (e.g., by laws or administrative decrees)." Finally, as will be shown later, the principle of legality is seriously undermined by the Code provisions on disciplinary measures (Art.
91-102).
c) Article 4, paragraph 4, of the Code prescribes that prisoners are
not prohibited by the deprivation of their liberty from exercising the
rights afforded to them by law. Thus, the mere fact of imprisonment
should not affect the legal rights they possessed when they were free except in the cases provided for by the law. The reason for this presumption
is to be sought in the past, when a prison sentence deprived one not only
of his physical freedom but also of his legal rights.
In the Council of Europe, similar considerations led to a resolution
by the 1961 Conference of European Ministers of Justice which adopted
a text of recommendations drawn by the European Committee on Crime
Problems concerning the electoral, civil, and social rights of prisoners."
The basic premise of these recommendations was that "the mere fact of
detention does not affect the possession of these rights, but that their
exercise may be limited when it is incompatible with the purpose of
imprisonment or the maintenance of the order and the security of the
prison" (Art. 3). Likewise, Rule 58 of the SMR provides that
[T]he prison system shall not, except as incidental to justifiable
segregation or the maintenance of discipline, aggravate the suffering inherent in such a situation. The regime of the institution
should seek to minimize any differences between prison life and
"A similar provision (Rule 4, para. 3) of the 1934 Standard Minimum Rules
for the Treatment of Prisoners, adopted by the General Assembly of the League
of Nations prescribed that "more severe treatment or more lenient treatment should
only be admitted according to rules prescribed by the law or by a decree of competent administrative authorities" (emphasis added). Standard Minimum Rules
for the Treatment of Prisoners, Doc. No. A. 45, 1934. IV (Annex).
1'1 Resolution II of June 5, 1961, in European Committee on Crime Problems,
Conference of European Ministers of Justice, at 65, 77.79 (Strasbourg, 1961).
Since 1961 that Conference has met at least every two years, at the invitation of a
state-member of the Council of Europe. These conferences, however, are not technically an organ of the Council. Nevertheless, they have often led to activities
undertaken by the ECCP on many of the issues discussed there, such as economic
crime, the relation between criminal law and the environment, etc. The 1961 Conference was convened as a result of a proposal made by the ECCP.
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life at liberty which tend to lessen the responsibility of the prisoners or the respect due to their dignity as human beings.
Similarly implicit considerations appear in Rules 61 and 62.
Apart from stipulating that prisoners should not be prohibited from
exercising the rights afforded to them by law, Article 4 of the Greek Code
of Corrections refrains from stating the considerations allowing the law
to forbid such exercise. Other laws impose various restrictions upon prisoners, for example, as has been previously noticed," the Penal Code
provides for deprivation of civil rights of the convicted — either ipso jure
or after a decision by the court. Furthermore, the Civil Code (Art. 1700)
prescribes that a person convicted of a felony is placed under "interdiction" ("v6R.I.N ecnocybpsuatc"), and is deprived of the capacity to contract. The 1974 Law on Elections deprives persons indicted for a felony
and awaiting trial of the right to vote in elections." All these restrictions,
reminiscent of the "civil death" ("itcavroc6g Oimog") status of prisoners that was abolished in Greece in 1862," can hardly be justified on the
basis of the standards contained in Article 3 of the Recommendations of
the 1961 Conference of the European Ministers of Justice or the norms.
implicit in Rules 58, 61, and 62 of the SMR (minimization of differences
between prison life and life at liberty, prisoner's reintegration into society, etc.).
2. Prisoner's Classification
In its most general form, the premise underlying classification in prisons can be stated as follows: prisoners' treatment during the execution
of their sentences should be individualized, taking into account their
personality characteristics as they are determined by appropriate diagnostic procedures. Thus, there are two types of classification traditionally
recognized: 68 central classification or classification by the institution, and
classification within the institution. The chief purpose of the former is to
determine the particular institution to which the offender should be
assigned, whereas the latter is concerned with the program with which
he will be occupied while within the institution.
Interpreting the European Convention, the Commission of Human
Rights has held 67 that the right to an execution of the sentence in a
particular prison is not guaranteed by the Convention and that a prisoner
has no right to a choice of the prison where he is to be detained. Likewise,
See supra pp. 10-11.
650 of 2/3 10-1974.
" Tiptop.% of 31.10.1862.
66 P. Tappan, Crime, Justice and Correction, 623 (1960).
"No. 4210/69 v. Norway, 35 Collection of Decisions of the European Commission of Human Rights [Coll.] 144, at 148 (Decision of 24 July 1970).
63
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the Commission has held " that separate treatment for convicted and
accused persons is not a right guaranteed by the Convention. Nevertheless,
a recent case 89 holds that execution of a sentence in a particular institution
might sometimes raise questions under the Convention if it amounts to
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment forbidden by Article 3 of
the Convention.
More detailed provisions regarding prisoners' distribution and classification are contained in the European SMR. Rule 7 recommends that,
when prisoners are assigned to different institutions, due account be taken
of their judicial and legal situation (untried or convicted prisoners, first
or habitual offenders, short sentence or long sentence), physical condition
(young, adult, sick), mental condition (normal or abnormal), sex, age,
and, in the case of convicted prisoners, special requirements of their
treatment. Furthermore, the same article does not exclude the commingling of young and adult prisoners if this is expected to have a positive
influence on young prisoners or on the keeping together of men and
women, to the extent that this is a part of an established treatment
program.
Rule 69 sets forth the principle of the individualization of treatment
of prisoners. According to it, treatment should be based on a personality
study of and treatment program for each prisoner with a sentence of
suitable length in the light of his individual needs, capacities, and dispositions. This treatment program, according to Rule 67, should be drawn
up with the participation of the prisoners themselves.
In order to apply this principle, Rule 68 recommends the classification of prisoners. The purpose of such a classification should be the
facilitation of treatment for social rehabilitation, with due account given
to the security requirements of the institution after prisoners with bad
criminal records or personalities have been excluded (Rule 68). Finally,
the Rules (Rule 60) recommend that, so far as possible, separate institutions or sections of institutions should be used in the treatment of different types of prisoners.
In connection with prisoners' distribution, the Greek Code (Art. 1427) provides for the following types of institutions, fitted to a particular
category of offenders:
1. judicial Prisons (Am acrustac ( INAcococt). In theseprisons are
admitted: a) prisoners awaiting trial, b) persons imprisoned for debts or
for failure to pay a pecuniary punishment, c) persons sentenced to jailing
or imprisonment for no longer than a year, and d) aliens whose extradition has been requested (Art. 14).
2. Central Correctional institutions (Kvitpcx& EwcppoytaTt1t& Marxarlipmcm) are for persons sentenced to imprisonment for longer than a
"No. 6337/73 v. Belgium, European Commission of Human Rights, 3 Decisions and Reports, [D. R.] 83 (Decision of 10 July 1975).
"No. 5229/71 v. the United Kingdom, 42 Coll. 140 (Decision of 5 October
1972).
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year, imprisonment in a penitentiary, life imprisonment, or imprisonment
for an indefinite period (Art. 15).
3. County Correctional Institutions ('Aypent,wi Earppoloccrtna litzuccrrtitamm). Into these institutions are mainly introduced persons sentenced
to imprisonment for more than a year, or to imprisonment in a penitentiary,
who are capable of outdoor work. In addition, prisoners sentenced to life
imprisonment can be admitted to these prisons after they have served
fifteen years of their sentence in a Central Correctional Institution
(Art. 16) .
4. Open Air Correctional Institutions ('Avotxtet Doeppovtauxi
licacurcimccza). In these institutions, according to Article 17 of the Code,
are allocated: a) inmates from the County Correctional Institutions working
on parole, b) prisoners sentenced to imprisonment after they have served
one fourth of their sentence, c) persons whose sentences of imprisonment
have been converted to a pecuniary punishment that remains unpaid, and
d) persons convicted for the first time for a crime committed by negligence.
5. Correctional Institutions for Minors (nocppowtrrtx6c liccrezcs-rtip,cact
'Artjlimoy) where young offenders are admitted. The Code (Art. 18)
provides for different institutions for teenagers (12-17 years of age) and
juveniles (17-21 years of age). Article 19, however, stipulates that both
these categories can be assigned to a simple Correctional Institution for
Minors if separate sections for each are available.
6. Curative Institutions (KatcchaTAttcacc espanstas) for epileptic,
deaf-mute, psychologically sick, or feeble-minded (6Xtyocppavei;) offenders lacking or having diminished criminal responsibility, and being
found by the court as dangerous to public safety (Art. 23).
7. Custodial Institutions (Kce.cacrcilp,Gmcc Mti),gatus) for offenders
lacking criminal responsibility, who are incurable and dangerous to public
safety (Art. 24). The same article provides that these offenders can be
kept in a separate section of the Curative Institutions.
8. Special Curative Institutions (Mot ti Kcacca-c4,ccra espotitein)
for alcoholic and drug addicted offenders after the execution of their
sentence (Art. 25).
9. Workhouses (Kcvma-c4t,ccut, 'Eprzatac) for persons showing
laziness or a tendency toward an irregular life after the execution of their
sentence (Art. 26 in combination with Art. 72 of the Penal Code).
10. Hospitals, Sanatoriums, and Infirmaries for sick prisoners who
cannot be treated effectively by the health service within their institution.
With regard to female prisoners, the Code prescribes their complete
separation from men. Thus, Article 10, paragraph 2, of the Code requires
that separate institutions be provided for female offenders. Moreover,
according to the same Article, when women are detained in the same
institution with men, all measures should be taken for the complete segregation of each sex.
The Code also provides for classification within the institution. Prisoners are classified in the following categories (Art. 5):

p
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1. Novices ('Apripto4), that is, offenders subjected for the first time
to a sentence deprivative of freedom.
2. Recidivists (77cdtponoc), that is, prisoners who have served a
sentence deprivative of freedom longer than six months within the last
five years.
3. Habitual and Professional Criminals (Kair ncy xat %MT' &nay?atm aylavitculat) .
4. Psychologically Abnormal (truxoXoym7); avd*GtXot).
5. Lazy Vagrants Muydnovoc ciAircac), showing a tendency toward
irregular, lustful, or criminal life.
6. Alcoholics and Drug Addicts (0Ev6soAuyeg Ica,/ ToEcxoµocvei.;).
7. Psychologically Sick (11roxyzths Itioxoyug) and
8. Minors ('Avidascot)
Each of these categories is subjected to different treatment according
to the provision of Article 6 of the Code. Novices are subjected to more
lenient treatment, whereas recidivists to more severe, tending to "habituate
them in discipline and order" (Art. 6). In addition, prisoners from each
category are allocated in groups, after taking into account their personality
characteristics as they are determined by the psychobiological examination
( 11ruxo6caoymii giTcocc).
This examination is a major innovation introduced to the Greek correctional system by the Code. Persons subjected to it are all offenders who
have been finally sentenced to a security measure deprivative of their
freedom or to a sentence deprivative of liberty and in excess of one year
(Art. 7). After they are convicted these persons are committed for no
longer than twenty days (or for three months under certain exceptions)
to special Observation Centers (Kiwcpa icapc&-mAavoc) attached to each
Correctional Institution. The results of their examination are sent to the
pertinent service of the Ministry of Justice, which then determines the
institution to which each prisoner will be assigned. Moreover, the same
results should constitute the basis upon which prisoners' allocation in
groups will be founded (Art. 8).
The Code's classification system cannot facilitate successfully the
individualization of prisoners' treatment. In the first place, under the
existing law relevant to the judicial imposition of punishment, such individualization very frequently serves no purpose. As was mentioned above,
the Greek Penal Code has so far been interpreted as fixing punishment
primarily according to the severity of the act committed, the qualities and
characteristics of the actor playing a secondary role. This, in combination
with the fact that the courts have not been required to justify their sentencing decisions, leads very frequently to situations where the imposed
sentence relates more to the crime than to the personality of the offender.
Thus, individualization of treatment, however successful, is useless.
Secondly, prisoners' allocation into the various types of institutions
is based on a preconceived scheme unduly detailed and rigid. Prisoners
are classified into various categories corresponding to particular types of
institutions so that one almost knows from the beginning precisely the
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type of establishment where a particular offender will be kept. Furthermore, prisoners are allocated on the basis of the category to which they
belong, and not on the basis of their individual treatment needs. Thus,
different categories of prisoners cannot be put together in the same institution although this might be required by treatment needs (e.g., young
persons with adults, men and women, normal and abnormal, etc.). Unfortunately, this idea, implicit in Rule 7 of the European SMR," has not
been adopted by the Greek Correctional Code.
Similarly detailed and needless is the Code's classification of prisoners within the institution for purposes of treatment according to
Article 6. This classification is based primarily on objective factors alone,
such as the crime situation and the legal category of the offense, rather than
on subjective personality criteria as well. And although these criteria are
to be utilized subsequently during the further separation of each category
into treatment-groups, the fact remains that, under the Code's scheme,
treatment is individualized on the basis of the category of each prisoner,
and not according to his particular characteristics or needs.
Significant flaws can also be traced in the classification process itself.
The Code's introduction of the psychobiological examination and the
Observation Centers is an effort that should be welcomed. Yet, both the
diagnostic process before these Centers and their role in planning prisoners' treatment are issues that have not been adequately addressed by it.
Thus, Article 7 of the Code is extremely sparing in setting up any
objectives and values governing the psychological examination. Even
more, as its language suggests, prisoners are dealt with primarily as medical cases, their family and social background playing a secondary role in
their overall evaluation. As a result, the Code's psychobiological examination cannot afford a comprehensive study of a prisoner's personality
that will in turn provide the basis for his allocation to a proper institution
and ultimately the foundation for the planning of his treatment there.
This is worsened by the fact the Observation Centers are not established as autonomous, separate units but as sections of the existing Correctional or Curative Institutions (Art. 7, para. 2), despite the fact that
such an association usually presents many undesirable features such as
the conflict of policies and personnel with the larger institutions and the
lack of adequate space, materials, and equipment, thereby inhibiting
detailed observation and treatment planning for offenders.
Equally significant obstacles exist in relation to the planning of
prisoners' individual treatment. According to what has been said above,
this involves primarily a simple scheme of classification carried out by
the prison administration according to the categories of Article 5 of the
"Rule 7 replaced Rule 8 of the United Nations' SMR, supra note 4, which
prescribed the separation of prisoners in categories, with each category to be kept
separately. Now the European Rules make it possible to put together different
categories of prisoners in establishments specially suited to them. See also Rule 64
recommending that prisoners (not groups of prisoners, as the United Nations text
required) be placed in separate institutions.
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Code. The subsequent classification of each of these categories into separate groups, despite Article 8's requirement of taking into account the
findings of the psychobiological examination, is also carried out by the
prison administration without any further collaboration with the professional personnel of the Centers. Thus, the whole process ignores the need
for coordination of the procedures of study and treatment. Furthermore,
it prevents the prisoners from participating in drawing up their treatment
programs — an involvement strongly advised in SMR of the Council of
Europe and elsewhere."
Finally, a look at the way classification is carried out in reality
reveals that individualization of treatment is still at an incipient stage
of development in the Greek correctional system. Diversification of programs available for the ordinary adult offenders is disappointingly poor,
with the agricultural and animal husbandry operations carried out in the
few County prisons " being the major programs available. Separation of
categories and differentiation of treatment are seldom practiced. In a recently published series of newspaper articles on prisons," it is asserted that
"nowhere have prisoners been separated in classes" nor is different treatment provided for each category. Moreover, it is asserted that the psychobiological examination required by Article 7 is not carried out very frequently.
Another study published by a distinguished Greek figure 74 notices that
drug addicts are very frequently kept together with non-addicted offenders
in regular prisons, this association not being pursued as part of aplan
for mixing different types of prisoners. This is also a consequence of the
fact that in Greece there are no specialized institutions for the treatment
of offenders addicted to narcotics. These offenders will at most be committed to the Alcoholics-Drug Addiction section of the State Hospital
for mental patients in Athens where the conditions have been characterized " as primitive. If these accusations are true, there are serious questions
raised under Article 3 of the European Convention, forbidding inhuman
and degrading treatment or punishment.
71 See American Correctional Association, Manual of Correctional Standards
(3d ed., 1966), recommending that "the inmate shall participate in the planning of
his own program since one which is imposed upon him will not be as well
accepted as one in whose development he feels he has had a part."
72 Three County Prisons and the Open Air County Prison in Tirintha. The
Open Air Correctional Institution in Oropos near Athens has been dosed; so has
the Open Air Institution in Vidos near Corfu, for reasons connected with the
development of tourism as implied by Yotopoulou-Marangopoulou, epoXixtal
%at cpuXaxdc," T6 Wilwx, 30 December 1977, 5. According to statistics, in 1974
the County Prisons had 1088 offenders out of a total of 11,985 confined in all
Correctional Institutions of the country. See 'EOvt,x1 DcaTtarno5 `nrapeota ti)c
'EXXcE8oc, MTCVC Cat mil to b Lxacoatvr16 (rcoXtutilc A txatoo6vvic, gysamtatoXoyncilc zed atucppovtcruxtc .tout 1974) , Mipoc I', ittvocE 2, 107 (Athens 1976).
73 ". 080L7C0p

74
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out xchspya", Td Ma 28/4/79, 5.

N. Psaroudakis, 'H Otacocii at 37, 54, 88, etc. (Athens, 1976). See also

Tel 'Enixatpa, note 10, supra.
"See T4 Ma, 27/10/77, 9.
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3. Contact with the Outside World
Article 8 of the European Convention reads:
(1) Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family
life, his home and his correspondence.
(2) There shall be no interference by a public authority with
the exercise of this right except such as is in accordance with
the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of
national security, public safety or the economic well-being of
the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the
protection of health or morals or for the protection of the rights
and freedoms of others.
This article covers many aspects of prison life and has been invoked before
the Commission by a great number of applicants. The many issues raised
in these applications refer to prisoners' correspondence and visits from
the outside world. Besides visits and correspondence, however, prisoners
come into contact with the outside world by reading books, newspapers,
or other printed materials. This kind of contact falls under Articles 9
(freedom of thought, conscience, and religion) and 10 (freedom of expression) of the Convention, which have also been invoked in other complaints. This section will seek to evaluate critically the standards established in each of these areas within the Council of Europe and the Greek
legal system.
A. Correspondence

As a general principle, the European Commission has justified the
interference with prisoners' correspondence insofar as "it is provided
for by law and constitutes a measure which in a democratic society is
necessary for the defense of order and the prevention of crime and for
the protection of health and morals." " Thus, it has sanctioned a series
of restrictions imposed upon correspondence by prison authorities. More
specifically, the Commission has held " that permitting prison authorities
to examine the correspondence of prisoners under their charge clearly
No. 530/59 v. Federal Republic of Germany (1960) Eur. Cony. on Human
Rights 184, at 192 (Eur. Comm. on Human Rights decision of Jan. 4, 1960). In
this case the applicant complained that the letters addressed by him to his sister
from prison were censored, that certain passages had been deleted, and that one
letter had even been impounded. The Commission considered his complaint under
Art. 8, para. 2, and found that the measures taken satisfied the conditions laid down
in that paragraph.
" 14. Also No. 646/59 v. Federal Republic of Germany [1960) Y. B. Eur.
Cony. Human Rights 872, (Eur. Comm. on Human Rights, decision of June 2,
"
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falls within the exceptions of Article 8(2), and therefore does not constitute a violation of the Convention. In another case " it had held that
restricting the number of letters prisoners could write per week was
justified under paragraph 2 of Article 8 since such limitations did not
apply to the inmate's letters to his lawyer, public prosecutor, or the court.
The control of letters that contain abusive or untrue statements regarding
third parties (officials) was also justified under Article 8, paragraph 2,
by the Commission."
The Commission was more sensitive to a prisoner's correspondence
with counsel. In the famous case of Golder v. United Kingdom" the
refusal of the Home Secretary to permit the prisoner to initiate correspondence with his solicitor in order to bring a legal action for defamation
against a prison officer was considered by the Commission to be a violation
of both Articles 6 and 8 of the Convention. The case finally reached the
European Court of Human Rights, which unanimously held " that there
had been a breach of Article 8:
While there was certainly neither stopping nor censorship of
any message, such as a letter, which Golder would have written
to a solicitor or vice-versa — and which would have been a
piece of correspondence within the meaning of paragraph 2 of
Article 8, it would be wrong to condude therefore, as do the
Government, that this text is inapplicable. Impeding someone
from even initiating correspondence constitutes the most farreaching form of "interference" (paragraph 2 of Article 8) with
the exercise of the "right to respect for correspondence."
The Home Secretary's decision proves to be all the less "necessary in a democratic society" in that the applicant's correspond1960). The applicant's complaint was that his correspondence was censored and
that two of his letters had not been dispatched but were returned to him.
"No. 2516/65 v. Federal Republic of Germany 20 Coll. 28 (Decision of
23 May 1965). The applicant complained against the Regional Court's decision
that he should be permitted to write only one letter per week. This decision was
based on the findings that his correspondence had become too voluminous.
"No. 3717/68 v. Ireland 31 Coll 96 (decision of 6th February 1970),
No. 1628/62 v. Federal Republic of Germany 12 Coll. 61 (decision of 12 December 1963). In the first case the applicant complained that the Department of
Justice authorities refused to transmit his petition to the president of the state on
the ground that it contained offensive allegations against others. In the second,
the complaint was directed against the prison's administration which in pursuance
of the existing Prison Rules withheld letters written by him containing statements
and accusations that after inquiry were proved unfounded.
' No. 4451/70 v. the United Kingdom 37 Col. 124 (decision of 30 March
1971).
"Eur. Court H. IL Golder case, Series A, vol. 18 (judgment of 21 February
1975). The Court also held by majority that Article 6, para. 1, of the Convention,
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ence with a solicitor would have been a preparatory step to the
institution of civil legal proceedings and, therefore, to the exercise of a right embodied in another Article of the Convention,
that is, Article 6.
This case helped to spawn a series of decisions by the Commission
declaring admissible other applications concerning prisoners' correspondence in the United Kingdom. 82 These applications involved a variety of
issues: stopping by prison authorities of letters written to a prisoner by
a person not included in the list of Article 34(8) of English 1964 Prison
Rules (relative or friend); censoring or stopping by the same authority
of letters addressed by a prisoner to various persons, and containing complaints about his treatment in prison, etc. As of the date of this essay's
publication, all these cases were still pending before the Commission.
The SMR, although not containing detailed provisions on prisoners'
correspondence, accept as a principle that a prisoner should have the right
to communicate with his family and any other persons both by correspondence and by receiving visits. This contact is subject to supervision as is
necessary for the prisoners' treatment and the security and good order of
the institution (Rule 37). Greater opposition to the restrictions on prisoner's correspondence, and particularly to those of long-term prisoners,
has been voiced by the Subcommittee on the Treatment of Long Term
Prisoners of the European Committee on Crime Problems. This committee
has recommended " the strengthening of prisoners' contacts with the
outside through the abolition of any numerical restrictions on correspondence applied according to the length of the sentence and the relaxation
of letter censorship maintained in various institutions. The European
Committee of Ministers, after considering this report, recommended "
that the governments of member states "reinforce the contacts of the
prisoners with the outside world, particularly by encouraging work outside
the institution."
Articles 80-82 of the Greek Code deal with prisoners' rights to correspondence. They impose restrictions referring to the contents of prisonestablishing the principle of fair hearing in certain judicial proceedings, guarantees
a right of access to the courts and that although there are implicit limitations upon
this right, the ones imposed upon Golder were not admissible under the Convention.
"No. 7052/75 v. the United Kingdom 10 D.R. 154 (decision of 4 October
1977), No. 7136/75 v. the United Kingdom 10 D.R. 205 (decision of 4 October
1977), No. 7113/75 v. the United Kingdom 10 D.R. 163 (decision of 4 October

1977).
" European Committee on Crime Problems, Treatment of Long Term Pris-

oners, 16 (1977).
"Resolution (76)2 on the Treatment of Long Term Prisoners, adopted by
the Committee of Ministers on 17 February 1976. The representative of Greece
had reserved Greece's right to comply with the text of this resolution. European
Committee on Crime Problems, supra note 83, at 25.
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ers' letters, the persons with whom they are permitted to correspond, and
the number of letters they can send or receive. A quick look at all these
restrictions reveals that the Code's treatment of this issue is not easily
reconcilable with the policies recommended in the SMR and raises serious
issues of compliance with the European Convention.
Letter censorship is authorized in Article 80 of the Code. This article
empowers the prison's director or any other specially designated official
to read prisoners' letters and enjoin their correspondence when they think
that its contents threaten the order or security of the institution. Thus,
correspondence censorship is indiscriminately practiced without any particular reference to the interests of the inmate's treatment as Rule 37
of the SMR recommends. This practice, gradually abandoned elsewhere,s5
85 The United States Supreme Court established the criteria for censorship of
inmate mail in Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396, 413 (1974):

[Cjensorship of prisoner mail is justified if the following criteria are
met. First, the regulation or practice in question must further an important
or substantial interest unrelated to the suppression of expression. Prison
officials may not censor inmate correspondence simply to eliminae unflattering or unwelcome opinions or factually inaccurate statements. Rather,
they must show that a regulation authorizing mail censorship furthers
one or more of the substantial governmental interests of security, order
and rehabilitation. Second, the limitation of First Amendment freedoms
must be no greater than is necessary or essential to the protection of the
particular governmental interest involved.
The question of censorship of attorney's mail was also answered by the Supreme
Court in Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539 (1974), where it was held that prison
officials may open attorneys' mail in the presence of inmates but may not read it.
These viewpoints are presently reflected in the policy guidelines of the Federal
Bureau of Prisons and the relevant policy statements of the NewYork State Department of Corrections.
Thus, Federal guidelines consider inmates' correspondence with some types
of persons (President of the United states, Members of Congress, courts, attorneys,
etc.) as "Special," which means that neither outgoing nor incoming correspondence
with these persons may be read by prison officials. Consequently, outgoing "Special
mail" may be sealed by the inmates and is not subject to inspection by prison personnel; incoming special mail is not read if the sender has adequately identified
himself on the envelope, but it is opened in his presence for inspection for contraband. See U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Prison System Program Statement No. 5265.5, dated May 24, 1974, §3, Rule 540.2.6, and §7, Rule 540.17.
Similar policies have been promulgated by the New York State Department of
Corrections. See State of New York, Department of Correctional Services, Interim
Directive Nos. 4421 & 4422, dated March 26, 1979.
In connection with so-called "general mail," that is, prisoners' mail with other
persons on their approved list, Federal policies provide that such incoming mail
may be read by prison officers; the outgoing general mail may be sealed by the
inmates in prisons of low security levels, but prison officers can open and read
it if "there is reason to believe it would interfere with the orderly running of the
institution, that it would be threatening to the recipient or that it would facilitate
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has been justified by the drafters of the Code in terms of treatment needs
if necessary to protect prisoners "from the destructive influence of corrupted persons or criminals outside prison." " Such an argument, however, pertains more to limiting persons with which prisoners are permitted
to correspond than to censorship of their letters. In addition, it ignores
the need for strengthening their contacts with the outside world, something that will help them to become integrated in it later.
Further restrictions are imposed by the Code on the contents of
prisoners' letters. In general, these letters should not exceed four pages
of the usual correspondence stationery (Art. 81, para. 7). Moreover,
they should be limited to personal or family issues "without wandering
to macrologies or feigned or false accusations against anyone" (Art. 81,
para. 8). Prisoners should also avoid offensive or abusive expressions
against correctional officers, as well as expressions implying secret communication. Letters falling under one of these prohibitions are not transmitted and can result in disciplinary procedures against their writers.
These provisions, while not necessary for the security of the institutions,
are contrary to Rule 37 of the SMR, which encourages the establishment
of outside contacts with prisoners to enable social rehabilitation. The
question whether these restrictions are also justified under Article 8, paragraph 2, of the European Convention is still pending before the Commission. It is interesting to note in this respect, however, that similar
measures within American prisons have been rejected by the courts!'
criminal activity." Program Statement, id. §6, Rule 540.13. More liberal are the
standards promulgated by the New York State Department of Corrections, which
in addition require the previous written permission of the institution's superintendent
for opening outgoing general mail. The same authorization is also required to read
incoming general mail, which is always to be opened and examined for contraband.
Directive No. 4422, id. See U.S. Department of Justice Draft, Federal Standards
for Corrections, at 63 (June 1978), recommending that "Ei]nmate mail, both incoming and outgoing is not read or censored, except where there is dear and
convincing evidence that a particular item of correspondence threatens the safety
or security of the institution, a public official, or any other person, or is being
used in furtherance of illegal activities."
" See "ExOsat, supra note 31, at 52.
" In Procunier v. Martinez, supra note 85, the United State; Supreme Court
explicitly indicated that prison officials may not censor inmate correspondence simply
to eliminite unflattering or unwelcome opinions or factually inaccurate statements
and may not censor correspondence under vague standards, such as "criticizing
policy, rules or officials," "belittling staff or our judicial system," "disrespectful
comments," or "derogatory remarks." Other Federal courts also shared this opinion
prior to Procunier.
See, e.g., Nolan v. Scafati, 430 F.2d 548 (1st Cir. 1970) where it was
held that, absent of a countervailing interest other than that the prisoner's letter
contained "lies," authorities may not prevent an inmate from seeking legal assistance; Carothers v. Follette, 314 F. Supp. 1014 (S.D.N.Y. 1970), where
the court reversed the disciplinary action against an inmate who criticized the
prison officials and the institution in which he was held; Fulwood v. Clemmer 206
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Contrary to the principle of encouraging prisoners' contact with the
outside world are the numerical restrictions on their correspondence imposed by the Code. Article 81, paragraph 4, determines the number of
letters a prisoner can send or receive according to the length of his
sentence. Thus, prisoners sentenced to life imprisonment might receive or
send one letter every month; prisoners in confinement in a penitentiary,
two; prisoners sentenced to imprisonment, three letters a month; and
prisoners sentenced to jailing, no limitation. Exceptions to these limitations can be granted by the prison's director in urgent cases, or for prisoners "steadily improving" (Art. 81, para 6). A more liberal approach,
that the limitations on the amount of prisoners' mail should depend on
their progressive class and not on the length of their sentence, was rejected by the Code's Drafting Committee." Thus, once more the security
needs of prisons were overestimated, and prisoners have been subjected
to unnecessary restrictions; opportunities for contacts are provided in
inverse proportion to their needs.
The Code also imposes restrictions on the persons who are allowed
to correspond with prisoners. Article 81 permits such correspondence only
to the members of their families (spouse, descendants, ascendants, and
other relatives by consanguinity or marriage to the fourth degree). Exceptionally, the prison's director might permit them to correspond with
other persons when it is expected that they will exercise a positive influence upon the inmate (Art. 81, para. 8) . This interference with prisoners' correspondence without any adequate security or treatment reasons
tends to aggravate their isolation in prison, especially in cases where a
prisoner has no family or his relatives are not willing to correspond with
him Whether Article 8, paragraph 2, of the European Convention can
justify these practices is an issue still pending before the Commission.
Finally, serious issues are raised under the Convention by the Code's
treatment of prisoners' correspondence with counsel. Article 81, paragraph 3, stipulates that such correspondence is subject only "to the inspection of its contents" ("neyxos Too Iteptaxottiyou •tyic") by the
prison authorities, provided that it is addressed to a lawyer who has been
appointed in writing by the inmate. From the language of this article it
appears that an inmate cannot appoint more than one lawyer as counsel.
Moreover, his correspondence with a lawyer not yet appointed is subject
to the ordinary restrictions imposed by the Code on prisoners' regular
mail. These interferences with prisoners' letters to lawyers can hardly

r.

Supp. 370 (D.D.C. 1962), holding that the prisoner's right to seek redress of
grievances was abridged by the punishment for alleged false accusations about
prison conditions in his letter of complaint to public officials. See Program Statement, supra note 85, §9, Rule 540.16, allowing the wardens of Federal prisons
to reject correspondence sent by or to an inmate if it contains (a) matter that is
non-mailable under law or postal regulations, (b) information of escape plots, of
plans to commit illegal activities, or to violate institution rules, or (c) direction
of an inmate's business.
BB See °Exesatc, supra note 31, at 53.
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be justified under the European Convention as it has been interpreted in
the Golder case. In addition, they can seriously impede a prisoner's right
of access to the courts, a right accorded by Article 4, paragraph 5, of the
Code and secured by Article 6, paragraph 1, of the European Convention."
B. Visits

Several applicants have complained to the Commission about their
right under Article 8 of the Convention to have visitors in prison. In
general, the Commission has held that prohibiting a prisoner from receiving visitors during his detention is compatible with Article 8 in view
of paragraph 2, which authorizes such interference under certain conditions. In a recent Dutch case" the Commission found that such conditions were fulfilled on two grounds: local law prohibited prison visits
and the authorities had not transgressed the limits of their discretionary
powers under Article 8, paragraph 2. More particularly, the Commission
noted that the applicant failed to disprove the authorities' contention that
there was a danger of his using personal contacts for illegal purposes and
that the prohibitive policy was "unnecessary in a democratic society for
the purpose of the prevention of crime."
In other cases 01 the Commission has held that measures limiting a
prisoner's access to his children can be justified under paragraph 2 of
Artide 8 as interferences necessary in a democratic society for the protection of health, or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. The prohibition of conjugal visits to prisoners was considered in two cases. The Commission found these prohibitions to be
acceptable interferences in the prisoner's right to family life on the ground
that they were necessary for the interests of public safety.
The SMR recommend that prisoners be allowed to receive visits at
regular intervals from their families and all persons or representatives of
organizations, subject only to the restrictions and supervision necessary
for their treatment and the security and good order of the institution
(Rule 37). Encouragement of prison visits is also advised by the Committee of Ministers' decision on the treatment of long-term prisoners, which
recommends in general the reinforcement of contacts of these prisoners
with the outside world." More particular recommendations are made in
the Report of the Subcommittee on Long Term Prisoners, where it is
See note 81, supra.
"No. 1983/63 v. The Netherlands, 18 Coll. 19 (partial decision of 13 December 1965).
Di No. 6564/74 v. United Kingdom, 2 D.R. 105 (decision of 21 May 1975);
No. 9306/64 v. Austria, 21 Coll. 23 (decision of 19 July 1966); No. 2516/65 v.
The Federal Republic of Germany, [19663 Y.B. Eur. Cony. on Human Rights,
436 (Eur. Comm. on Human Rights, decision of 13 May 1966).
92 See p. 37. supra.
89
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advised " that, where considerations of security permit, there should be
no supervision of visits, and visits should last as long as practicable. In
addition, that Committee has recommended " the expansion of visit
programs organized at the initiative of official or private groups from the
outside.
Articles 85-87 of the Code deal with visits to convicted prisoners.
As with correspondence, the Greek Code imposes upon visiting a series of
restrictions that prohibit or discourage prisoners from maintaining or
establishing new contacts with the outside world. This is achieved by the
adoption of an excessively restrictive scheme of limitations which in
addition gives to prison authorities broad discretionary powers easily susceptible to abuse. Thus, on the issue of visits, the Greek Code again appears to impose more restrictions than are allowed by the European SMR
or even the European Convention.
In particular, the Code imposes restrictions on the identity of visitors,
the number of visits a prisoner may accept, and the way visits will be
conducted. According to Article 85, no one may visit a prisoner without
first obtaining the permission of the institution's director. The persons
authorized to visit a prisoner are enumerated in Article 86 and include,
among others, members of his family, his "lawfully appointed" counsel,
representatives of protective organizations, and any other persons of higher
moral standing whom the director of the prison expects in his sole judgment to exercise a good influence upon the prisoner. One's placement on
the list does not confer an automatic visiting privilege, however. According
to Article 85, paragraph 1, permission to visit is ultimately granted or
withheld at the sole discretion of the prison director, even as to those who
otherwise qualify for placement on the list. Moreover, the director is not
sufficiently free to exercise his discretion to permit the visit of a person
not on the Code's list. The requirement, mentioned above, of a visitor's
good moral character and beneficial influence on the prisoner considerably
limits the number of potential visitors in two ways. First, it prohibits the
well-intentioned director from exercising his discretion in favor of those
who for purely technical reasons are not considered of good moral
character, such as persons with prior criminal records not covered by
Article 86, paragraph 4, which forbids the visits of person's convicted of
a serious crime intentionally committed. Secondly, it allows that director
in the name of morality to prohibit the visits of anyone with whom, in
his subjective judgment, he feels uncomfortable. The Code, therefore,
fails to articulate a coherent policy regarding the indentification of persons who should be allowed and encouraged to visit prisoners. This is
another instance in which the policies underlying the SMR and the above
mentioned decision of the Committee of Ministers have been disregarded.
Under the Convention, on the other hand, it will be difficult to justify
these a priori existing and indiscriminately enforced limitations, patticu" European Ctimmittee on Crime Problems, supra note 83, at 16-17.
"

Id.
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larly in view of the prevailing tendency of the Commission, which is
to examine in each particular case whether the routinely offered security
and other justifications are indeed permissible.
Equally unjustified and restrictive are other limitations imposed upon
visits by the Code. As with correspondence, the Code determines the
number of visits a prisoner is allowed to receive. Thus, prisoners sentenced
to life imprisonment can receive one visit a month; prisoners sentenced
to imprisonment in a penitentiary, two visits a month; prisoners sentenced
to imprisonment, one visit, whereas prisoners sentenced to jailing are
allowed two visits a week (Art. 86, para. 6). This number can be increased after a decision by the prison's director, who can grant such permission in cases of prisoners under twenty-one or over sixty-five, as well
as for prisoners "manifesting steady improvement." The Code does not
provide any standards on which the prison's director can base such a decision (e.g., progressive class, needs of treatment, etc.). Thus, once more,
he has broad discretionary power to allow additional visits or, at best, to
follow the Code's arrangements. These arrangements, however, do not
reflect a deep commitment toward the strengthening of communications
with the outside — indeed, they tend to minimize them.
The same tendency is manifested in the Code's description of the
way prison visits are to be conducted. Article 87, paragraph 2, prescribes
that each visit should not last longer than fifteen or thirty minutes exceptionally. The visit takes place within the sight and hearing of a prison
officer (Art. 87, para. 1) in designated areas with screened barriers."
Visitors are not allowed to talk with prisoners "with a low voice or in a
vulgar, incomprehensible or symbolic language" or "to transfer to them
information jeopardizing the discipline, order or the security of the institution" (Art. 87, para. 6). When the prison officer watching the visit
notices such violations, he interrupts it and reports it to the prison's
director, who then decides finally on its continuation. Power conferred
upon prison officers is further strengthened by paragraph 7 of Article 87,
which provides that, in addition to the above reasons, an officer can interrupt a visit when the inmate's discussion with his visitor is directed to
issues "unrelated to the personal or family [affairs) of the inmate." Thus
"These barriers have been removed from all New York State prisons upon
the recommendation of a special blue-ribbon committee in 1972. Select Committee
on Correctional Institutions and Programs, Report No. 4, at 34 (Sept 1972).
The Draft of Federal Standards, supra note 85, at 64, recommends that "[v)isiting
facilities should allow for physical contact between inmates and the visitors of
their choice except in those specific cases where such a procedure would jeopardize
the safety or security of the facility." The respective policy statement of the Federal
Bureau of Ptisons states: "while handshaking, embracing, and kissing by immediate family members may be permitted within the bounds of good taste, limiting
physical contact is necessary to minimize the opportunity to introduce contraband
into the institution, and to maintain the orderly operation of the visiting area."
Federal Prison System, Program Statement No. 5267.2, dated April 16, 1979,
§12.e
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the inmate must deal both with the restrictions imposed by the Code and
with those imposed by the prison authorities. These authorities are vested
with wide powers: they can decide how many visits a prisoner will have,
who will be his visitors, how long each visit will be, and, finally, what
will be discussed during the visit. The Code vests these powers in the
authorities without providing safeguards or check mechanisms to prevent
abuses. Hence, prisoners are confronted with a regulations apparatus
which, in addition to being unjustifiably oppressive," leaves too much
room for arbitrary decisions. With such conditions prevailing at the legal
level, one cannot imagine how much worse the reality can be in Greek
prisons, where conjugal visits or furloughs are still in the realm of aspirations.
Finally, a few words about attorney's visits to prisons are in order.
The Greek Code, while elaborating in detail all other aspects of prison
visiting, appears unusually sparing in its treatment of counsel visits. The
only references to this issue are made in connection with the attorney's
right to visit a prisoner if the attorney is his legally appointed counsel
(Art. 86, para. 8) and in connection with the specially designated room
where his visits will take place (Art. 87, para. 4). The Code remains
silent on other more important issues such as whether the meeting will
take place in the sight and hearing of the prison officer," whether it is
exempted from the durational and numerical requirements imposed upon
ordinary visits, etc. Thus, prisoners' communications with their lawyers,
" In this regard the policies promulgated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons
in the United States are more liberal. According to its Program Statement, supra
note 95, §3.d, the length or frequency of visits will be limited only to the extent
necessary "to avoid chronic overcrowding." The same policy statement prescribes
(§12.e) that visits should be conducted "in a quiet orderly, and dignified manner"
without imposing any further restrictions upon what might be discussed
during visitation time. Finally, the prisoners' visiting list includes family
members, friends, former and prospective employers, members of the clergy,
attorneys, and special business visitors., Ex-convicts are allowed to visit with inmates only with the special permission of the warden of the facility. The warden
is further obliged to notify the inmates of each approval or disapproval of a
requested person from the visiting list and provide them with a copy of the visiting
regulations. Id., §12.a.4. Similarly, the Draft of Federal Standards, supra note 85,
at 64, provides that "the facilities should devote sufficient space, time, and personnel to maximize visiting opportunities for the inmates." Equally liberal directives
have been issued by the New York State Department of Correctional Services. See,
e.g., Administrative Bulletin, No. 58 (dated May 17, 1972).
" The federal courts in the United States have held that a prisoner's right to
counsel includes the right to confer privately with his attorney. Adams v. Carlson,
488 F.2d 619, 631 (7th Cir. 1973); Rhem v. McGath, 396 F. Supp. 681, 691
(S.D. N.Y. 1971); Morales v. Turman 326 F. Supp. 677 (E.D. Tex. 1971). See
Negron v. Wallace, 436 F.2d 1439, 1145 (2d Cir. 1971), holding that a detained
juvenile his the constitutional right to consult with his attorney in privacy. The
policy regulations of the Federal Bureau of Prisons are similar. See P.S. No. 2001.213
(05), 1315, 1 (NS), dated May 8, 1972.
;
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a necessary corollary of their right of access to the courts, remains largely
unprotected by the Code. Prison authorities are left free to impose restrictions contrary to SMR and incompatible with Article 6, paragraph 1,
of the European Convention. A recent case indicates that these contentions are not unfounded."
C. Other Means of Communication

Prisoners also come in contact with the outside world by reading the
various books, newspapers, and magazines being published there. This
gives them the chance to keep informed of the political, social, economic,
and technical developments on the outside and thus to adapt more easily
to outside life after their release. As with their other rights, however,
the exercise of this right is also subjected to various limitations.
The SMR specifically refer to the issue of newspapers and other periodicals in Rule 39. This Rule recommends that prisoners shall be allowed to keep themselves informed regularly of the news by the reading
of newspapers, periodicals, or special institutional publications as authorized or controlled by the administration. Although it is not specified
what kinds of restrictions the administration can impose, there is no reason
that the standard adopted in Rule 37 for visits and correspondence should
not be applied here. Thus one should not accept as permissible under the
Rules any restrictions that are not necessary for the interests of prisoners'
treatment and the security and good order of the institution..
The issue of circulation of printed materials within prisons is pri-,
madly covered by Article 10 of the Convention. This article establishes
the right to freedom of expression, which includes the right to receive
information without interference by public authorities. As with Article 8,
paragraph 2, however, paragraph 2 of Article 10 provides that this right
may be subject to certain restrictions that are provided by the law and are
necessary in a democratic society for the protection of certain interests
enumerated there (national security, territorial integrity, prevention of
disorder or crime, etc.).
The European Commission has employed that provision in a:case "
29 An open letter to the authorities, published in the Greek press in November
1977, alleged excessive interference by prison officials with attorneys' visits to their
imprisoned clients. The author of that letter, counsel for inmates held in Korydallos
prison in Athens, complained that the prison guards opened and searched his
briefcase at the entrance of the prison and that, in general, the prison officials "attend
and police the conversations between attorneys and their clients to such an extent
that they insist on knowing the contents of (X,x1.1.13(ivoov yvGatv) the notes that we
the attorneys keep during the conversation with our clients." This letter was never
answered by the authorities, neither has any investigation into the validity of its
allegations ever taken place. See 'EXeu0spoximta, 10 November 1977, at 4.
"No. 1860/63 v. The Federal Republic of Germany, [1965) Y.B. Eur. Corn.
on Human Rights 204 (decision of 15 December 1965).
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to justify .some restrictions under the Convention imposed for reasons of
administrative convenience rather than for the prevention of disorder or
crime. In that case the German authorities had refused to provide an inmate with or permit him to purchase a copy of the "Service and Implementation Regulations" concerning the execution of prison sentences. The
Commission noted that such a refusal was in part based on the fact that
the applicant desired to obtain the regulations not so that he might better
understand his rights and duties, but in order to discuss with the press
questions relating to the prison system. Because the refusal, the Commission held, was in accordance with German Law, it was justified under
Article 10, paragraph 2, of the Convention as "a measure necessary in a
democratic society for the prevention of disorder."
In another case, 1" a refusal by prison authorities to allow a prisoner
to purchase a commentary to the German Code of Criminal Procedure
was found not to amount to an interference with his right to be free to
receive information within the meaning of Article 10, paragraph 1, of the
Convention. The Commission based its decision on the fact that another
annotated edition of the Code was available in the prison library, where
the applicant could also consult published court decisions. That he could
not consult the library's edition for as long a period as he could had he
been allowed to buy a copy for himself was considered a permissible
deprivation under the Convention and inherent in lawful imprisonment.
In contrast to the spirit of SMR and the case law of the European
Commission, where one can at least observe a tendency favoring only the
exceptional imposition of limitations upon the circulation of printed materials, the Greek Code sets out as a principle the exclusion of all these
materials from prison settings. Thus, according to Article 90, paragraph 1,
prisoners are not allowed to read newspapers or other printed materials.
From this rule, however, the Code allows two exceptions: first, it permits
the reading of all books or magazines with scientific or other diversified
contents that will have a moralizing influence or can provide the inmates
with healthy recreation (Art. 90, para. 1). Secondly, it empowers the
Minister of Justice to allow the introduction of newspapers and magazines
into prison (Art. 90, para 2) . This scheme is supplemented by the prosivion of Article 90, paragraph 2, which requires the prison administration to publish for prisoners a news bulletin containing the most important
political, social, scientific, and other news of the day.
This system, in addition to being unduly restrictive,'" encourages
prisoners' manipulation by the authorities. While prisoners are prohibited
1 " No. 2795/66 v. The Federal Republic of Germany, (1963) Y.B. Fur.
Cony. on Human Rights 192 (Decision of 22 May 1969).
101 In the United States the prevailing tendency is toward the liberalization
of restrictions on the circulation of publications within prisons. A recent case,
Sostre v. Otis, 330 F. Supp. 941 (S.D.N.Y. 1971), indicates that only literature
"which poses a clear and present danger to the security of a prison or to the rehabilitation of prisoners" should be censored. In another related case the same
court was asked to decide whether to issue a preliminary injunction preventing
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from reading the materials of their choice, they are at the same time exposed to the literature selected or written for them by prison authorities.
The exercise of that power by these authorities is left to their discretion
without any statutory guiding standards. Thus, the danger of manipulation, concealment of information, or crushing of thoughts appears to be
particularly acute.
Radio and television attendance explicitly authorized by Article 90,
paragraph 2, of the Code appears to be the least-interfered-with prisoner's
channel of communication with the outside world! 0' Yet, here, too, the
possibility of excesses cannot be disregarded since the selection of the
programs and their transmission to the inmates is again left to the unbridled discretion of prison authorities.
prison officials from prohibiting the prisoners from receiving Fortune News, a
newsletter containing articles and information on prison reform. The court granted
the injunction on the theory that it violated the inmates' First Amendment rights
and held that "only a compelling state interest centering about prison security, or
a clear and present danger of a breach of prison discipline, or some substantial
interference with orderly institutional administration can justify curtailment of a
prisoner's constitutional rights." Fortune Society v. McGinnis, 319 F. Supp. 901,
904 (S.D.N.Y. 1970). Other Federal courts have recently started to apply the
Supreme Court's Procunier test for mail, supra note 85, to the censorship of publications. See, e.g., Aikens v. Lash, 390 F. Supp. 663 (N.D. Ind. 1975) ("material
of sexual nature" and "material of an inflammatory or discriminatory nature" are
too broad to satisfy the Procunier test).
The Federal Bureau of Prisons guidelines provide that a publication should be
excluded from an institution if "it is determined to be detrimental to the security,
good order or discipline of the institution." This showing, however, should not
be based solely on the religious, philosophical, social, or sexual views expressed in
the publication. Federal Prison System, Policy Statement No. 7300, 426, dated May 4,
1976, §§4.b and e. The same directives require that if a publication is determined
to be unacceptable, prison officials must notify the inmate in writing of the decision
and the reasons. Id., §4.f. The Draft of Federal Standards, supra note 85 at 63,
recommends that there should not be any limit on the content of publications an
inmate may receive, except where there is clear and convincing evidence to justify
such limitations. Similar but more detailed provisions are contained in the policy
statements of the New York State Department of Corrections. See State of New
York, Department of Correctional Service Interim Directive No. 4572, dated
January 2, 1979.
mThis favorable treatment can be understood better in light of the fact that
television and radio are state-operated in Greece. The Drafting Committee was
justifiably confident in them at that time because of the control exercised upon
their programs by the military government. It is fascinating to compare this attitude
with the distrust shown by certain members of that committee toward the press.
Thus, the general Rapporteur of the committee, then professor at the Athens
University Law School, strongly opposed the inclusion within Article 30 of the
provision empowering the Minister of Justice to allow certain newspapers in prisons. According to his opinion, the ban on newspapers in prisons should have been
absolute, particularly in Greece, where "the political passions are so easily inflamed
and the conflicts can be incited to such a degree that, through political discussions,

they might lead to disturbances and riots"!! See "Exfiecnc, supra note 31, at 55.
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4. Discipline
Discipline problems within prisons revolve primarily around two
issues: the types of sanctions that can be imposed and the procedures for
their imposition. Although the Convention does not contain specific articles
covering these issues, they have been raised by applicants before the
Commission in the course of invoking other more general provisions.
Thus, the provision of Article 3 forbidding inhuman and degrading
treatment has been invoked by many applicants in the disciplinary context
against punishments imposed upon them by prison authorities. Recently,
Article 5(1), establishing the right of liberty and security of persons,
has also been invoked against the imposition of certain disciplinary punishments. Other applicants have sought to apply the procedural guarantees
for a fair hearing to anyone facing a criminal charge contained in Article 6(1) of the Convention to the disciplinary hearings in prisons.
A review of the Commission's case law relating to the type of disciplinary sanctions imposed in prisons reveals that solitary confinement is
the most frequently adjudicated form of punishment under Article 3 of
the Convention. Yet the Commission, despite its discomfort with this
measure, has so far refrained from declaring it incompatible with the
Convention. Thus, the Commission has held 103 that the imposition of the
disciplinary punishment of solitary confinement with a ration of dry
bread for a period of two weeks does not constitute degrading or inhuman
treatment forbidden by Article 3 of the Convention. The Commission gave
special attention to the fact that the prison's doctor had previously examined the applicant and determined that his health would not be impaired by serving that sentence. The same position was adopted by the
Commission in another case 1" in which a prisoner was punished with
sleeping hard, restriction of food to 700 grams of bread and the usual
beverage per day. In this case, the Commission explicitly stated that this
penalty no longer corresponded to modern correctional standards, but
nevertheless upheld its compatibility with the Convention in view of the
fact that the competent authorities consulted the prison doctor who had
no objections of a medical sort to the disciplinary measure in question.
Another applicant who was punished by solitary confinement invoked before the Commission Article 5, paragraph 1, of the Convention.
His main argument was that this punishment deprived him of the liberty
he enjoyed within the prison and of the protections of Article 5, paragraph 1, of the Convention, establishing the right to liberty and security
of persons. The applicant based his argument on the interpretation of
this Article by the European Court in a case 45 holding that in order
i"No. 1628/62 v. The Federal Republic of Germany, 12 Coll. 61 (decision
of 12 December 1963).
"IN°. 7408/76 v. The Federal Republic of Germany, 10 D.R. 221 (decision
of 11 July 1977).
1 " Eur. Court H. R. Case of Engel and Others, Judgment of 8 June 1976.
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to determine whether someone has been "deprived of his liberty" within
the meaning of Article 5, the starting point must be his particular situation.
The Commission held,' however, that the normal conditions of life in
prison constitute deprivation of liberty regardless of the freedom of
action a prisoner might enjoy within prison. Thus, it continued, the disciplinary measure of solitary confinement was merely a modification of
the conditions of lawful detention and not a deprivation of liberty controlled by the terms of Article 5, paragraph 1, as the applicant alleged.
The Commission has held 107 that, under certain conditions, the disciplinary process might be subjected to the procedural guarantees afforded
to anyone facing a criminal charge by Article 6 of the Convention. This
position was adopted by the Commission in light of the decision of the
European Court in the case of Engel and others.'" That case, limiting
itself to the context of military service, held that although a state is in
principle free to designate an offense as criminal or disciplinary, the Court
is competent to inquire whether the provisions of Article 6 of the Convention have thereby been circumvented by such a designation so that
"the disciplinary [offense] does not improperly encroach upon the
criminal." To guide its inquiry, the Court laid down three criteria that
might determine whether a charge is of a criminal or disciplinary nature:
whether the charge figures as a criminal charge in the domestic law of
the respondent government, the real nature of the offense, and the degree
of severity of the penalty imposed.
The Commission was called upon to apply this interpretation to
prison disciplinary proceedings in a complaint lodged by a person detained
in British prisons. The applicant alleged that the procedural guarantees
of Article 6 of the Convention, though applicable, were not observed
during the disciplinary hearing before a Board of Visitors that resulted in
his punishment with an eighty day loss of remission for making false and
malicious allegations against a prison officer. The Commission held "
that the guarantees of Article 6 were applicable to these proceedings,
provided the proceedings were of a criminal rather than disciplinary
nature. It then went on to consider this issue under the standards of Engel
and others. Noting that the charge in question was a disciplinary offense
in the prison system under English law, the Commission then examined
its real nature as well as the severity of the punishment involved. Without
difficulty, the Commission noted that false and malicious allegations
against prison officers have more serious consequences to such officers'
position and authority—and thus to the maintenance of prison discipline—
than to the world outside prison. Thus, it concluded, the offense was
prima fade of a disciplinary nature, and a disciplinary procedure for its
No. 7754/77 v. Switzerland, 11 D.R. 216 (decision of 9 May 1977).
See notes 109-110 infra.
105 supra.
166 No. 6284/73 v. The United Kingdom (Kiss v. The United Kingdom), 7
D.R. 55 (decision of 16 December 1976).
166
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determination was justified. The Commission then held that loss of remission was not a deprivation of liberty, and that in any case the severity
of the punishment alone could not bring the offense charged within the
disciplinary sphere. Consequently, all these proceedings were outside the
scope of .Article 6 of the Convention. The same approach was adopted
by the Commission in a subsequent case "° involving the imposition of
a disciplinary punishment of five days' isolation and suppression of all
further leave to a prisoner who had reported back late from leave.
More detailed standards regarding disciplinary punishments are
contained in the SMR. As a principle, discipline and order in prison shall
be maintained in the interest of safe custody and well-ordered community
life (Rule 27). Corporal punishment, placing one in a dark cell, and all
cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment shall be completely prohibited
(Rule 31). Rule 32, however, permits solitary confinement, provided that
the prison's medical officer has certified that the prisoner is fit to sustain
it. The same applies to any other punishment that might have an adverse
effect on the physical or mental health of the prisoner.
The fundamental procedures for application of the disciplinary measures are contained in Rules 29 and 30. As a principle, the Rules recommend
that a law or regulation should always be the basis for determining
a) what conduct constitutes an offense, b) what type or duration of punishment may be imposed, and c) what authority is competent to impose such
punishment. Rule 30 recommends that no prisoner shall be punished except in accordance with Iaw or regulation and unless he has been informed of the alleged offense and given a proper opportunity to present
his defense. All reports of misconduct should also be presented promptly
to the competent authority, which will then decide upon them without
delay.
The disciplinary process is dealt with by Articles 91-100 of the
Code. These articles revolve primarily around three issues: the determination of what conduct is prohibited and what is not, the prescription
of the punishments that may be imposed, and the establishment of proper
organs and processes for the imposition of these punishments. In all these
issues, the Code has adopted an unbalanced approach favoring the needs
of security and order in prison, and neglecting to consider adequately
the need for prisoners' protection against arbitrary acts of the administration.
This tendency can easily be observed in the determination of prohibited conduct in Article 94 of the Code. This Article, with its vague
definition of disciplinary offenses in paragraph 1., practically allows prison
authorities to punish any undesirable conduct of the inmates. The paragraph states that "[a]cts or omissions committed intentionally or by grave
negligence that are prejudicial to the institution's sanitation, order and
security or contrary to the goals of correctional treatment, whether expressly described herein or not, are considered offenses resulting in the
210

No. 7754/77 v. Switzerland, supra note 106.
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disciplinary punishment of the guilty perpetrator" (emphasis added).
The next paragraph of this Article lists certain kinds of punishable misbehavior and concludes by considering as disciplinary offenses as well,
"any other violation of the provisions of the present [Code) or Internal
Regulations or any grave attack against or attempt to disturb order or
discipline." From these provisions it is evident that one basic demand of
the principle of legality accepted by the Code and recommended by
Rule 29 of SMR, namely, the initial specification by law of the proscribed
conduct, is not followed by the Code. As a result, prisoners are left completely unprotected and without sufficient information as to what conduct
is prohibited in prison and what is allowed.
Similarly unknown is the type and duration of punishment that may
be imposed by the prison authorities for a particular offense against discipline. The Code enumerates in Article 95, paragraph 1, all disciplinary
sanctions available to the authorities and forbids the employment of other
non-enumerated punishments. Yet it does not gear these punishments to
any particular types of infractions, leaving, once more, broad discretionary
power to the punishing authorities in the choice of the proper sanction.
The organs vested with the power to dispose of disciplinary cases
are the director of the prison and an ad hoc body, the prison's Council
(Eugoacov). The Council is competent to impose the graver punishments (solitary confinement, cellular confinement for longer than five
days, removal from the first progressive class to lower classes) whereas
the director of the prison can impose the lighter ones (censure, deprivation
of outdoor walks, cellular confinement for less than five days, etc.) . Thus,
whether a particular offense will be tried before the director or the Council
of the prison depends ultimately not upon its character or complexity, but
upon the type of penalty the prosecuting/complaining officer or the prison's director would like to impose on the inmate. That the grave penalties
can be imposed only by the Council should not be considered a significant
protection for prisoners in view of the composition of this body. Indeed,
according to Article 92, it is composed primarily of prison officials (the
prison's director as president, the correctional officer after him in the
hierarchy, the prison's permanent medical doctor, or chaplain, or the
supervisor of the educational department), the participation of persons
outside prisons being completely ignored. This, in conjunction with the
lack of any relevant provisions disqualifying from participation those
involved in the offense in question, renders the impartiality of that body
111 Evidently, such practice is in conflict with Rule 29 of the SMR, which
recommends that a law or regulation should determine "the types and duration
of punishment which may be imposed." The standards promulgated for Federal
prisons in the United States recognize four categories of prohibited acts—Greatest,
High, Moderate, and Low Moderate—and authorize specific sanctions for each
category according to detailed tables. United States Department of Justice, Federal
Prison System, Program Statement No. 5270.3, dated March 21, 1979, §3, Rule
541.11.
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and, consequently, the fairness of the hearing a possibility disappointingly
remote.'"
The attainment of impartiality and fairness is further discouraged
by the procedural provisions for disciplinary hearings. Although it is
prescribed (Art. 91, para. 4) that no punishment can be imposed unless
a disciplinary hearing has taken place, the procedural guarantees afforded
to the inmates during that hearing lack the necessary vigor to protect their
rights. Thus the Code, while recognizing a prisoner's right to be heard
before being punished, does not recognize the right to prior notice of
the hearing. Prison authorities are not required to inform the charged
prisoner of the accusation against him in advance so that he will prepare
information to explain the alleged offense or defend himself against it. This
opportunity for such defense is further restricted by Article 97, paragraph 1, of the Code, which grants unconditionally to the director of the
prison (not even to the Council) the discretion to allow the prisoner to
call witnesses. These witnesses, if called, cannot be cross-examined by the
inmate, who may question them only indirectly through the prison's
director (Art. 97, para. 1).
The Code provides that minutes of the discussions before the disciplinary bodies will be held and that they will also contain all decisions
imposing a disciplinary punishment. Appeal against these decisions is
not allowed, the petition for a rehearing being the only available recourse
to the punished inmate. The Code allows for such a procedure only when
"new evidence has emerged" (Art. 97, para. 9), but remains silent on
a range of other equally or more important issues such as the competent
rehearing body and its composition, the procedures before it, the available remedies, etc.
Finally, the Code's treatment of disciplinary proceedings raises a
number of questions under the European Convention as well. Although
115 The safeguards reguired for disciplinary hearings in the United States have
been articulated in a 1974 Supreme Court case, Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539
(1974). In that case, the Court held that due process in a prison disciplinary setting
requires:

(1) advance written notice (at least 24 hours) of the claimed violation
(2) written statement by the factfinders as to the evidence relied upon and
the reasons for the disciplinary action
(3) right to call witnesses and present documentary evidence provided
there is no undue hazard to institutional safety or correctional goals
(4) counsel substitute (either a fellow prisoner if permitted, or staff)
if the prisoner is illiterate or if the complexity of the case makes it unlikely
that the prisoner will be able to collect and present the evidence necessary
for the adequate comprehension of the case
(5) impartial disciplinary board.
Evidently, these policies establish more effective safeguards for prisoners than
the ones established by the Code's commitments.
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the prescribed disciplinary punishments cannot be considered as constituting inhuman and degrading treatment forbidden by Article 3 of the
Convention, a case on that article can be made from another perspective.
This perspective relates to the Code's inability to address itself adequately
to the problems of assuring the protection of prisoners' health during the
execution of disciplinary punishments. It is noted in this respect that
the Code fails to include among its provisions a requirement that the
prison's medical doctor certify in advance that the punished prisoner is
fit to undergo a particular punishment, and that it contains two other
provisions that cannot be considered as having similar effects. These are
the provisions of Articles 98, paragraph 3, and 99, paragraph 4. Of these,
Article 98, paragraph 3, allows the prison's doctor to visit daily the inmates punished by solitary confinement, whereas Article 99, paragraph 4,
provides that the execution of this punishment as well as that of cellular
confinement might be postponed or cancelled when the doctor certifies
that the prisoner's health is in danger. Unfortunately, neither of these
articles can be said to protect prisoners effectively. Article 98, paragraph. 3,
does not prescribe but simply allows the prison's doctor to visit the confined inmates. On the other hand, Article 99, paragraph 4's postponement of the execution of the punishments referred to therein is not obligatory for the prison authorities, who might not order it despite the doctor's
recommendations." s Another point to be borne in mind in this respect
is the role of the doctor, who is both a member of the Council imposing the
disciplinary punishment and an expert who is then called upon to decide
an the propriety of the measure. Under these conditions, the development
of practices violating Article 3 of the Convention is not a far-fetched possibility. n4
In Article 39, para. 4, reads: "[t]he execution of the [punishment of] cellular
and solitary confinement might be (815vatat) suspended, or, if it has started, be
interrupted immediately if the institution's medical doctor certifies that from such
execution the bodily or mental health of the disciplined is in danger."
114 This is corroborated by the allegations that have been frequently voiced
with regard to the conditions existing in Greek disciplinary prisons. Psaroudakis,
supra note 74, at 37.38, describes the conditions prevailing in such a prison as
follows:

A disciplinary prison exists today in Corfu, with 100-150 inmates from
all over Greece punished for disciplinary offenses. Although this prison
has been in operation for a short time, its name alone terrifies prisoners:
the operation of this prison proves the complete failure of our entire
correctional system.... [Those who are sent there) are not allowed any
visits and are beaten and cursed without a reason. A special group with
rubber or wooden sticks has been formed for torturing the inmates....
[When a prisoner enters the outdoor entrance) the striking group with
the sticks receives him in a corridor twenty meters long and four meters
wide, where his "correction" starts with beatings and vulgar cursing , '
The interior entrance of the prison is at the end of that corridor. There,
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Problems can also arise under the Convention when an inmate is
punished for a disciplinary offense that also constitutes a crime. While the
Code remains silent on this issue, the prevailing opinion in Greece favors
the adjudication of these offenses through disciplinary channels because,
in the words of the Code's Drafting Committee," 5 "prisoners frequently
commit a serious offense so that they break the monotony of prison life
through the Court trial." To this effect, it is argued 116 that the nonserious offenses should not be subjected to disciplinary punishment alone,
whereas, according to another opinion,'" in the cases of offenses in the
misdemeanor class, the prison's director should have the discretionary
power to report to the prosecuting authorities and request criminal prosecution if, from the circumstances surrounding the act and the personality
of the offender, he thinks that the disciplinary punishment is insufficient.
Both these opinions need further elaboration in order to avert situations
contrary to the SMR and the Convention. It should be accepted first that
the prisoner reads, among others, the sentence "THE GRAVE OF THE
LIVING DEAD" ! After he enters it, he is taken by the barber who cuts
off all his hair. Then a bucket of water is dumped over his head, followed
by more beating. Then [he is sent] directly to the Hole (II staxpxdo)
There they take all his clothes and give him a mattress and a blanket with
no bed. The hole is two meters long and one and a half wide. A real
grave! At nights the guards with the sticks go and continue their work.
The inmate does not leave this place except for his body needs. His
food is brought there and left outside the door. They open the door
and invite him to pick it up. While he leans to take it, the guards, who
are waiting with sticks, beat him. The inmate has to get his food as
fast as he can and then return to his cell in order to avoid much beating.
After the Hole, the inmate, dressed up in the prison's clothes a blue
suit is transferred to section B for [cellular] isolation for fifteen days.
Here, the inmate leaves his cell for a half hour in the morning and another
half hour in the afternoon. After this isolation period, he is transferred to
another section, in which he is free for two hours in the morning and two
in the afternoon.
These allegations do not seem unfounded. Recently, it was reported in the Greek
press that an inmate had sewed shut his lips and ears in order to avoid his transfer
from the prisoners' hospital, where he was held, to the Corfu prison. The same
prisoner had previously swallowed a thermometer, a teaspoon, and some screws
in order to remain where he was kept and not be transferred to that prison. According to the press, this inmate had previously petitioned the authorities to
allow him to stay in the prison where he was confined or to send him to any
prison in the country other than the Corfu prison. Although it was announced
that the prosecutor was investigating this prisoner's allegations regarding the
prevailing conditions in the Corfu prison, there has not yet been any announcement
of the findings, of this investigation, if there are any. See Tot, Nix, 13 January 1978,
at 1.
115 "Exesacc, supra note 31, at 57.
13.0 Id.
117 Anagnostais,
.supra note 11, at 274.
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prisoners, as Rule 30, paragraph 1, of the SMR recommends, shall never
be punished twice, namely in disciplinary and in criminal proceedings, for
the same act. Secondly, additional measures need to be taken so that infractions of minor disciplinary value will be prosecuted in courts instead
of through prison disciplinary hearings. Particularly helpful in that respect
are the standards adopted by the European Commission in reference to
the distinctions between charges of a disciplinary and criminal character.
The adoption of these standards will enable prisoners to enjoy their pertinent constitutional rights and their rights under Article 6 of the Convention.
Conclusion

The main task of this study was to evaluate critically the Greek
Code of Corrections and examine its similarities or differences with the
relevant standards established in the Council of Europe, without commenting further on the propriety of these standards. The mechanical
character of this analysis has resulted from the fact that its main concern
was not questions of general correctional policies or methods of treatment
but issues related to the conditions of life in prison and thus more closely
linked to the field of human rights. In this respect, it has been argued
that Greek legislation does not follow the proper solutions for enhancing
the protection of these rights in prison contexts. Moreover, the Code's
treatment of these issues does not secure the effective observance of the
European Convention within prison walls, but allows the development of
practices violating this Convention. It appears, therefore, that the need
for reform is dictated not only by humanitarian concerns, but also by
reasons closely related to Greece's international law obligations.
Consequently, a desirable future reform must revolve around two
major policy commitments, namely, safeguarding prisoners' human rights
during detention generally, and securing more effective ways for the implementation of the European Convention in the prison world specifically.
To these ends, the immediate enactment into positive law of the European
Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners appears to be a
highly desirable step. The Rules, representing the contemporary conscience
of western European nations on the rights prisoners ought to enjoy and
drafted after long years of deliberation and experimentation with the
United Nations Rules, constitute an indispensable basis on which Greece
may further improve its system of prison administration. In addition, the
modernization of that system is interwoven with the reevaluation of the
entire scheme of penal legislation and its adaptation to the provisions and
spirit of the European Convention. The realization of that spirit could
be considerably enhanced if Greece recognized the right of individual
petitions for Convention violations. 1 "
na It should not be assumed here that the application of the Convention by
the Commission in prison contexts is satisfactory, or that all enforcement problems
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To be sure, the adoption of these measures cannot automatically
bring the hoped-for period of correctional justice and humanity. The
maintenance of humane and just prison conditions is a multidimensional
issue, with its scope extending far beyond the need for the establishment
of proper standards. 11 ° It is evident that these standards also need to be
complied with, compliance being an equally important issue that cannot
be ignored by future reformists. Yet this difficulty of compliance must not
delay the progress of modernizing Greek correctional legislation which
in its present form allows little room, if any, for the exercise of humanitarian policies.
This advocated reform, however, would be a cruel joke if it did not
address itself as well to the normative framework upon which the Greek
prison system is premised. A critical assessment of the broader normative
contexts of that system will provide the theoretical setting necessary for
the discussion of the possibilities for integration and effective operation
within that system of the proposed reforms. It also might lead to a reconsideration of the general policy commitments of that system. That this
issue cannot be ignored is demonstrated by the flaws that have been observed in the conformity of the existing correctional apparatus to the proclaimed normative structure. Thus, as mentioned earlier, individualization
of treatment cannot be achieved because of the judicial interpretation
given to Article 79 of the Penal Code on sentencing and the lack of diversified treatment programs; the resocialization of the offender is hardly
attainable since imprisonment predominates among the employed penal
sanctions; and finally, the preservation of offenders' constitutional and
other legal rights still remains far from being realized in light of the
unduly restrictive legislation and the lack of judicial supervision over the
execution of sentences. Whether all these principles of the treatment model
or only their various implementation mechanisms should be abandoned
is an issue outside the scope of this article. That its exploration is necessary before the adoption of any reform measures is a matter that should
not be disputed. Once more, the need for drastic reevaluations and indepth research appears to be urgent.
of the Convention would have disappeared had Greece allowed individual petitions
to the Commission. Nevertheless, such a step would bring to, the surface many
human rights-related issues regarding prisons that are presently escaping scrutiny
by jurists and the courts.
1 " Prison conditions might be unsatisfactory or degrading even though many
of the officially proclaimed legal standards are acceptable under a humanitarian
point of view. A characteristic example of this are the United States' prisons.
In these prisons, despite the fact that the proclaimed legal standards are higher
than their Greek counterparts, the existing conditions are frequently shocking.
See, e.g., Petition to the United Nations Sub Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, filed on December 1, 1975, by certain
United States organizations. This petition alleges gross and systematic violations
of human rights and fundamental freedoms of certain classes of prisoners in
America. The UN Commission was to consider this application in a regularly
scheduled meeting in Geneva in August 1979.
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The Craft and Reality of
Antonis Samarakis's
The Passport

George Lukacs has aptly explained in his study of the historical novel
that a historical work should not simply retell events or reduce itself to
a politically didactic essay, but rather should depict "the poetic awakening
of the people who figured in those events." Antonis Samarakis has reflected
such a "historical" spirit throughout his writing career.' But he has done
so in such a way as to transcend both place (Greece) and time (from
World War II to the present). The Passport, his longest short story,
written and published in 1973 during the time of the junta in Greece,
well exemplifies Samarakis's craft as a writer and his concern as an individual for the "poetic awakening" of the common people to the dangers
of a totalitarian regime.
For those familiar with contemporary Greek fiction, Samarakis needs
no introduction. In his middle fifties and retired from a distinpuished
career with the Greek Ministry of Labor, Samarakis has, since 1954,
published three collections of short stories and two novels. His novel,
To latbos (The Flaw, translated by Peter Mansfield and Richard Bums,
London: Weybright and Talley, 1969), has been translated into twenty-six
languages, turned into a film, and won several awards, including the
French Grand Prix de Littirature Policiere in 1970. 2 He is not only acclaimed by writers such as Arthur Miller and Graham Greene; he is read
by a large popular audience in Greece and abroad. Popularity is, of
course, always suspect in the literary world among those who feel they
Samatakis's works include his short story collections, which are Wanted:
Hope (1954: Zhitetai elpis),I Refuse (1961: Arnountal), and The Passport (1973:
To diavatirio), and his two novels, Danger Signal (1959: Sima kirdinou) and
The Flaw (1965: To 'ethos). Samarakis was born in Athens in 1919. He holds a
law degree from the University of Athens, and he worked for the Greek Ministry
of Labor betwen 1935 and 1963. He has traveled extensively and worked abroad
for the United Nations on labor and social problems in Africa, Brazil, and other
countries.
The Flaw was made into a film in 1975 in a European production, with a
script by Jean-Claude Carriere (the script writer for Luis Bunuel, among others),
directed by Peter Fleischman, and starring Michel Piccoli, Ugo Tognazzi, and
Mario Adorf. A Japanese TV movie had previously been made of the novel. Samaraids has had several of his short stories filmed for Greek productions and several
for Canadian television.
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have been neglected by an audience too unsophisticated to appreciate
their particular talents. But in the case of Samarakis, we have a writer
who belongs to that small group (such as Swift, Voltaire, Orwell, and
Kosinski) of novelists who have managed to express a vision of life
through a simple, direct, and honest style accessible to many rather than
a select few.
In Samarakis we find none of James Joyce's self-absorption with
language as language, Faulkner's intricate mythological reconstructions of
specific time, place, and point of view, or Alain Robbe-Grillet's concern
for the obliteration of "psychology" in the nouveau roman. Instead, Samarakis writes about the common man as one among equals. He states of
himself, "I don't think about how I'm writing. I just write. I do know
that some reviewers have called me a Greek Kafka ... although I do
not accept this. I don't even accept the title of author or writer. I am
simply a common man with faith in people."
The Passport, true to Lukacs's description of historical works,
captures the spirit rather than the historical details of experiences Samarakis lived through during the recent junta (19674974). This story, like
the rest of his work, thus becomes the means by which Samarakis transforms and universalizes his experience so that it becomes a representative
story rather than an exercise in autobiographical fiction. To better understand how the story was crafted by Samarakis, we can turn to the author's
actual experience concerning a denied passport. When the junta took over
in 1967, he chose to remain in Greece, but as the dictatorship became an
enduring presence, he chose to speak out. He frequently condemned it in
foreign interviews given in Athens, and continued to speak against the
colonels in the press and, indirectly, through his fiction. It was not surprising, therefore, that the government gave him as much trouble as
possible short of arresting him. His house was searched several times,
he received threatening phone calls, and he often found that his mail had
been opened. Harassment came to a head when Samarakis was denied
a passport in 1970.
Samarakis learned that he was being punuished for several articles
he had published in Greece before the junta came to power.' The officials
invited him to respond in writing to the charges, but he refused. According
to the author, he told them, "Don't expect any type of correspondence
with me. You refused me a passport; all right, refuse me. But I will do
whatever I can against you." He continued to request a passport every
week for about eighteen months. Finally the secret police asked him to
3 All of my direct quotations come from my own rrticle on Samarakis, entitled
"Samarakis," which appeared in the February 1975 issue of The Athenian, pp. 1822. My article is based on two taped interview sessions I had with the writer in
November of 1974. Further direct quotations from this article will not be reidentified.
4 The details about his trouble with the authorities comes from the personal
interviews in the author's house in Athens, November 1974.
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write a few words in favor of the junta if he wanted his passport. He,
of course, told them they were wasting their time.
Even dictatorships have courts. Samarakis made two appeals against
the government protesting both its refusal to issue a passport and its
silence, since no written charges had been brought against him. Months
later he won his case, but the Council of State took three months to communicate its decision to the Passport Office. When Samarakis was then
told he needed to see the secret police again before they could issue a new
application, he replied, "I will never see the secret police again. They
know very well where I live. If they want to arrest me, let them come !"
He wrote a new demand for a passport — three months later, he finally
received one.
It is true that the foreign press and Samarakis's international reputation saved him from a worse fate. Still, one must recognize the extreme
hardship such psychological warfare causes on any individual, particularly
a writer; thus, the accomplishment of The Passport in resisting the easy
route to self-righteous anger seems all the more admirable.
Forty-five pages in the original Greek, The Passport is Samarakis's
longest short fiction.' Typical of most of his work, the narrative consists
of a single male character in conflict with the authorities through no wish
of his own. The unidentified character is a fifty-one year old assistant
accountant for a soap factory. For over twenty years he has lived a routine
existence. He is a sensitive man but very much alone, without friends,
relatives, or women. Like most of Samarakis's characters, he appears to
exist in a world of his own, without strong desires or great hopes. He is,
in other words, the perfect anti-hero. The plot concerns this individual's
attempt to obtain his first passport in order to take a foreign vacation, the
denial of his wish by a totalitarian government, the character's willingness to compromise with the officials in order to receive his passport, and,
finally, his protest against the junta.
Although the main character shares the same age of Samarakis at the
time of his "passport" experience, the details of his personality and
situation have obviously been altered to present a "common man." Similarly, the circumstances and setting have been abstracted. Not only is the
protagonist a kind of modern "everyman," since he is not identified by
name, but time and place are also generalized. No country is mentioned;
no year given. The setting is simply a drab modern city in which the
character moves from his bare apartment to the government offices and
finally to the state television studio. As with Kafka, therefore, Samarakis
succeeds in universalizing his work by peeling away the particulars of
time and place to present the essence of an experience more clearly. The
5 The Passport is the title story in a collection of stories published under the
same title in Athens in 1973. All quotations in English are from my own translation of the story. I have translated six Samarakis stories and published several
separately, including "Anatomy Lesson, ETC," (New Directions Anthology, 1977).
I am editing a collection of fifteen Samarakis stories with Prof. Edwin Jaheil of the
University of Illinois.
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austerity of his landscape is thus almost classical in its simplicity, like
ancient drama.
The story reads so quickly despite its length that one is easily deceived
by its simplicity. But like Simenon (whon he admires), Gide, and
Hemingway at their best, Samarakis has achieved such clarity through
a variety of techniques. There is, first of all, the fragmented style in which
he writes. Phrases often replace sentences; the story is divided into short
sections, which, for the most part, represent the seven days (one complete
week) of the action, and brief exchanges of dialogue and quotations from
the protagonist's "poem," which break up longer paragraphs. The frequent
mention of the specific day and hour also add a strong chronological
detective story drive to the narrative. By placing us in an on-going action
as we begin each section, Samarakis further succeeds in eliminating unnecessary description. The suddenness of these cuts from one scene
to another is very similar to the cutting-on-action technique which has
characterized so much of contemporary cinema. This technique not only
serves to quicken the pace of his prose, but it also helps to slightly disorient
the reader, who, like the protagonist, must struggle to adapt himself to
each baffling situation .°
In terms of point of view, Samarakis continuously switches from
third person to on unidentified first person. By the second page, however,
as he plans his trip, Samarakis presents the protagonist's point of view
as he comments, "Everything is ready for the trip, to hell with DECORUM!" As the story progresses, the scenes within the protagonist's
head increase. In the final scene, the climax is reached as "he" reviews
the propaganda he has been given in his mind and realizes that he must
be true to his own beliefs. At this point the story becomes almost streamof-consciousness as Samarakis exposes us to that which a totalitarian state
can never control absolutely: the individual's inner conscience.
Repetition is another basic Samarakis ingredient. Repetition, on the
one hand, approximates the tediousness of confronting a totalitarian
bureaucracy, and, on the other hand, suggests the building pressure within
the assistant accountant. "Better for one to understand nothing than to
ask too many questions," says the unidentified government official (the
"eraser man"), sounding like someone from thousands of bad gangster
movies. But this is exactly Samarakis's point. Totalitarian states are repetitious, mundane, and farcical. Samarakis comments that:
I believe that one point about all totalitarian leaders is that
.

One might note Dante's frequent use of the same technique in The Inferno.
Dante often jumps us from one circle of Hell to another with such suddenness that
we, like Dante, are at first confused.
Samarakis often experiments with point of view, including a recent short story
about the junta in Greece, "The Last Participation." In this tale the narrator turns
out to be the dead father of a student tortured by the junta. The father narrates the
story from his coffin before and during his funeral. The story ends at the dirt covers
his coffin.
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they are ridiculous and that as they rule they become more ridiculous. For years and years the free governments of Greece discussed whether or not to have television and nothing happened.
But when the colonels arrived, they arranged television immediately. They understood very well what TV can mean. . . . As
you know, every day during the junta's reign, Papadopoulos
or others were on TV. But although they thought they were
making themselves popular, the people saw how ridiculous they
really were.
Through repetition of such trite slogans, therefore, the character, like
the Greek people Samarakis describes, finally begins to become outraged.
The use of satire for a serious purpose has remained the same throughout Greek history. The Greeks have never lost their ability to laugh at
themselves and to portray even the strongest of hatreds in satirical form.
The light barb that cuts deeply is characteristic of Samarakis's approach.
There is, first of all, the protagonist who proves how "revolutionary" he
has become in his own life at the beginning of the story by wearing mauve
underpants. Samarakis's more biting satire, however, is reserved for the
totalitarian state. There are those unintelligible bureaucratic abbreviations
(SCED, Section-for-Citizens-Emotional-Decontamination) ; the "eraserman" himself who, appropriately enough, does little except draw lines and
erase them without emotional involvement; the comical analysis of the
accountant's poetry to find political connotations; and, finally, the state-run
television network, with its grotesque parody of a variety show that only
Fellini could capture if ever filmed.
His satirical approach is thus an excellent example of how Samarakis
manages to be simultaneously very "Greek" and universal. For those who
know Greek culture, Samarakis clearly appears to belong to a satirical
tradition which includes the ever-popular musical-political reviews (epitheorisis) on the stage, the highly developed art of the political cartoon in
Greek newspapers and magazines, and, in general, a public attitude that
means that the Papadopoulos regime was in large part "laughed" out of
power. More than two thousand years separate Samarakis from the ancient satirical master, Aristophanes, but the classical comic poet's words
still hold true for Samarakis's aims'
Even Comedy is no stranger to justice, simple morality, and
truth: and though my ensuing remarks may cause discomfort,
irritation, and even pain, they will undeniably be just, and moral,
and true.
The Acharnians (translated by Douglass Parker)
But although he in part reflects the Greek satirical tradition, Samaraids also resembles numerous contemporary writers who have found
humor and satire a more effective route of deflating hypocrisy and futility
than direct invective. Samarakis denies he is the "Greek Kafka," and
certainly his optimism about the capabilities of the common man are in
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direct opposition to Kafka's bleak vision of man's incapability to function
in the modern world. But like Kafka, Samarakis has abstracted his experience while still remaining true to the spirit of the times ("history"
in Lukacs's terms), and like Kafka, he has developed a subtle satirical
perspective that ensures that we are distanced enough from the horror and
stupidity of totalitarian reality not to be crushed by the experience.
Surprise is yet another Samarakis technique. This seemingly pitiful
accountant appears to have no background, no interests, no potential for
a full life or revolutionary activity. Yet as the story progresses, we discover that this "common man" has a twin past: poetry and soccer. He
was never a great poet nor more than a neighborhood soccer player, but
at least he did have a satisfying and complete life as a child and young man.
Youth, we discover in all of Samarakis's works, is a blessed state of innocence which is corrupted by the demands of adult life, particularly in
a totalitarian state. The climax of the story, therefore, is the accountant's
reaffirmation of his childhood, of his lost innocence and integrity. Toward
the end he wonders to himself if he could "betray a childhood passion"
by reciting the revised poem in praise of the System on national television.
He thinks of that "lost itme of universal childhood" and his freedom
when "he was innocent of what kinds of chains man has forged for other
men." His determination is clear once he transcends his physical years
to proclaim to himself, "I'm crazy like the young people of 16 or 20!
I am 51 years young — 51 years crazy !"
Samarakis's withholding of information about the character's past
is not a cheap detective story technique for making the reader turn pages.
Rather it is Samarakis's way of making the reader experience the story
from the accountant's point of view. The point is that the accountant has
forgotten his own past. It takes the "passport" episode to reawaken that
creative and vital part of his character that had slowly died under the
weight of routine and repression. Unlike Kafka, Samarakis has a clear
view of man's potential. Kafka despairs, but Samarakis suggests that the
individual's affirmation of his basic human values counts. He mistrusts
all political philosophies; thus we do not see the accountant joining an
underground movement or spouting Marxist jargon. And we know that
what the story does not show is the prison cell and torture that
will surely follow. Yet what is important is that an individual has come
to terms with himself: only in this way can a totalitarian system finally
collapse. Organized resistance and protest must follow, but it is the human
and individual "accounting" that must first be reckoned with.
To draw yet another parallel with Greece's classical heritage, one
can see that Samarakis is really suggesting a concept of human nature
similar to that of Socrates. No harm can come to a good man said the
ancient philosopher, and though we realize that decisions are not as easily
made as Socrates seemed to suggest, at least Samarakis's accountant comes
to understand that, with or without a passport, the System can do no
harm to a "common" man who remains true to his beliefs. That the protagonist becomes something of a martyr does not mean that Samarakis
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suggests that we should all follow his example. On the contrary, the accountant is a dramatization, almost to the point of allegory, of an unliberated people. He is also an unlikely representative of writers and
artists. Like Socrates, Samarakis asks us not to be martyrs, but to be moral,
not to be victims, but to be witnesses to the freedom and dignity of the
individual. But unlike Socrates, Samarakis suggests that, to maintain that
dignity, the individual must realize that the state is often a "System" that
would have us betray our beliefs, our past, our youth.
The Passport developed from Samarakis's personal "political" experience with the Greek junta. It became, however, a long short story not
about politics, but about human values. In this sense Samarakis likes to
make a distinction between politics and political action. He feels that everything we do is "political" in the sense that we are all concerned with social
behavior. "If I choose not to be involved in political affairs or parties, for
example, I have made a political decision," he has stated.' But he does
not wish to speak of his works as "political." Samarakis says:
Instead of using the term political, I prefer just "human."
Every human action is political and at the same time it is not
political. The fact that we choose to be members of a society and
not to be Robinson Crusoes is a political action. But personally
I don't think the term political is necessary or useful for literature. Dostoyevski could also be named a political writer. Why
not? But, really, he is first of all a writer.
In Samarakis's terms, the accountant regains his humanity thanks,
ironically enough, to the repression of a totalitarian regime. Thus, paradox,
irony, and the tension of opposites abound in the Greek author's fiction.
Innocence is recaptured through corruption, the anti-hero becomes a hero
to himself and possibly to others, cowardice turns into courage, humorous
satire arises from a grim political folly, and the simplicity of the prose
masks a complexity of depth. Finally, the "generalized" becomes particular
as we realize Samarakis is speaking to all people through his Greek
experience. The passport we really need is the one that leads to the inner
territories of freedom and moral dignity. Samarakis, through his art,
reminds us of this simple truth.

a These quotations are from my November 1974 interview with Samarakis.

The Passport
by ANTONIS SAMARAKIS

He took a stationery pad, tore out four pages, folded them in half
like a book, and stuck them together at the fold with two pins. Leaving
the first page blank as a cover, he wrote his personal data on the next page
with a pen: family name (in capitals), first name (in capitals), middle
name (not in capitals), spouse's name (he indicated: Unmarried), nationality, place and date of birth, occupation, color of eyes (he thought
for a second as if trying to remember the color and jotted down: Chestnut).
Below his personal data, he drew a small square and inside it a face,
his own. Below the drawing he wrote: The bearer's photograph. On the
next page he wrote: valid for all of the countries of the world for five
years and for unlimited travel.

He returned to the first page which he had left as a cover, and in
capitals, the largest so far, he wrote:
PASSPORT
He admired his creation.
"It's not at all bad !" he said out loud as if speaking to someone deaf.
He was alone in the room.
Then he placed the booklet in the passport billfold made of black
calfskin leather which he had just purchased that morning. He could have
bought a cheaper one, made of plastic or leather other than calfskin, which
is the most expensive. This particular billfold, however, caught his eye,
and he bought it without hesitating. After all, he intended to spare no
expense for his first passport — thus calfskin ! Truly his first passport
during his 51 years.
It was the first time he had applied for a passport because it was the
first time he had been inspired to take a trip abroad. A 100% revolutionary
idea, something new in his insignificant life which, until then, had been
a routine life divided between his home on one hand, and, on the other,
"DECORUM" (the detergent factory "DECORUM").
He was an assistant accountant in the central office of DECORUM.
He didn't have the "typical qualifications"— higher education — consequently he would always remain stuck at the lowest position, assistant
accountant. And stuck at the same salary. Twenty-three years he had
faithfully served DECORUM.
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The point is that tomorrow morning he would have the passport in
not in his pocket, he would place it immediately in the black
calfskin billfold to protect it from wear and tear. And the day after
tomorrow, Wednesday, May 26th, at 10:40 a.m., the departure.. ..
Everything was ready for the trip, to hell with DECORUM! To hell
with it for about a month, as long as his usual vacation. Everything ready,
he only needed the passport. He would have made his application earlier,
but the tax office delayed him. He first had to take care of some back taxes,
a small amount, in order for them to give him clearance, and then he
could apply for a passport.
His tax slip had been held up somewhere in the bureau; finally he
obtained it. That very moring he had gone to the Passport Bureau and
filled out an application. And submitted two small photographs ". . . with
neutral background" (so stated the printed directions they had given him
that morning). The procedure was very simple: one morning you make
an application, the next you pick up your passport.
The idea suddenly struck him just three weeks ago. A trip abroad!
Why not? He would leave, yes, he would cross the borders. He would walk
along new roads, letting his hair blow freely in a new wind; he would, at
long last, begin to move. . . .
In his room tonight, it is Monday evening. On the seventh floor of his
apartment building. "A bachelor apartment," a small room, a narrow hall,
a kitchenette.
He was surrounded by the hundred or so tourist brochures he had
collected from the tourist agencies. Multicolored, offset, full of tantalizing
photos. He had worked them into a tapestry: he stuck them on the walls
with thumbtacks, placed some on the dresser, the window, the small
table that doubled as his desk, and he taped others to the ceiling so he
could observe them while lying in bed.
Already midnight. A little after midnight. Eight hours separated him
from his passport. Tomorrow morning at eight — no, not tomorrow, it
really is today — he will be armed for the trip. First and most importantly,
the passport, then the gray plastic suitcase which he had bought for the
occasion, the blazer (also new), very modern, marine blue, silver buttons,
the dark gray pants with cuffs (look how cuffs have come back into fashion!), his batik shirt — deep blue with white geometric designs — his tie
made from the same material with the same design, four sets of underwear, undershirts and shorts in four difffferent colors — fire red, lemon
yellow, mauve, black. Revolutionary items, especially his underwear; before
he had always worn the traditional style of underpants, with buttons. But
with the anticipated intoxication of the trip he felt reborn, completely
fresh, and, after all, why not switch to modern underwear?
Time went by, but he couldn't think of sleeping. How could he think
of such things now ! He was far too excited to sleep. He walked back and
forth from one corner of the room to the other; he opened the window and
immediately closed it; he opened it again and immediately dosed it again;
he gazed at the hundred or so tourist brochures, then he was hungry.
his pocket
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Since yesterday evening he hadn't had a bite to eat. This morning, coffee,
later a second cup, then nothing else. For lunch, dizzy with fatigue, it
was impossible for him to prepare a meal. Meanwhile, the hours rolled
by; the two restaurants in the neighborhood closed at 11:30 p.m., thus it
was too late. Let's take a look in the refrigerator — there must at least
be some eggs or canned food. What? Only a jar of mustard and a few
lemons.
He returned to his room, opened the closet, admired the marine
blue blazer, the dark gray pants, the batik shirt, matching ties.... He
stripped completely, put on his mauve underpants, the mauve t-shirt.
The closet door had a mirror on the inside, full length.
"Look how well mauve suits me! I would never have believed it."
He stood awhile in front of the mirror.
"I've lost too much weight !"
Some months ago he had totally lost his appetite.
"I suppose I'll gain three to four pounds on the trip. Although
actually, since I'll be constantly on the go, it should be just the opposite.
But with the change of surroundings, have a better appetite and so I
should gain more than I lose."
He looked at his right shoulder, which was permanently stooped,
then at the scar on his right knee received from a kick. From the time
he was a child, twelve to thirteen years old, when he played soccer in his
neighborhood with the neighborhood boys. They had discovered a certain
vacant lot, and every afternoon—they didn't have school in the afternoons—
they played a match. Sometimes they also played in the morning when he
skipped school. . . .
"I'm for Combat !"
That's how he was called then, with affection. The fanatic fan of
Combat. It was his team, the favorite, the glorious. Almost every year
Combat captured first place. And the playoffs, almost every year, were
between Combat and Typhoon. Of all the teams that battled for the
championship, Typhoon was the roughest.
The gang, he and his buddies, fans of Combat, made their own
neighborhood team named, of course, Combat. Their opponents, another
gang of kids, christened their team Typhoon. On the local field, the miniCombats and the mini-Typhoons fought it out for the mini-championship.
The two teams, Combat and Typhoon, continued to be championship
favorites. The two eternal rivals. Only he no longer plays center half
in his neighborhood, nor any other neighborhood. Thus, whenever soccer
is discussed, he is ready to jump up and exclaim:
"I'm for Combat!"
But he has stopped saying anything. The more the years passed by,
the more he withdrew into himself. He avoided revealing himself to
others.
So, tonight, in front of the closet mirror, he took another look at his
right shoulder, the scar from the kick of a rival whose shot was, by the
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way, off its mark. An indelible reminder of the past, the distant past.
From his soccer period — the period when he was a child.
In his mauve underpants and mauve t-shirt, he relaxed in his canvas
"deck chair," he picked up a pile of brochures.... And in this seat
he fell sound asleep. He didn't know how he happened to fall asleep.
All he knew was that he was now traveling abroad. He traveled. He
changed planes constantly, got off one, boarded another, left one, caught
another, often he caught them in mid-air, squeezed them, bit them, and
then chewed them. Yes, his trip whetted his appetite, his desires came
true and he even devoured the planes. All at once a whole jumbo jet, and
then a piece of wing or breast, a tail or a wheel. He discovered that the
wheels were more tender than the wings, but not as tasty. But the pilot,
the automatic pilot, is by far the most delicious part of a jumbo jet. The
last discovery he made was that he was waking up. He had a great fear
in his stomach. He went directly to the refrigerator; he chose two juicy
lemons, squeezed them.... It was the best thing for indigestion.

"No passport for you!"
He didn't understand. He stared at the clerk who had told him that.
He looked at the pregnant woman who was directly behind him. He
glanced at the other line.
Tuesday, May 25th. 8:10 a.m. In the Passport Bureau.
"No passport for you!" The clerk shouted to him for the second time.
"You don't have a passport! It's stamped here that you must report immediately — I repeat, immediately — to SCED."
He felt as if he had received electroshock. Petrified. The pregnant
woman stared at him with panic. Her eyes, which were opaque from her
pregnancy, became even more opaque. He saw her condition and worried
about her; he thought:
"I hope she doesn't have a miscarriage !"
The others in line stared at him. They remained silent, but their
faces expressed everything.
"They've crossed you off, mister!" continued the clerk. "SCED
crossed off your name, understand? They put a cross next to your name
on the list of applicants which we send to SCED for approval each noon.
Which means? . ."
He felt ready to collapse. To make matters worse, there was the clerk
with an evil smile, completely sadistic:
"I told you, mister, you must appear immediately at SLED. So what
are you waiting for? You want me to spell it out for you? S-C-E-D:
Section for Citizens' Emotional Decontamination."

***
Tuesday, May 25th. Evening. In his room.
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That afternoon he canceled everything. His plane ticket, his hotel
reservation.. .. From a bar where he had stopped for awhile, psychologically and physically exhausted, he phoned the tourist agency which he
had asked to make the reservations.
"Because of unforeseen obstacles, I'm very sorry. . . . Unforeseen
obstacles, I won't be able to leave tomorrow. Nor can I leave the day after
tomorrow nor anytime. . . . Please cancel everything !"
"What can we do ?" said the agent. "Since you want it that way,
all right. ... But what's the problem?"
For a few seconds he remained silent. Then he said:
"The problem is I don't have a passport. I'm not allowed to have a
passport."
If the agent hadn't ended the discussion by hanging up, he would
have told him something else:
"And I can't have a passport because SCED has labeled me DANGEROUS."
In the morning he had seen the word DANGEROUS. Written in
capitals with a yellow felt pen. Written on his SCED file. Who would
have thought he had a file there! His own personal file.
Leaving the Passport Bureau, he began to look for a taxi. The SCED
building, eleven stories high, was on the other side of the city. He didn't
have to wait long for a taxi.
He was very impatient. But of course why shouldn't the others in
the passport line, the pregnant woman, the clerks, stare at him with fear,
with suspicion. They suddenly found out that the System had singled him
out. The omnipresent System which knows everyone and everything.
It had been many years now since the time it seized power and became
a government and named itself the System, checking on everything. With
an intricate network of secret services, with a battery of secret agents who
never tired of spying, of hunting down victims, of laying traps. At the
supreme height of the secret services, the notorious SCED
The ground floor of the SCED building was something like the
reception area at a luxurious hotel. He was told to go to office 901,
ninth floor.
Two metal plaques on the door of 901. One: Subdivision for Control
of Requests and Insufficient Emotions. The other: Temporary Control
Officer.
He stood waiting in the corridor for about two hours. A dark
corridor smelling of cinnamon. There were many in line, all for 901.
Silent.
"Why do you want a passport?" the control officer asked him: no
one else was in the room.
"Why? I just decided to take a trip abroad. Very simple, isn't it?"
Standing before the control officer he felt uncomfortable, he wanted
a glass of cold water! . Meanwhile, the other man, about thirty-five,
a common type, continually drew lines on a pad of paper with a black
pencil and then immediately erased them with an eraser. Finally, without
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looking up from the pad and without stopping his drawing-erasing,
he said:
"I agree, it's very simple. But it's also very simple that you're not
authorized to have a passport."
"Could I ask ... could I ask ... what this means?"
"It means that you're classified as DANGEROUS," said the eraserman. "Look, here's your file, your personal file at SCED. I thought you
were coming today, so I have it ready. That's it, nothing else."
"I don't understand...."
"Better for one to understand nothing than to ask too many
questions."
And the conversation ended.
All that had happened that morning passed through his mind. The
trip was over! Over before it began. The great adventure to other places
wiped off the map, blotted out. It was a dream, but it had been dissolved.
The decision of SCED is law, higher than law. He couldn't have a passport.... But DANGEROUS? Why? Never had he had anything to do
with the System; he had concerned himself entirely with DECORUM,
his work as an accountant. He had never initiated any conversation whatsoever that involved the System. If such a conversation ever happened
to come up, he ran away immediately. Of course, he wasn't in favor of
the System, he wasn't for it, no ! The System denied freedom, the System
abolished freedom, how could he be for it? However, what he thought
and what he felt were secrets deep within himself, "top secret." Why
should you broadcast them? Why become involved? Why should you
endanger yourself ? Because the System doesn't waste time, if it spots you
and you get involved with it, you're lost! There are some others, yes,
some others who aren't afraid. ... Especially the young, the very young,
almost kids, that's how youth is ! Each age has its own madness—at sixteen,
at twenty.... Let's say he, too, was young, let's say he wasn't fifty-one
but twenty-one.... But in reality he was not young, so why should he
attempt what the young attempt? He continually whispered to himself:
"Am I crazy to become crazy?"
And with this argument he managed well enough with his conscience and with the System. However, without expecting it, he was involved ! Without even being able to learn exactly what had happened.
Once SCED had classified him DANGEROUS, he had no hope.
"Better for one to understand nothing than to ask too many
questions."
Conclusion: he should feel grateful that the only loss was that he
couldn't have a passport — it would have been possible that something
else....
Leaving SCED, he was in complete confusion. What to do, where
to go ! .. He wandered aimlessly for hours on end, until late at night,
after eleven. Earlier, about 9:30 p.m., it had begun to rain. A strong intense rain, the city in May played autumn for awhile. He continued his
wanderings in the downpour. He watched the others who ran to get
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out of the rain, the cars with their fog lights, the neon signs which seemed
to be refracted by the rain. For a moment he bega to gaze at shop
windows, typewriters, adding machines, women's bathing suits, then
smoking paraphernalia, then a totally dark window in which it was
impossible to know what was on display, then dolls . dolls with passports ! . . . A whole collection of dolls, the entire troupe on stage, ladies,
gentlemen, one with a sweet smile, another blasé or with a serious appearance. In the right hand, each doll held its passport. As if to show it
to Passport Control. A "dollish" size modeled on the actual size of a
passport. On the cover was printed PASSPORT. And on the first inside
page, the personal data. Several dolls had their passports open to the ID
page so the other one knew with whom he was dealing.
How lucky the lady dolls, how lucky the gentlemen dolls. They
weren't like humans who some SCED was able to switch on and off, sticking
them with the classification DANGEROUS. Where some SCED could
switch you on and off to check your names — or to check you off otherwise. . . . Without a doubt, how lucky that society of dolls!
It was bad enough that the dolls were grouped there, before him,
irritatingly ready for trips abroad, but there was also the lighted sign in
the back of the display window which sadistically proclaimed in alternating colors, DOLLS WITH PASSPORTS. He couldn't stand any more,
no, he couldn't stand any more; a sob gripped his chest, squeezed him,
strangled him strangled his throat, he fell against the shop window,
his eyes fixed on the fortunate dolls, he sobbed.... In front of the dolls
he sobbed like a man who had seen a lot of misfortune. . .. The other
strollers gathered around, staring at him with curiosity, he must be
completely drunk or insane, he didn't care if they watched him, he didn't
care about gossip, he stood pressed against the glass. .. .
Later, in his room, a little before midight. No more sobbing, but he
felt an ache in his chest. Finally, in order not to remain idle, he had to
do something to expell this nightmare. But what should he do? Read
a book, watch television, straighten up the apartment, wash all the coffee
cups again? All right, he had an idea! Straight to the bathroom for a
shave. A really close shave would refresh him for sure.
He would not go out tomorrow. He would remain here, in his room.
Tomorrow and the day after tomorrow and the day after that and every
other day and night. He wasn't in the mood to see anyone. He thought
of shaving only as a mechanical action to counter his suffocation. And in
addition, a cold shower.
In the bathroom in front of the mirror. ... With the razor in hand,
the old type of razor, he remained motionless opposite the man he saw
in the mirror. What a narrow forehead, what hazy eyes but deep set at the
corners, what strange ears, what a strange chin and, yes, that dimple. . . .
He was a sinister type from the underworld. Then he made a sound:
"I'm DANGEROUS! SCED is right: Of course I'm dangerous, it's
obvious ... Public Enemy Number One ! .."
One cheek with shaving cream, the other without, with the razor
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in his hand, he moved as if to threaten someone, he grimaced, half dosed
one eye, then the other, he placed the razor at his right ear as if he wanted
to slice it off at the root, he moved to the base of his nos; then he grunted,
meowed, barked. . . .
***
Wednesday morning, May 26th. He was still asleep. No, it was
not late, 6:40 a.m. Usually he would have been up an hour. But why get
up early? Today was the first day of his vacation, almost a month's
vacation. Where would he spend it this year, like every other year, in the
same old places, "surrounded by the same four walls? ..." If he had his
passport, he would be leaving soon, in four hours, 10:40 a.m. was the
departure... . 'What was that ringing in his ear like a compressor? A bell!
Jumping out of bed, barefoot and in his pajamas, he ran to the door,
pressed the button to open the front door of the apartment building while
speaking into the intercom.. . . "Who is it ?" No answer. He should have
asked before he opened. He waited. But he didn't wait long. Why do
they ring again, that damn bell would drive him crazy, now they're knocking loudly on the door of his apartment. He opened it.
"Good morning."
He didn't return a good morning to the stranger, his eye staring at
the worn-out brown sack which the other held in his left hand. It seemed
very heavy. He understood immediately and became furious.
"You're trying to sell me dictionaries on installment, right? Dictionaries, encyclopedias, and you don't collect. . . . Don't come by so early,
I haven't opened my eyes yet. People are still asleep, mister! Asleep ! . .
Especially me, personally, since I'm on vacation, my usual vacation. It
begins today. And you wake me up, today, the first day of my vacation,
you wake me up for no reason. Why? Why? In order to sell me those
dictionaries you are carrying in your bag! Perhaps you have some pornography, right? Sex stuff, etc. . . ."
He would have kept this up, he was worked up enough, but he broke
into a sweat because of his tirade and, not having a handkerchief, he
mopped his fact with the sleeve of his pajamas. The other glanced down
the corridor to make sure it was empty, and said slowly, very slowly:
"Excuse me, where is the gentleman whose name is written on the
buzzer?"
"He's here. I mean, that's me."
"Fine ! So, this morning at 11:30 you must appear at SCED You
know, where you went yesterday morning, room 901.
"

***
When autumn arrives
bringing us rain
deep melancholy
seeps through my brain...
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"I'm listening!" said the eraser-man finishing his recitation.
A little while ago, at 11:30 a.m. sharp, he entered 901 for the second
time. As soon as the other saw him, he got up from his chair and in a
stilted tone delivered the stanza.
"I'm listening!" the eraser-man said again.
"I hear that you're listening. . . . But what can I say? You invited
me here, and I came. . . ."
"How do you feel today, Sensitive Soul ?"
What the devil does this SCED agent mean ? Strange !
"You want to tell me that you have no idea. . . . OK, that's fine!
You're acting, however. I don't hold it against you. I simply accept the fact
that your memory isn't too good. OK, Sensitive Soul . . . Broken Dream...
Snowy Valley . . . Moonlit Spot .. . and all the other pen names you've
used since you started publishing your poems in various journals. Thirteen
pen names in all — thirteen until now. Or perhaps you deny that this poem
is yours—'Autumn Shivers'—from which I just read you the last stanza?"
No, he had not been pretending before, now he understood, now he
remembered. . . . The eraser-man put it very well, yes, "Autumn Shivers"
is his poem, and the pen name Sensitive Soul and all the others are his too.
However, all of these, poems and pen names, had been forgotten inside
him, their traces erased from his memory, almost erased. He had suppressed every poetic activity for many years now. Soccer and poetry belonged to the past.
"You're right," he told the eraser-man. "Believe me, I heard you
reciting my poem and I was stupefied. It's funny, isn't it? My mind was
a complete blank . . . isn't that the expression ? A complete blank. Yes,
I used Sensitive Soul and Snowy Valley and Moonlit Place and . . .and
ten other pen names."
"Finally! That's how I want you to be — reasonable. . . . But what's
the matter with you? Do you think SCED is not aware of all of this?
Ha! . . . We have everything here in your file. Snowy Plane . .."
"Valley ..."
"Merci for the correction. What is right is right ! So we have
collected them all, one by one, all of the poems you have published in the past, of course with a heap of pen names. It was pretty
difficult for us to discover who was hiding behind all of those pen names.
But at last ! Your poems were sent to the Subdivision of Microbiological
Research of Emotions. They went over them very carefully. The conclusion
of the analysis is very unpleasant for you, very unpleasant! It absolutely
incriminates you! Because your poems show that you suffer. .. . That you
suffer from a deep seated revolutionary spirit. The pen names you use
are themselves very revealing. The pen names and the poems together
prove a case of chronic melancholy. Or an inclination toward serious
melancholy. Where is the burning spontaneous enthusiasm that a citizen
must have? Either as a poet or a businessman. .. . Therefore, the typical
citizen will be ... with the System, in line with the System, the revolutionary way. The present investigation indicates that you don't have
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even the minimum of revolutionary enthusiasm. Consequently, the result
was that SCED classified you DANGEROUS. Listen, let's take a small
example, from your poetry, the last stanza of 'Autumn Shivers.' I'll recite
it again:
When autumn arrives
bringing us rain
deep melancholy
seeps through my brain . ."
After this new recitation, he drew several lines and then did his
familiar act with the eraser.
"Melancholy," he continued. "But how is it possible to explain such
melancholy at the moment that the revolutionary climax of the System
is being reached around us ! And, furthermore, you present rain as a cause
of melancholy ! Oh, no ! The healthy revolutionary citizen accepts rain as
a medium of progress, that is, in terms of increases in the production of
agricultural products, of the increase of production, or the rise in national
income...."
A short break. Lines and erasures on the writing pad for the one,
silence for the other.
"I've thought about something else in connection with your poem
`Autumn Shivers.' Something I'm afraid the experts at the Subdivision of
Microbiological Research of Emotions have missed. I have here a photocopy of the poem published in the magazine Family Peace. The last two
lines:
deep melancholy
seeps through my brain . . ."
"What else do you see ?"
"Three periods ! After `brain' you put three periods, 'dots,' let's say.
What is the meaning of those dots? What did you want to add, but
cutoff......
"What can I say, it's been so long. . . . But I assure you the three
periods are utterly innocent. They conceal nothing . . . nothing of the sort
you suspect. Of course, I wanted my poem to extend further, to keep
extending... ."
"The problem is that any kind of extension creates more problems .. .
problems for whoever dares to allow extensions or to achieve such an
extension. It's a dangerous game . . . a forbidden game! Extensions here,
extensions there, finally there comes a time when SEED comes and brands
one DANGEROUS. And I'll go even further with a question. What can
you say to defend yourself ?"
He tried to remain calm, at least some sort of calm. He was ready
to collapse on the tiled floor.
"I recognize my mistake. I see it clearly. I'm deeply sorry."
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"The fact that we have your spontaneous confession helps matters
somewhat. I have the authority from the Supreme Division, if you confessed
immediately, to go further with a definite investigation. First of all, I am
obliged to tell you, and with deep regret, that the System has a frightful
complaint against you."
"Against me ?"
"That is, with writers in general. Because you refuse to place yourselves under the control of the System. You refuse to take your place in
the System. In a word, you reject the System. You snub us, mister! You
snub us . . . and you sabotage us ! . . . Consequently, such behavior on the
part of writers against the System is being fully investigated.., and will
be duly dealt with! . . . Now we return to your personal case. I have the
authority of the Supreme Division to announce with pleasure that you wish
to submit a Loyalty Oath to SCED. Wonderful ! The exact address is:
SCED-Subdivision of Loyalty Oaths. Of course, remember to write it
out by hand, not with a typewriter. Wonderful ! In the Loyalty Oath which
you wish to submit and which SCED wishes to accept, it is useful for you
to point out that you are completely free to formulate what you prefer
and how you prefer it, for example, that you enthusiastically place yourself
in the control of the System, that you are burning with the holy desire
to serve the System wholeheartedly, that you are and that you will be a
sincere follower of the System, and in general whatever else you freely
prefer to make up . . ."
"Loyalty Oath ! . . ."
"How did you put it? ... I don't seem to have any qualms. . ."
The eraser-man smiled in a very peculiar way. A smile that he felt
froze him like the demand for a Loyalty Oath. If only he were able to
escape from the trap they had set for him, if only he could deny this denial
of himself !
"I can't imagine you have even the slightest qualm. ... So, we're
agreed about the Loyalty Oath that you wish to submit. And I must say
that your Loyalty Oath will not feel lonely here; it will have plenty of
company in the SCED archives. Here is an academic pile. They all rushed,
wishing to submit Loyalty Oaths. Let's not talk about what happened to
the university professors and those in higher education! We've been
flooded with them, understand ? Flooded.... That's right, many rush
to submit Loyalty Oaths before they are requested by SCED . . . I mean,
they rush to submit them before they wish to submit them. Isn't it
touching?"
"Of course . . . of course it is. . . ."
"That's right! We're doing pretty well, right ? . . . You know something, I like you. Yes, I like you, why should I hide it? What the hell,
you just asked for a little old passport for the first time in your fifty-one
years. A little while ago, when I announced the decision of the Supreme
Division to you, I was afraid: maybe you would hesitate to wish to submit
your Loyalty Oatch. . But how could you possibly become an exception ?"
He felt terrible. A tightening in his chest, a congestion, he was slip-
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ping, slipping very low, he knew very well that he was slipping down;
he was disgusted with himself.
"... could you possibly become an exception?"
"An exception ? Me ? What nonsense! Never ! I must write my
Loyalty Oath immediately. Can I write it here in your office? If I may
please ask . .."
The eraser-man not only showed great delight at his request, but he
also gave him two large dossiers. He climbed on his chair and took them
from a file cabinet.
"Here you are ! Everything is at your disposal! Paper, pen.. . . The
two dossiers contain the Loyalty Oaths of distinguished individuals, various
VIPs. Choose whichever text you wish, whichever is most pleasing to you,
and copy it out. You might also choose two or three or more and make
a composite. Of course, be sure to add your own data, name, etc., and
today's date, May 26th."
He sat at the corner of the desk, leaned forward to open the dossier. But what's this ! ... Important names, a pile of them. He became
dizzy. . .. As for a composite, no, he didn't need to make. one. Because
he discovered the ideal model, the one and only Loyalty Oath of a certain
Professor of Philosophy at the University. Tremendous ! Filled with
sweetness and light for the System. He copied it in its entirety, word for
word, and breathed a sigh of relief.
"Fabulous !" said the eraser-man as soon as he had read the text
which he presented him. "That's all !"
"So . . . now what ?"
"What do you mean now?"
"I mean ... I want to say . . . no, I don't want to say, I just had a
thought ... I mean, about my passport. . . ."
"That's another story ! I can't predict anything ! Your file will be
submitted with your Loyalty Oath to the Supreme Division. Go there
tomorrow morning, and . . . and we'll see. . ."
***

Thursday, May 27th. 11:30 a.m. In 901.
"Good morning!" the eraser-man greeted him.
Such a warm welcome made him hopeful.
"Is my case completed ?"
"Completed? Not yet! Nothing is finished . . . it isn't completed yet.
Your Loyalty Oath was passed on. It has done a lot of traveling. From
division to division, it finally reached the Supreme Division. It's order is
clear. In order to complete your request, it needs something new: a poem.
One of your poems, one hot from your pen. You will write a poem as
soon as possible. After all, you are so experienced in poetic matters! The
only difference is that your new creation must be a poem for the System.
You will express your feelings for the System. Just as you wrote your
Loyalty Oath, only this time you will turn it into verse and meter. To-
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morrow morning at 11:30 your poem will be in my hand. If it is approved
by the Supreme Division, then the day after tomorrow, Saturday, May 29th,
at 8:30 a.m., you will appear on television together with those others
who have been programmed at the same time as your passport application."
"What do you mean ?"
"I mean on the program, The Popular Muse for the System, which,
as you must know, is broadcast every Saturday at 8:30 to 9:00 p.m. It's
a live program, the viewers see it as soon as it is performed in the studio,
and it is carried by all the channels. Those who participate, as you must
know, are people like yourself, simple folk from the general public, who
happen, however, to have artistic ambitions, some for poetry, others for
acting, some for singing, others for dancing, some ... I'm sure you'll fully
enjoy the high honor that has befallen you with this invitation to participate on the program, The Popular Muse for the System. Your participation
will be taken into consideration during the examination of your personal case."
"Do you mean the granting of . . ."
"I mean exactly whatever you mean: the granting of.... Fine! Do
you have any questions? Any doubts ?"
He didn't answer. Silence filled office 901 for awhile. Only the sound
of the black pencil that traced lines on the pad and the eraser that hastened
to erase them.
"I have no objection, no! I'll give it a try. But the problem is that
I haven't written anything for years . . . not a line. And now I must write
a whole poem in twenty-four hours. I don't know, it sounds a bit difficult,
very difficult . I haven't tried it before."
"Come on! Don't be melodramatic! After all, what are these poets!
They see everything darkly. You'll manage it just fine. With a little bit
of good will, with a real effort. .. . Force yourself, Sensitive Soul, Force
yourself ! ."
"Yes, I'll force myself. I promise to force myself.. . ."
"Terrific! Since we're agreed, allow me to remind you of the framework within which you wish to create your poem. The basic theme is the
System. Do you understand? It's like a team you have bet on in a soccer
match. You start the game with your favorite team and make all the
moves you wish. You want to do the same with your poem. Begin your
various moves with the favorite System as base. System: everything for
the System. System: peace, order, and security. System: discipline in all its
facets. System: a new straightened-out generation for the System. System:
increased production. System: increased productiveness. System: increased
national income. System: development of land improvement projects.
System: development of hydroelectric power. System: development of
development. In other words, these are free limits for however your
imagination wishes to move freely. I reminded you simply to refresh your
memory. Oh! I almost forgot! Where did we leave off? System: development of development. I'll continue. System: development of soccer."
"Of soccer?"
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"Why not? Soccer! The System is most interested in soccer, you ought
to know that. There's a good reason for it to be interested . . . a very
important reason ! . . . In your poem you wish also to emphasize the
tremendous development of soccer under the beneficial shade of the
System — no, the shade is figurative, don't write shade, find something else.
Of course your poem, saturated with soccer, will be very topical. Because
the day after the show, Sunday, May 30th, as you know, is the championship
playoffs, Combat-Typhoon, which will honor, as usual, the unity and
superior power of the System. All right, rendezvous is tomorrow morning
at 11:30 a.m."
"I'd like to ask a question. . . ."
"With pleasure !"
"You know, it's a question . ."
`Go on ! Don't stall ! . . ."
"I really can't predict exactly how this inspiration will come to me . . .
I want to ask if a poem in free verse will be accepted . . . if it's permitted . . . or must it have rhyme and meter. . . ."
The eraser-man laughed. That dry kind of laughter he sometimes used.
Then he came and stood in front of him, slapped him on the shoulder in
a patronizing manner, grabbed his chin by the cleft, and pulled it up.
"Sensitive Soul ! Certainly free verse is permitted. But what are you
trying to do here, Sensitive Spirit? . . . What are you trying to do ? . . .
Hurainrnm ? Don't let happen here what happens in the traditional
Establishments ! ."
***
"Just fine! To begin with, the title, 'Rhapsody S. — or Rhapsody for
the System.' And then the poem, all of it."
The eraser-man enthusiastically read the strong lines again:
The System is One
One is the One
The System is One
The Sun is One
The Moon is One
The System is One
A Life is One
Death is One
The System is One
The National Budget is One
The Soccer Championship is One
Combat is One
The System is One
He drew lines on the pad with the black pencil, but for the first time
he didn't erase them with the usual eraser.
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"Fantastic! Hearty congratulations! The System obviously inspired
you greatly . . . to the pleasure of the System you found your poetic talent
again. . .."
"I simply gave it a try ..."
"Don't be so modest! Your creation is very impressive. Now that I
have read it out loud, now that I have recited it, I feel deeply touched,
like electroshock. You should have seen the emotion that colored my face.
Beautiful! Tomorrow evening, Saturday, May 29th, at 8:30 p.m., I will
see that you become a TV star. Only the Supreme Controller has to examine
your poem. Please wait in the hall a few minutes. I'll call for you shortly."
They both went out, the eraser-man locked the office and disappeared
at the end of the corridor. In ten minutes he returned, unlocked the door,
and once again the two men were in 901.
"We're doing fine. The Supreme Controller is completely agreed.
However, he has one change. Yes, here where you say:
Death is One
The System is One"
He began coughing, unable to continue. A minute later he added:
"Excuse me. When I start to cough ... I repeat: the first of these
two lines must go. It's a bit strong . . . a bit strange. That is, the way it
comes immediately before the next line.. . . So as to avoid any misinterpretation, the first line must be deleted."
***

He pulled out his handkerchief, mopped the sweat from his brow,
below his eyes, behind his ears, around his nose, his chin. And he did
so with great care so as not to ruin his make-up.
It was the first time he had been in a television studio. Surrounded
by lighting equipment, cameras . . . since it was his first time, he truly
had stage fright. With stage fright on the one hand and heat on the other,
it was natural for him to sweat.
Saturday, May 29th. The electric clock showed 8:26 p.m. In progress
was the show, How we build, how we organize, how we direct, and how
we demonstrate the psychological world of children, especially infants,
so that their psychological world will be completely under the care of
psychological discipline which the System has completely controled right
down to the last detail.

As the moment drew closer, his stage fright grew. And it seemed
strange to him that they had put make-up on him. Courage ! Soon it would
be over. 8:30 to 9:00 p.m. was the time for The Popular Muse for the
System. With his poem as the finale.
Before they went into the studio where they would participate on the
afternoon show, they herded them together in a large hall and gave
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them detailed instructions. Their order of appearance, how to stand in
front of the microphone, how to move, and also how not to move.
8:29. Commercial time: the best after-shave lotion, the best cleansing
spray, the best floor wax. . . .
8:31. The master of ceremonies: "Dear viewers, good evening. First
of all, dear viewers, permit me to inform you that there continues to be
a strong spontaneous flood of telegram messages from thousands upon
thousands of unions, leagues, associations, confederations, and, in general,
every kind of organized citizen group, etc., spontaneously congratulating
the System for The Popular Muse for the System, which began on the
14th of March. Such a spontaneous popular response is truly touching,
which indicates the spontaneous effect the program has had upon the
general public. The program, I say, was created spontaneously, I mean
after it was planned, after consideration by authority of the System so that
the people might have a way to express freely their artistic ambitions. It
is humanly impossible for us to respond to all of the spontaneous messages
in the spontaneous telegrams. And now, dear viewers, let's come to the
present program in which, as usual, well-chosen representatives of the
Popular Muse, unknown to the general public, however, will perform.
The performers we shall present to you tonight are, in order of appearance,
the following:
1. A vocal duet by two young ladies accompanied by a violin played
by a talented violinist. The piece is entitled 'Trotting Towards Progress';
the lyrics and music we owe to the collaboration of these two talented young
ladies.
2. A theatrical sketch with the title, 'Love and Productivity.'
3. A dancing number with the title, 'Rose Petals for the System,'
performed by a seven-member ballet of ladies and young women.
4. A lyrical epic poem entitled 'Rhapsody S.—or Rhapsody for the
System.' "
He stopped a moment, looked at some typed notes which he held,
and then continued:
"Before the performances of each act of tonight's program, I will
announce the names and middle names of the artists, one by one, and for
married women, I will announce the husband's name instead of a middle
name. We begin with the vocal duet, `Trotting Towards Progress.'
8:38. While the two young women and the violinist with his violin
performed, he took out his poem from his coat pocket and read it over
carefully. He had, of course, memorized it, but he would read it from
his manuscript in front of the microphone. That would be something if
he made even the smallest mistake! ... Better to be sure.
As he raised his eyes from the paper, a suprise ! There, opposite him,
in the control booth window, next to the technicians who monitor them,
the eraser-man had taken a seat, unexpectedly... . He saw him nod to him
from inside the enclosed glass, nod to him nervously, as if to say "Wait
a minute !" or something like that. What did he mean? . In less than
thirty seconds the studio door opened, the eraser-man appeared, he made
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a sign to go out into the corridor. He crossed the studio on tip-toe so as
to make no noise.
"We're in real trouble !" the SCED agent said to him breathing
heavily. "We're in real trouble! . . . I mean, we're not yet in trouble,
but we will be . . . what I mean is we would have been in trouble if I
hadn't arrived in time. .. . Where is 'Rhapsody S.' ? Quickly !"
"It's not my turn yet. . . . Yes, here is my poem. I am the last act
on the program, I'm immediately after the dancing number."
The eraser-man propped the paper on his knee and on the line
"Combat is One"
he crossed out "Combat" and wrote "Typhoon." And said:
"Now we're OK! If I hadn't caught you, things would have been
very sticky. You know what I mean ?"
"No."
"OK, didn't you see the afternoon papers? Didn't you listen to the
radio or television? Don't you have any idea what's going on? None?"
"None. . . ."
From his back pocket the eraser-man produced a newspaper.
"Alright, I have the Evening Banner. I quote the official announcement:
By special decision of the System, the soccer club Combat
is immediately dissolved because it over-stepped its authorization in such a way as to be DANGEROUS for public order
and the national interest. Consequently, the final match for
the national championship scheduled for tomorrow, Sunday,
May 30th, will be canceled; at the same time it is officially announced that the winning team is Typhoon.
"I don't understand. .. ."
"Better for one to understand nothing than to ask too many questions.
I told you once before.. . . So, that's it for Combat! . . . Do we understand each other? When you reach that line, you will read it as I changed
it, that is, you'll say:
"Typhoon is One"
He pulled out his cigarettes, took one, but without lighting it he
continued:
"A small change. An insignificant change. Drop one word, insert
another. Combat or Typhoon, what's the difference? ... Get back to the
studio quickly, it will soon be your turn. I don't think you need to point
out that it is a decision of the System! It is a supreme order! An order
from above. Way above! .. ."
He left the eraser-man in the corridor, but as soon as he opened the
studio door, he saw the eraser-man coming dose to him.
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"As I told you in the SCED office yesterday, the day after tomorrow,
Monday, May 31st, at 8:00 a.m., you will receive what you want so badly
from the Passport Bureau. It is an order from the Superior Controller
that you be issued a passport."
8:44. In the studio, in his chair, waiting to recite his poem.
The next to the last act had already begun, the dance routine, "Rose
Petals for the System." The seven ballerinas thrashed about with sexy
movements. In the center, an object had been placed, something like an
altar, with the official symbol of the System. The dancers, wearing green
outfits, each with a little basket full of rose-petals, sprinkled the altar
with flowers. His eye settled on a small hole in the costume of the fattest
of the seven. On the left thigh, near the top. His eyes stuck there, and
he followed her as the dancer sprang from one side to the other.
He bent over his manuscript. The moment when he would be on
camera drew near. ". . .to immediately dissolve the soccer club Combat
because it has over-stepped its authorization in such a way as to become
DANGEROUS for public order and national interest." "Better for one
to understand nothing than to ask too many questions." "It is an order.
An order from above. Way above! . . ." "A small change. An insignificant change. Drop one word, insert another. Combat or Typhoon, what's
the difference? . .." "I'm for Combat!" If he complied with whatever
the eraser-man told him, if he complied with the order and said "Typhoon
is One," it was exactly as if he were to say "I'm for Typhoon !" But how
could he say that? How could he betray his own team? Could he betray
a childhood passion ? A passion he had held since he was a child, since
that mythical age when he was a child. . . . He now felt like searching
for that lost time of universal childhood, when the System didn't exist,
when each kid, but not just kids, were free to be for Combat or for
Typhoon or to change from Combat to Typhoon with a free conscience
and from Typhoon to Combat again with a free conscience. Then when
he had the belief that the world would always be like man's childhood,
that when he grew up, he would be free to be the fan of the soccer team
he liked or those ideas which suited him. He believed all of this then,
then when he was innocent of what kind of chains man had forged for
other men. .
8:51. The dance number, "Rose Petals for the System," was still on.
The seven ballerinas continued their movement. What crazy kind of baskets
do they have? Are they magic? Are they juggling? How many pounds of
rose-petals do they contain since they are scattered but they never run out!
They sprinkle rose-petals on the emblem of the System—he saw the emblem
as a monstrous idol. The green outfit still had its small hole. ... His eye
followed her, it moved forward and back according to the movement of
the fat one. In the control booth window he saw one of the technicians
gesture to him, it seemed he noticed him watching the fat dancer but he
interpreted it differently.
Fragments turned inside him with dizzying speed; his thoughts, feelings, sensations, instincts, memories, images which he had lived or which
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he thought he had lived, voices he had heard, or that he thought he had
heard, conversations he had had or that he thought he had had, all were
fragmented inside him, all were arranged from very small pieces, into
a great mosaic.
"I'm for Combat !" Who would have imagined then that a System
would come to rule everything, down to the last detail ! Who could
have imagined then that man's humanity would be reduced to the System's
humanity. . . . A System here, another System there, yet another System
in the next neighborhood. . . . How lucky the dolls.... How truly lucky
the society of dolls ! DOLLS WITH PASSPORTS ! But he would get his
passport, his own, completely his own, and he would place it immediately
in the black calfskin wallet to protect it from wear and tear, "Monday,
May 31st, at 8 a.m., you will receive what you so badly.. . . Order of the
Supreme Controller to issue you a passport," now that all was arranged, all
taken care of, all spoken for, "Combat or Typhoon, what does it matter? . ," "Am I crazy to become crazy?" He had given the two small
photographs ". . . with neutral background," why the devil did they
need these spotlights which blinded him, why not have television without
spotlights, why shouldn't television be less inhuman, without the blinding
tyrannical spotlights censored here by SCED, or by another SCED, or by
still another SCED, when he found a little free time, he would create a
television without spotlights censored to the third degree, "Am I crazy
to become crazy ?" Youth had its craziness at sixteen, at twenty. "We're
in real trouble. . . . That is, we're not in real trouble yet, but definitely in
real trouble . . . ," "I'm for Combat!" "I don't think you need to point out
that it is a decision of the System! It is an order. An order from above.
Way above!" "I'm for Combat !" Are you kidding, Combat was finished,
he crossed it off the card, ".. . to immediately dissolve the soccer club
Combat because it has over-stepped its authorization in such a way as to be
DANGEROUS for public order and national interest," SCED also branded
Combat with the label DANGEROUS, "Am I crazy to become crazy?"
. . . with neutral background," become neutral so you can manage to
survive, "Combat or Typhoon, what does it matter ?" Monday, May 31st,
at 8 a.m., he would pick up his passport and then his dream, travel abroad,
would become a reality, he would leave after a short delay, the world was
not lost, Tuesday, July 1st, 10:40 a.m., the return, "I predict that on the
trip I'll gain four or five pounds . . . with the change of surroundings, my
appetite will be whetted," The System didn't waste time, if it spotted
you and you became involved with it, you would be lost! If the Loyalty
Oath was omitted he would feel what he felt now, he had been uneasy
since the moment he wrote, signed, and submitted his Loyalty Oath to
SCED, "Am I crazy to become crazy ?" "Here is an academic pile, they all
rushed wishing to submit Loyalty Oaths. Let's not talk about what happened
to university professors and those in higher education!" what business did
he have, a puny assistant accountant, what business did he have with the
VIPs, he shouldn't consent to submit a Loyalty Oath, it was a disgrace,
a great disgrace, Monday, May 31st, 8 a.m., they would issue him a pass-
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port, now everything was taken care of, everything in order, everything
spoken for, "Combat or Typhoon, what dies it matter?" ". . . with neutral
background," the two small photographs, the photographs, yes, the man
himself, no, never, the conscience of man did not exist "with neutral background," the conscience was not neutral, it cannot become neutral, it could
not remain neutral before what man suffered from other men.
a great melancholy
seeps through my brain .
Ah, so, that was it! The three periods after "brain" had a meaning
to convey, they proclaimed how man was free to feel melancholy when
it rained or when it didn't rain or to feel whatever else he felt without being
accountable to anyone else, the three periods after "brain" were mystical
extensions, an extension of freedom, "I'm for Combat !" "I'm for Combat !"
8:53. The master of ceremonies at the microphone:
"Next, dear viewers, is the last act of tonight's program, the lyrical
epic poem, 'Rhapsody S.—or Rhapsody for the System.' Our poet happens
to be an assistant accountant with the detergent factory, 'Decorum,' and . . ."
In the control booth window he again saw the eraser-man, so he had
not gone, so he was still there, so he was always there in order to follow
him, in order to check up on him, in order to be sure that the assistant
accountant of the detergent factory, "Decorum," would flawlessly execute
the order of the System, "Concentrate, Sensitive Soul, concerntrate ! . . ."
"All right, here you say:
Death is One
The System is One
The first of these two lines must go. It sounds a bit strong . . . a bit strange.
I mean, the way it comes immediately before the line. ," the eraser man
was pressed against the control booth window watching him continuously,
he looked him in the eye, watched his lips which would soon recite,
"Rhapsody S.— or Rhapsody for the System," his lips would speak the
whole poem, everything, but with the corrected line they would say:
"Typhoon is One"
"Combat or Typhoon, what does it matter?" "Am I crazy to become
crazy ?" "The System doesn't waste time, if it spots you and you become
involved, you're lost!" "Am I crazy to become crazy ?" "Yes, I'm stupid !"
he suddenly heard this secret voice inside him, it lept inside him, it smashed
the chains inside him, "Crazy, yes, I'm crazy like the young people of
sixteen or twenty ! ... I'm young, too, who dares say I'm not young? I am
fifty-one years young, fifty-one years crazy! . . . And now I have to take
a Loyalty Oath, another Loyalty Oath that contains whatever is most sincere
and whatever has remained safe deep in my soul, because Combat is One
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forever and ever, Combat is One so that the passion for freedom may not
be extinguished in the soul of man and so that this humanity may be less
inhuman ..."
".. . and after this brief portrait of our poet, dear viewers, I turn
the show over to him As I have already stated, the poem is entitled
'Rhapsody S.—or Rhapsody for the System,' and as you will see, or more
correctly, as you will hear, the heart of the poem is the line:
'The System is One.'
This line is often repeated and around this line is built the whole poetic
creation. Our poet is at the microphone !"
In front of the microphone, the spotlights had focused on him, the
cameras had focused on him, he unfolded his manuscript, looked straight
at the eraser-man in the window of the control booth, "... one more
Loyalty Oath which contains whatever is most sincere and whatever has
remained safe deep in my soul," he smoothed out the manuscript, which
he had crumpled, then he ripped it into two, ripped it into four, tore
it into eight, and said:
"Combat is One !
And a second time:
"Combat is One !
And a third time:
"Combat is One !
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And before they had a chance to recover and cut him off, a fourth
time:
"Combat is One !
—Translated by Andrew Horton

Book Reviews
Consciousness and History: Nationalist Critics of Greek Society
1897-1914 by GERASIMOS AuGusTwos. Boulder: East European Quarterly, distributed by
Columbia University Press, New
York, 1977. 182 pp. $13.50.

The history of nineteenth century Greece cannot be understood
apart from the dominant ideological
reality of a nationalist culture which
defined the parameters of the political and intellectual life of the
country. A local manifestation of
the broader phenomenon of national clamoring that agitated
European political culture in the
nineteenth century, Greek nationalism as an ideological system represented a compromise between the
modern conception of the nation
as a culturally homogenous community of free and equal citizens
and traditional corporate notions of
collective identity. As such, Greek
nationalism symbolized the failure
of the earlier influence of Enlightenment liberalism to shape the political culture of the independent Greek
state on the Western European
paradigm.
The prevalent nationalist culture,
expressed politically in the vague
program of romantic irredentism
known as the Great Idea, after
guiding Greek policies and hopes
for half a century, was plunged into
a profound crisis as a result of the
disastrous attempt to translate the

Great Idea into practice in the
Greco-Turkish war of 1897. The
resounding Greek defeat which
sealed that military adventure, at a
time when Greek irredentist aspirations in both Crete and Macedonia
were at a point of great intensity,
generated a veritable crisis of conscience and torturous soul-searching
among the exponents of Greek
nationalism. In this concise and
lucid essay, Professor Augustinos
examines the turmoil in Greek
nationalist thought that followed
the defeat of 1897 by looking at the
political and cultural views of a
major national poet, Kostes Palamas, an eccentric pamphleteer, Perikles Giannopoulos, and an important conservative publicist and
cultural critic, Ion Dragoumis. Their
respective diagnoses of the predicament of Hellenism at the turn of
the twentieth century were typical
both of the vexing crisis and the
serious limits of Greek nationalist
thought.
The critiques that the three nationalist thinkers directed at the
Greek society and polity reflected
clearly the total conservative transformation of the original liberal
nationalism that had stirred the
movement of Greek revival about
a century earlier. Searching for the
causes and factors of Greece's defeat, the nationalist critics were led
to an inquiry into the meaning of
Hellenism, the proper content of
national identity and ideology, and
95
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the appropriate values and visions
of national reconstruction. They
never allowed the shock of defeat,
however, to take them beyond ideological symbols into meaningful
social and political criticism that
might have realistically grappled
with the underlying sources of national malaise and weakness. Thus,
instead of questioning several of
the accepted assumptions of Greek
society and ideology, their eloquent
commentaries on a major national
trauma did no more than call for
intensified nationalist zeal as the
remedy for the nation's failures. The
inability even to articulate the
underlying problems was symptomatic of the weakness of critical
thinking, which was stifled by the
prevailing intolerant orthodoxy of
a singleminded nationalism that
remained totally exclusive as the
matrix of political legitimacy.
The xenophobic attitude of Giannopoulos and Dragolimis, expressed
in their hostility toward Western
culture and ideas, was another sign
of the conservatism prevailing in
Greek nationalism. Indeed their
shrill hostility to Western culture
was a measure of the conservatization of Greek thought over the
century of nationalism, and stood in
stark contrast to the receptivity to
European ideas among earlier
generations of Greek intellectuals,
especially during the pre-independence period of the Enlightenment,
when the aspirations of social
change and political liberation were
articulated precisely in terms of
cultural criticism urging the absorption of European models by
Greek culture. The reevaluation of
the relevance of the Western model
a century later was partly the pro-

duct of disenchantment with the
argument that projected Westernization as the panacea for Greece's
problems. In a sense the European
model for Greece's development
appeared to have failed to meet the
aspirations of the nation. In essence,
however, the vilification of the liberal Western paradigm represented,
as Professor Augustinos quite perceptively suggests, the last and most
conscious effort of conservative elements in society to hold off the
Westernization of Greece. Dragoumis's political argument was a
clear case of the invocation of nationalism as a brake on social
change. Viewed in a broader context, these arguments against modernization in the name of a certain
conception of cultural integrity belonged to the European tradition of
cultural criticism directed at the
effects of the industrial revolution,
political democratization, and the
emergence of mass society, which
so worried successive generations of
conservative thinkers from Burke
to Matthew Arnold and their heirs
in the twentieth century.
The interpretation of the cultural criticism of the generation of
1897 as a response to social change
is the major contribution of this
essay. Another significant achievement is its systematic demonstration
of the uses to which diverse readings of Greek history were put for
the sake of political and cultural
argument by these three admirers
of the author of The Use and
Abuse of History. Indeed the study
would have profited considerably if
a more systematic reconstruction of
European influences on Greek cultural critics had been attempted.
While Giannopoulos cannot really
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be considered a serious thinker, and in this aspect of his thought, there
his eccentricities could most appro- can be no doubt that, beyond the
priately be treated as a case study purely ideological purposes of his
in literary psychohistory, both Pa- cultural criticism, he did touch on
lamas and Dragoumis were power- one crucial and enduring political
ful minds who integrated creatively issue in modern Greek history in his
important elements of contempo- reflections on the proper relation
rary European thought. Palamas's that should exist between the Greek
properly characterized cultural syn- state and Hellenism beyond its concretism was not confined to the mar- fines. Professor Augustinos's acriage of Greece's classical and By- count captures quite effectively
zantine legacies: in addition, he the dramatic contradictions in this
introduced a whole new perspective relationship as they were identified
into Greek thought through his by Dragoumis in connection with
comparative literary criticism and the political destiny of the Greeks
thorough familiarity with contem- of the Ottoman Empire. It is a triporary European culture, which he bute to Dragoumis's political senconsidered to be a fertilizing in- sitivity that, several generations
fluence on Greek civilization. The later, the leadership of the Greek
part of Palamas's work which il- state has not managed to construct
lustrates this aspect of his thought, a sound policy toward the remaining
however, remains outside the pur- segments of Hellenism outside
view of the present study. Further- metropolitan Greece with an eye
more, a more systematic identifica- to ensuring their survival. The
tion of the integrally European drama of Cyprus, and the whole
sources of Dragoumis's thought web of contradictions in the Cyprus
in the anti-positivist revolt at the question between the respective
turn of the twentieth centuries policies of the "national center" in
would have provided a useful per- Athens and the political choices of
spective — And corrective — on his the local leadership, constitutes the
eloquent rejection of Western cul- most recent facet of a problem
ture in the name of a conservative whose intensity was most acutely
Hellenism.
captured by Ion Dragoumis.
Although some readers of Dra—Paschalis M. Kitromilides
goumis may find an inner tension

The Contemporary Greek Cinema

by MEL SCHUSTER. Metuchen,
N.J.: The Scarecrow Press, 1979.
360 pp. $15.00.
The contemporary Greek cinema
is a paradox. It began in the midsixties as a reaction against the

village melodramas and situation
comedies that made up commercial
Greek film at the time, matured in
spite, and in many ways because,
of the junta of 1967-74, and at
present has almost ceased to exist,
partially because of the absence of
a movie-going audience since the
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advent of television (TV came in
with the dictatorship in 1967).
But it is equally true that without
the colonels around, the frequent
political edge and focus of the
Greek "New Wave" directors disappeared. To study what has happened to Greek film since the late
1960s is to study the relationship
between film, political repression,
and the need to reclaim and clarify
a historical sense of the past. Not
all of the young breed of Greek
directors have been as openly political in their art as the most prominent of the new directors, Thodhoros Angelopoulos. Yet all have
managed to reflect a more accurate
picture of a "Greek" reality than
had been possible in the formula
films of the earlier commercial
cinema.
A thorough study of the new
Greek cinema needs to be done.
To date, the only book length study
of Greek film has been Decouverte
du cinema Grec (Paris, 1968) by
Aglaea Mitropoulou, the director
of the Greek Cinemateque, which
is a brief survey ending just as the
"New Wave" directors began. Mel
Schuster's work, which focuses on
these directors is, unfortunately,
not the book we need. To his
credit he explains that he only
spent a few months in Greece and
did not have the chance to see many
of the important films of the new
cinema. But such honesty cannot
excuse a slipshod study that reads
much like the hastily prepared "eyewitness" accounts of the Jonestown
massacre. Schuster's book is a rough
montage of half-interviews, strong
opinions (often more about the
filmmakers' personalities than about
their films), journalistic commen-

tary, incomplete bibliographies,
and facts that do not add up to a
satisfying whole. Like the Jonestown instant-books, this study is
almost all personal impression, with
little if any context, perspective, or
understanding.
Take his coverage of Costas
Sfikas (Model, 1974) an introspective but highly original filmmaker-actor. On meeting the director, Schuster comments:
While I, bursting with my
own judgmental facilities, declare his first film dazzling,
stupendous, exhilarating, rejuvenating, marvelous ! — he
folds his hands in his lap,
bows his head as though I were
patting it, and expresses such
appreciative modesty that I
want to buy him an ice cream
cone as a token of apology for
having somehow tried to corrupt his innocence. ...
The writing is embarrassing
enough, but the approach to his
discussion of Sfikas and his work
is even more puzzling. Outsiders
can often be very perceptive about
the life and culture of another
country, as we have seen from
French studies of American film,
for instance. But Schuster, partially
because of the linguistic barrier,
remains an outsider — a Gulliver
among the Lilliputians.
The Contemporary Greek Cinema

does provide helpful information
for those who can sift through the
prose, impressionistic journalism,
and lack of a consistent and coherent format or organization. There
are direct quotations from many of
the significant directors such as
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Thodhoros Angelopoulos, Pandelis
Voulgaris (the most thorough
chapter in the book), and Nicos
Panayotopoulos. And space is devoted to coverage of documentaries,
cinematographers (especially the
masterful Giorgos Arvanitis), actors, and producers, and the volume
includes a filmography and a listing
of the awards given over the years
at the Thessaloniki Film Festival.
Schuster's major weakness, however, remains his lack of a clear,
consistent perspective, especially a
historico-political one, from which
to view the emergence and decline
of the contemporary Greek filmmakers. Film, for instance, has been
the medium that directors such as
Angelopoulos have used to explore
the implications of the Greek Civil
War (1944-49). Such a development is not only a landmark in
Greek cinema but in Greek culture
as well, for the Civil War has remained such a partisan subject that
little honest or open debate has
been possible in print or in public.
Thus the fact that Angelopoulos's
The Travelling Players (1975, see
Cineaste, "Culture, History and
Cinema: A Review of The Travelling Players," Peter Pappas, Vol.
VII, No. 4), which chronicles
Greek history from 1936 to 1950
from a leftist point of view, broke
all box office records for a Greek
film means that the Greek general
public can be reached with a nonHollywood product that asks them
to reflect seriously on their own past
and uneasy present. Compare such
an impact with Godard's small
audiences in his native France.
Such success has, nevertheless,
been the exception, not the rule.
Schuster mentions as a partial ex-
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planation the gargantuan difficulties in financing films in Greece, the
lack of a large sophisticated audience for "New Wave" Ming outside of Athens, and the problems—
practical and philosophical — filmmakers have had in growing beyond their first works. True enough,
but a closer look needs to be taken
at the minimal support non-"Establishment" directors have received
from the Greek government film
office, the need for closer cooperation among Greek filmmakers to
establish international distribution,
and the inability of any of the contemporary directors to effectively
build and borrow from the positive
elements of commercial cinema in
ways that the French New Wave,
for instance, learned from Hollywood. One example: nowhere does
Schuster even allude to the most
popular male actor in Greek commercial cinema, the comic Thanasis
Vengos. Vengos, like Chaplin, never
forgets that he is one of the "little
people," and he builds his comedy
not only on tried-and-true slapstick
elements, but also on the lasting
Greek folk comic tradition of Karagiozis, the hero of Greek shadow
theater. Nicos Panayotopoulos in
his The Colors of the Rainbow
(1974) is clearly the most experimentally playful of the contemporary directors, although, like absurdist drama, his humor works to
illuminate some serious topics. Yet
no contemporary director has been
able to incorporate the vibrant popular comedy of a Vengos within
a broader vision that would, like
Panayotopoulos or, better yet,
Aristophanes, force us to think as
we laugh.
Given the obstacles against it,
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the existence of any recent Greek
cinema is noteworthy. That the filmmakers of the past decade have
fashioned such a strongly individualistic cinema is a fact that deserves

to be more fully recognized outside
of Greece. The new Greek filmmakers also deserve a better book
than Mel Schuster's slapdash study.
—Andrew Horton

•
**
The Greek Islands by LAWRENCE
DURRELL. New

York: The Vi-

king Press, 1978. 286 pp. Illustrated. $25.00.
Greece is blessed with some of
the most beautiful islands in the
world and cursed with seemingly
never-ending, empty-headed writing
about those islands. With eyes on
the Christmas book market and
tourists contemplating a summer
holiday in the sun, publishers periodically decide it is time for one
more Aegean travel book. The
usual formula involves a celebrity
author with some first-hand knowledge of the country and with enough
of an education to make appropriate references to classical mythology. Only a few weeks of travel
and research are required, if, indeed, the author thinks a return
trip to Greece is even necessary.
Among the latest offerings of
this type is The Greek Islands by
Lawrence Durrell. On first thought,
Durrell would some to be an ideal
choice to break the limitations of
this dubious genre. He has lived
on various Greek islands and has
written three "island" books: Prospero's Cell (about Corfu), Reflections on a Marine Venus (about
Rhodes), and Bitter Lemons (about
Cyprus). In his Alexandrian Quartet, a major character is modeled
on Cavafy, and Anglo-American

interest in that poet's work was
greatly stimulated by Durrell's
portrait. The enthusiastic dust
jacket of the present book capitalizes on this background to inform
us that Durrell, "Writes about a
country that he has come to understand in every way" (emphasis in
original).
Unfortunately, this author, so
full of understanding for Greece,
rarely finds it suitable to make any
social or political comments in his
narrative. Instead, he prepares the
usual pablum. A note about mythology or place names is mixed
with some anecdote about a contemporary acquintance, usually a
fisherman or taverna-keeper, and
the brew is given quasi-individuality by discussion of the island's
local wine, cheese, or favorite fish.
The reader is hardly aware that
something called the Byzantine
Empire ever existed except that it
provides interesting church facades,
ikons, and mosaics for the tourist
camera. The Turkish Occupation
and the struggle for national independence and identity, being too
grim for such treatment, are largely
left unexamined. Political strife,
after all, lacks the grace of the
distant classical canon, and vacations could be ruined if the tourists
suspected the natives were even
mildly restless.
One wonders why a writer of

MK,
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Durrell's reputation would go
through such an inane exercise. The
kindest explanation would be that
he was financially pressed. But the
root cause for this distortion of
Greek reality goes much deeper.
The international literati, like the
typical tourist, love Greece with a
colonizer's heart and see Greece
with an imperialist's eye. In Durrell's case, it is now obvious that
Bitter Lemons is far more concerned about the British imperial
agony than justice for Greek and
Turkish Cypriots. Durrell tips his
hand tellingly in The Greek Islands
when he describes what makes a
first class Greek politician:
They [The Tourist Police]
were invented by that wonderful man Karamanlis, the
present Prime Minister — certainly the greatest Greek political figure since Venizelos.
He also invented the marvellous new road system and
the little government hotels
called the Xenias. Those of us
who have done Greece on foot,
muleback, and in derelict,
smoking buses, always covered
in flea-bites, will never cease
to bless the name of the man
who has made everything so
easy of access. It is not his
fault that vulgar speculators
have tried to ruin the atmosphere with the jukebox and
transistor, with the so-called
First Class Hotel — factors
which only alienate the poor
tourist who comes from a
country where these things
are manufactured and is trying
to get away from them.

10 1
Such a passage, even though it
appears in an irrelevant and innocuous cultural by-product, demonstrates the pervasive view of
Greece as far as most Western
Europeans are concerned. Greece
should not become too affluent lest
its quaintness is sullied. Its prime
minister becomes noteworthy by
virtue of serving foreigners who
wish to flee advanced technological
societies for a brief reespite amid
the ruins. A man such as Karamanlis
might even be elevated from the
Greek to the European pantheon if
he could only devise a method to
keep out those nasty jukeboxes and
radios. Durrell doesn't say so openly, but he seems relieved that
continued massive migration keeps
the islands and countryside from
being cluttered by the presence of
too many Greek inhabitants.
Durrell, however, has not done
his research as well as he might
have. He is unaware of the joint
Greek-American combine that is
investigating the possibility of converting one of the larger but undistinguished islands near Athens
into a unique tourist attraction that
will save foreigners the discomfort
of sea voyages in the hot sun. Each
of the island's harbors will be redone to mime one found on various
islands, with buildings from the
original site transported or replicated for authenticity. In the interior,
major historic ruins will be recreated,
and there will be pavilions featuring classical drama, folk dancing, and island music. For the
children there will be opportunities
for mule rides, caique expeditions,
and small zoos where they may
feed various breeds of goats and
sheep. All printed materials will be
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posed name for the enterprise is
Homerland.

in English, and portapacks with
taped guided tours will be available
in all major languages. The pro-

—Dan Georgahat

*•
Clint: A Biography of a Labor
Intellectual by THOMAS R.
BROOK.S. New York: Atheneum,
1978. 377 pp. $14.95.

For students of Greek affairs
during the late 1940s, a rich source
of material concerning American
involvment in the political economy of Greece can be found in
this new biography of Clinton Golden. A former vice-president of
the Steel Workers Union, Golden
led the labor section of the original
Marshall Plan delegation to Athens
in 1947. While this book is devoted
to an account of his entire life, one
large chapter is based on Golden's
experience in Greece. Furthermore,
the chapter contains long letters
written by Golden to his superiors
in Washington which provide
fascinating details into the penetration of Greek affairs by the United
States.
Golden's task within the Marshall
Plan framework was to develop a
"free and independent" trade union
movement in Greece. Typical of
many American trade unionists
during that period, Golden saw a
strong trade union movement as the
force that would prevent fascism
from rising again in Europe, as
well as defeating the threat of the
"totalitarian" communist movement. However, this goal was
viewed clearly within the context
of American foreign policy goals.
The assumption behind American
labor's participation in the Marshall

Plan was spelled out in a report
by an American trade unionist colleague of Golden: "If help is not
given, civil war would increase and
the Communists, as the only strongly organized opposition group,
would emerge in control. If
Greece falls into the Soviet orbit,
Turkey must follow. If Greece and
Turkey go, the whole Middle East
and on to the Far East will be endangered" (p. 251).
Precisely how to build a free
trade union movement and fulfill
the policy aims of the United
States government at the same time
was the contradiction which Golden
never resolved while in Greece.
Although he came as an advisor to
labor unions, within a month of
his arrival he was writing sections
of the Greek prime minister's speech
on labor matters (p. 263). He also
sat in on many important labor
management negotiations, frequently called to develop new solutions to wage and price problems
by industry. According to his letters, he and other American advisors were in continual contact with
the various Greek political parties
and leaders, with the exception of
the communists.
Golden's specific task was to construct a Greek Federation of Labor
that would exclude all communist
influence. Of the Greek labor leaders he met with regularly, Fotis
Marks and John Patsantzis appear
to have been the most prominent.
Golden was often troubled by
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their connections to some of the introduce modern industrial labor
political parties that supported the relations, the Greek government, in
royalist government; he also re- December 1947, in order to stop a
cognized that many trade unionists proposed strike of government
were "classified by our politically workers, adopted a non-strike law
minded Embassy 'experts' as 'mod- that called for the death penalty for
erate reformers' or `right wingers'." those who violated it! Furthermore,
However, he considered them to Golden was astonished to find that
be patriotic and "decent, down to both the American Ambassador and
earth trade unionists'? (p. 266). the head of the Marshall Plan misGolden was apparently unable sion saw no reason to be upset with
to understand that excluding the the law. After much political prescommunists from the trade union sure, and his threat of public removement considerbly compromised signation, Golden was able to win
any attempts to construct a new fed- a "compromise." The Americans
eration independent of the govern- convinced the Greek government to
ment. His completely rabid anti- drop the death penalty from the
communist views (his letters, in law. Golden then quietly Left, beproper Cold War jargon, refer to lieving that the American mission
them as "Commies") prevented was trying "to recreate an old order
him from recognizing their import- that no one particularly wants"
ance.
(p. 307) .
Golden was more insightful conThe experiences of Golden reflect
cerning the American mission. He the dilemma of the liberal reformer
complained that "Too many of our facing the realities of American
colleagues have assumed that the economic and military interests.
Greeks are sly, cunning creatures, Golden came to his post with the
hell bent on making fools of Amer- belief that an anticommunist indeica. They distrust them, do not try pendent trade union movement
and understand them. In some in- could be build which would serve
stances they are downright arrogant as an alternative to the royalists and
and contemptuous in their attitudes provide the basis for a new demotoward them" (p. 283). It is ap- cracy. However, he soon learned that
parent from these comments that American policy was based solely
there was a paternalistic—and at on ensuring that Greece would be
times racist—style to American in- anticommunist, no matter who was
volvement in Greece. Finally, al- in political control. Thus, Golden's
though Golden's account of the proposals were placed on a low priAmerican mission does not include ority. Golden's frustrations have
any mention of covert actions, it been repeated many times with other
is interesting that his figures on the policymakers. As he notes, Greece
amount of American personnel in was being used as a "guinea pig"
the Marshall Plan mission are larger for American aid and assistance
than the official government figures. in the postwar period. His letters
Golden finally left Greece when, provide us with a good deal of rich
despite all his optimistic reports de- detail on how that process worked—
tailing the progress being made to and still works. —Jim Jacobs
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